
The Complete Veggie Air Fryer Cookbook
75 Vegetarian and Vegan-Friendly Recipes, Perfect
for Your Air Fryer  

Make the most of your air fryer, with delicious
vegetarian and vegan recipes

THE PITCH
BESTSELLING CATEGORY: Air fryer cookbooks continue to top the non-
fiction charts; DK’s The Complete Air-Fryer Cookbook (2023) has sold over
17K copies to date globally

COST-EFFICIENT COOKERY: Air fryers are more cost- and energy-efficient
than traditional cooking appliances, and remain popular during the continued
cost of living crisis

FRESH VEGGIE TAKE: This is the all-new accompaniment to DK’s The
Complete Air-Fryer Cookbook; bringing vibrant, fresh aesthetic and no-
nonsense recipes and techniques to vegetarian cooking

EASY AND SPEEDY: Enjoy 75 quick-fix recipes for simple, healthy midweek
meals, all made with fresh plant-based and vegetarian ingredients

THE BOOK
Taking home kitchens across the world by storm, the air fryer makes
cooking healthy meals easier, quicker, and cheaper. Bringing together
75 vegetarian and vegan recipes, this book is full of inspiration to make
the most of your air fryer. 

With recipes for delicious breakfasts, weekday dinners and weekend
indulgences, this is the book you need for all your veggie air fryer inspiration.
From baked eggs with greens and saucy patatas bravas to vibrant tofu larb,
crispy mushroom shawarma and even bread and butter pudding, plus snacks
and sides covering everything in between. 

Whether you’re new to plant-based cooking or a pro veggie chef, this book is all
you need to enjoy simple and flavourful veggie meals in minutes.

THE AUTHOR
Susanna Unsworth is a London-based food stylist, recipe developer and writer.
She trained at Leiths School of Food and Wine and has worked as a chef in
restaurants and privately. She has contributed to many major publications and
food brands.
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The Complete Baking Air Fryer Cookbook
 

Baking at home has never been easier with 75
affordable recipes for your air fryer

THE PITCH
EASY TO IMPRESS: Failsafe recipes to open up a whole new avenue for this
kitchen appliance and create impressive bakes and cakes

BESTSELLING CATEGORY: Air fryer cookbooks continue to top the non-
fiction charts with baking the latest in the air-fryer trend

COST-EFFICIENT COOKERY: Air fryers are more cost- and energy-efficient
than traditional cooking appliances, and remain popular during the continued
cost of living crisis

ADAPTABLE AND HEALTHY: Air fryers use much less oil than conventional
ovens, and it’s much easier to bake smaller quantities without having to
worry about energy efficiency, making baking in your air fryer easily
adaptable to all your needs

THE BOOK
Make the most of your air fryer with 75 recipes for delicious, easy, and
affordable baking. 

Easier, quicker, cheaper, healthier – the air fryer has revolutionised the way we
cook – and now bake! With recipes for brownies and buns, cookies, cobblers
and cupcakes, layer cakes and traybakes, and even soda bread and focaccia,
this is the complete guide to baking in your air fryer.

Whether you’re looking to save time or money, want to make your treats
healthier, or simply looking for new recipes to try in your air fryer, baking has
never been easier with these inspiring and impressive recipes.
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Rum A Tasting Course
 

Ian Burrell

The ultimate visual guide for all things rum, from its
complex history to innovative production
techniques, and recipes for well-loved cocktails

THE PITCH
AUTHOR IAN BURRELL: Shares his infectious passion for rum and
cocktails with the public worldwide, and regularly appears on Channel 4’s
‘Sunday Brunch’ in the UK

THE UK RUM MARKET: It is now the third largest in the world, with premium
rums and rum cocktails at the heart of a growing trend (Campari Group,
2022) (UK)

CHARTING HISTORY: Ian charts the entire history of rum from its
conception in the Polynesian Islands to looking at the development and
production of this well loved spirit

WITH A FLAVOUR-FOCUSED APPROACH: The book includes tasting
notes of every rum style – with more than 100 rums – and 30 cocktail recipes

THE BOOK
Open the bottle on this comprehensive tasting course to discover the
variety, complex history, and distinct flavours that rum has to offer.

From its origins in the West Indies and its seafaring associations, rum is now
distilled all over the world and its popularity as a spirit is experiencing a new
rise. Ian Burrell, a passionate advocate for all things rum, reveals the spirit’s
long and complex history, the production, distillation, and ageing process, and
the myriad flavours of this delicious drink available today.

Discover who we have to thank for inventing rum, exactly how it is created from
sugarcane, and how best to enjoy the different varieties, before exploring tasting
notes for more than 100 global rums, and recipes for more than 30 cocktails –
both classic favourites, and those with a modern twist.

This all-encompassing guide to the ongoing story of rum will teach you to
establish your own palate and write your own tasting notes, and will open up the
world of premium and bespoke spirits for a lifetime of enjoyment.

THE AUTHOR
Ian Burrell – also known as the Global Rum Ambassador – was voted the tenth
most influential person in the World Drinks industry by Drinks International in
2020. He shares his infectious passion for rum and cocktails with the public the
world over through masterclasses, seminars, speeches, and festivals. In 2007,
Ian created RumFest, the world’s first international rum festival, and in 2014 he
broke the Guiness World Record for the largest organised rum tasting. Ian
works with brands worldwide, and in 2018 he won International Brand
Ambassador of the year at the Spirited Awards. He is the current rum and
cocktail specialist on Channel 4’s ‘Sunday Brunch’. He was the winner of the
IWSC's 2024 Spirits Communicator Trophy.
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The Science of Menopause
Understand Your Body, Treat Your Symptoms  

Dr Philippa Kaye

All the latest scientific research in one easy-to-
understand guide so you can make informed choices
about your body

THE PITCH
THE MENOPAUSE BIBLE: All encompassing guide to menopause that gives
readers a consultation with their GP that they always wished for with
practical tips and advice

SURGING INTEREST: Searches for "menopause" are at an all-time high,
while searches for HRT have tripled since 2018 (GoogleTrends)

HIGH-PROFILE EXPERT: Author Dr Philippa Kaye has a significant sales
track (Doctors Get Cancer Too, The M Word) and regularly features on TV, in
magazines, and online

BESTSELLING FORMAT: Part of DK's Science of series, this book features
a Q&A format with clear infographics on symptoms, treatments, holistic
medicine and much more

THE BOOK
Everything you need to understand your body and treat your symptoms
during the perimenopause – backed up with the latest research.

As we understand more each day about what hormone changes mean for
women's long-term health, there is an urgent need for an evidence-based book
that helps us understand what is happening to us, so that we can make
informed decisions. Should you take HRT? How common is early menopause?
What causes brain fog? Can herbal supplements help?

Menopause is not just about hot flushes, and it isn't something to "sail through"
or pretend it isn't happening. Featuring the latest research and backed up by
informative infographics and illustrations, The Science of Menopause tells you
everything you need to know about menopause is, the symptoms to watch out
for, and the treatments that may be able to help.

THE AUTHOR
Dr Philippa Kaye is a GP, presenter and author. She is a regular doctor on
This Morning, and often appears on Sky and Channel 5 News, BBC Radio
London, Woman's House, LBC, Radio 5 Live. She is the medical expert Woman
and My Weekly Special magazines, and the MadeforMums website. She is the
author of DK's Breasts: An Owner's Guide.
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Compost
Transform Your Waste into New Life  

Charles Dowding

Learn from the king of compost how to reduce
waste, feed your soil, and improve your plants

THE PITCH
COMPOST FOR ALL: Whether growing on a balcony, small garden, or with
acres to manage, Charles shows how anyone can make compost

A GARDENING STAR: With over 675K YouTube subscribers and more than
475K followers on Instagram, Charles Dowding is one of the most trusted
gardening experts

GREEN CREDENTIALS: The RHS declares composting "the most
environmentally friendly way of dealing with kitchen and garden waste" that
feeds the soil and an alternative to using harmful fertilizers

COSY COMPANION: Compost is a companion piece to Charles' first
bestselling book No Dig which encompasses his gardening philosophy and
has sold over 35K copies globally

THE BOOK
Learn how to make compost gold from the master of healthy soil. 

Charles Dowding puts feeding the soil at the heart of his No Dig method of
growing. He explains how to use your kitchen and garden waste to make
homemade compost so that your plants can truly flourish.

Discover what you can compost, how to get the perfect balance, and different
ways to compost whatever your space with this beautiful, infallible guide.

THE AUTHOR
Charles Dowding is the leading proponent of No Dig gardening with a huge
following, borne out of more than 40 years of growing, analysing, and
recommending. He is revered in the gardening world - Monty Don (BBC
Gardeners' World presenter) says "Charles has become the guru of no-dig
gardening. He's a really good grower, organic, and has fabulous produce."

ALSO AVAILABLE
No Dig 9780241541814
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RHS What Plant Where Encyclopedia
An Expert Guide to More Than 3,000 Plants  

More than 3,000 brilliant ideas for what to plant in
your garden, hand picked by RHS experts

THE PITCH
RHS ENDORSED: Published in association with the RHS - the UK's leading
horticultural charity with over 600K members

GARDEN FUTURE-PROOFING: With over 55K sold of the previous edition
this new edition tackles themes of sustainability, resilient plants for a
changing climate, and wildlife-friendly planting

COMPREHENSIVE CONTENT: More than 3K plant suggestions for over 65
different planting scenarios, with stunning portraits and expert care advice

STYLE YOUR GARDEN: Planting recipes teach the reader how to design
with plants and provide instant garden plans to follow

THE BOOK
Planning a garden has never been simpler with this guide to more than
3,000 perfect plants for every location, style, and scenario.

Matching the right plant to the right location is more than half the battle when it
comes to gardening. Whether your site is stuck in shade or scorching in the
sun, on a windy promontory or frost-prone hollow, this book has an almost
inexhaustible array of planting suggestions so you can make the right choices
for a thriving garden.

Choose the ideal plant for more than 65 different locations, style effects, and
themes, from meadow-style planting and pollinator-friendly flowers, to plants for
year-round interest and the most resilient choices for a changing climate.

Simple planting recipes show you how to create beautiful containers, beds,
borders, and garden designs.

A Special Effects section helps you find plants with fragrant, colourful, or
architectural properties and offers solutions to common problems, such as
weed-suppressing ground cover.

With RHS What Plant Where Encyclopedia you'll be inspired to discover thrilling
new plants and feel reassured that they'll have the best chance to bloom.

THE AUTHOR
The Royal Horticultural Society is the world's premier gardening authority. The
RHS is a charitable organisation that owns inspirational gardens, holds
seasonal plant shows and events, including the famous Chelsea Flower Show,
and offers horticultural advice to professionals and amateurs alike. Experts at
RHS gardens test hundreds of plants for garden use and try out a range of
horticultural techniques so that gardeners can be assured of the best and most
up-to-date information.
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RES Insects
Discover the Science and Secrets Behind the
World of Insects  

A beautifully illustrated book looking at insects in
detail, uncovering facts and stories about more than
300 species worldwide

THE PITCH
EXPERT AUTHOR: Editor-in-chief Professor Helen Roy MBE, is an eminent
entomologist, ensuring all content is rooted in the latest scientific research

EXQUISITE ARTWORK: Features beautiful, detailed illustrations of insects
from around the world for species identification, similar in style to DK's Fungi

COLLABORATING WITH RES: Promotion on RES social media channels
with sales support from the RES and targeting membership, and events
around Insect Week online and in person reaching around 40K people

ENVIRONMENTAL NECESSITY: Around 40% of all insect species globally
could become extinct (NHM report - Buglife) this book will give you practical
steps to conserve the insect world

THE BOOK
Discover the fascinating stories behind 300 species of insects and
explore their world. 

Did you know that insects are essential to life on Earth? Without them we
simply couldn't exist - they pollinate our crops, break down dead matter, and
play a vital role in our ecosystems. Yet their numbers are plummeting in the
face of changing climates, pesticide use, and threats to their essential habitats.
This cutting-edge book, grounded in the latest research by the Royal
Entomological Society, teaches you all you need to know about bugs, beetles,
butterflies and more - revealing how vital they are to us and we are to them.

From a look at how insects have been collected for study, to the use of insects
in medicines, and their importance in art and literature, this fascinating book
knits together science, food, culture and natural history.

With advice on spotting insects in a range of habitats, species identification
notes, a guide to attracting beneficial insects to your outdoor space, and more,
this book is the ultimate wildlife-lover's companion.

THE AUTHOR
Professor Helen Roy, MBE, is principal scientist and ecologist at the NERC's
Centre for Ecology & Hydrology, co-organiser of the UK Ladybird Survey, and
former President of the Royal Entomological Society.
The Royal Entomological Society is devoted to the development of insect
science and increasing public understanding of entomology. The RES are
actively building their profile with a recent, bold rebrand, a garden designed by
Tom Massey at RHS Chelsea Flower Show, and successful campaigns such as
Insect Week (reaching 40,000 people) and the Big Bang Fair (up to 80,000).
They also have strong links with the National Trust and Natural History Museum.
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Plants and Fungi
The Definitive Visual Guide  

BOTANIC... MYCOLOGIC... FANTASTIC!

THE PITCH
PLANET ORGANIC A tour-de-force of the key plant and fungi species from
all over the world

ECO-SYSTEMATIC Explores their relationship with animals and their crucial
role in different ecosystems

ESSENTIAL READING Explains the ecological, economic, and cultural
importance of plants and fungi, and includes a 64-page directory of the
world's key botanical orders

EXPERT PANEL Written and authenticated by an international panel of
specialists

THE BOOK
Comprehensive, accessible, and lavishly illustrated, this is an essential
and timely guide to the world's key plant and fungus species.

Written by specialist experts, Plants and Fungi is a botanical exploration of the
world's most fascinating species, many of which are also highly valued for their
ecological, economic, and cultural importance.

Covering all of the main groups - from the fleeting wildflowers that bring life to
deserts to the towering giant trees of tropical rainforest giants, and from the
lichens of the Arctic to the cultivated seaweeds of South East Asia - the book
reveals the spectacular diversity of plants and fungi, the ecosystems they
support, their symbiotic relationships with animals, and each other, and their
use in everything from food to clothing and medicine.

The book explores how plants and fungi grow and reproduce, and the ways they
have evolved to adapt to every continent on Earth – even in the harshest of
conditions – while celebrating their beauty and diversity, and telling the story of
the world's more unusual and intriguing species.

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241412749 Universe
9780241537824 Ocean
9780241569573 Animal
9780241515617 Earth
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The Bird Book
The Stories, Science, and History of Birds  

Uncover the life of birds in this irresistible blend of
beauty and science that informs and visually
delights

THE PITCH
EXTRAORDINARY STORIES Blends science with culture and folklore to
create fascinating and frequently surprising accounts of even the most
familiar birds, making the subject fresh and intriguing

BEAUTIFUL PROFILES Explore the lives of the world’s most charismatic
birds, from the flightless ostrich to hovering hummingbirds and scythe-winged
swifts

VISUALLY STUNNING Remarkable photographs capture birds and their
behaviour in natural habitats, and historical objects and illustrations add a
rich texture to each page

SOMETHING WORTH GIVING Elegant design and a wealth of information
make this an attractive gift purchase

THE BOOK
Delve into the fascinating world of birds through astonishing
photography and clear explanations, in this absorbing global guide

Birds are dinosaurs, with a history going back millions of years. Our fascination
with them runs deep in history and our close association is reflected in creation
stories, myths, legends, songs, and children's stories.

This book explores both the natural history of birds and that deep cultural
connection. From their evolution and anatomy to their behaviour and diversity,
spanning tiny dunnocks hiding in bushes to ostriches strong enough to knock
out a lion. Articles cover a group, such as hawks, finches, swans, or birds of
paradise, moving the focus away from a predictable species-by-species account
and allowing for truly global coverage. Discover the bold nature of European
Robins and why they are associated with Christmas; the mythical Phoenix,
which rises from the ashes; and learn about eagles, from their hunting prowess
to the myriad stories and symbolism associated with them. Packed with
information, and beautiful photography and illustrations, The Bird Book is a
must-have for nature enthusiasts.

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241487556 The Tree Book
9780241569504 The Herb Book
9780241666630 The Food Book
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History of North America Map by Map
 

The ultimate cartographic history of the US, Canada,
and Mexico

THE PITCH
LOSE YOURSELF: Absorbing and easy to read, with over 100 maps to pore
over

VIVID HISTORY: Maps and timelines bring events to life

BESTSELLING SERIES: Map by Map series has sold over 450,000 copies
worldwide

BROAD APPEAL: Perfect history enthusiasts and map lovers alike

THE BOOK

This book offers a visual journey through the history of North America via
a series of engaging, detailed maps, explaining key events and eras
from prehistory to the 21st century. 

Specially commissioned maps tell the story of this vast region: the first human
populations; the complex, ancient civilizations that arose; later Indigenous
peoples and their societies; the first Westerners to arrive on the shores, from
the Vikings to the Mayflower; early European settlements and their devastating
effects; the stories of enslaved people and the abolition of slavery; the American
Revolution and Civil War that shaped the modern United States; the Mexican-
American War; the founding of Canada; and birth of the modern era and beyond.

Brand new maps are accompanied by historic maps, documents, and artefacts,
while timelines clearly lay out the chronology of events. Each era is introduced
and explained, while features offer a closer look at selected moments.

Whether for casual browsing or a deep dive into the past, History of North
America Map by Map is essential reading for anyone who wants to know more
about this fascinating land.

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241358719 World War II Map by Map
9780241446348 Battles Map by Map
9780241601006 History of the World Map by Map 2nd edition
9780241682791 Exploration Map by Map
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The Design Book
Big Ideas Simply Explained  

From function to form: the ideas and inventiveness
that shape our world

THE PITCH
UNIQUE APPROACH: Covers principles, such as colour theory; influential
movements and schools, such as the Bauhaus, and iconic objects designed
by the likes of René Lalique

GLOBAL SCOPE: Comprehensive and accessible text describes major
design movements throughout history, from Art Nouveau and Arts and Crafts
in the 19th century to Maximalism in the 1980s

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY: Explores the impact of design on a wide range of
different fields, including architecture, user-centered services, and graphic
design

BEST-SELLING SERIES: The "Big Ideas" series has sold 8.9 million copies
in 130 countries and in 39 languages

THE BOOK
Discover the key ideas, innovations, and breakthroughs in the history of
design.

The perfect introduction to the subject, this book explores and explains the big
ideas and key principles behind more than 90 celebrated design concepts and
movements, placing each in their historical, cultural, and stylistic context.

The Design Book analyses the ideas and principles behind the design of
pioneering products, information systems, and environments, exploring how
creativity and innovation shape our lives. Tracing the evolution of design from
ancient times, through early manufacturing to the cutting-edge concepts of the
21st-century, entries profile the individuals and manufacturers behind each
ground-breaking development, and explore their influences and inspirations.

Illustrating how and why different styles emerged and became popular, the book
provides a fascinating insight into design movements, showing how each one
began and describing its philosophy and visual style, from the Aesthetic
Movement to Mid-century Modern and contemporary Parametricism.

Using the Big Ideas series' trademark combination of clear explanation, witty
infographics, and inspirational quotes, The Design Book explains what makes a
truly great design and reveals the hidden stories behind the designed world.

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241638668 The Philosophy Book 2nd Ed
9780241635094 The World War I Book
9780241638682 The Psychology Book 2nd Ed
9780241656839 The Economics Book 2nd Ed
9780241656846 The Politics Book 2nd Ed
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Unlock Your Aesthetic
A Visual Guide to Find Your Vibe  

Maris Jones

Find inspiration from your daily life and build your
own personal or creative brand

THE PITCH
LARGE, ENGAGED AUDIENCE: Maris Jones has an active presence with
incredible engagement on TikTok (1.2m followers, 33m likes, 34%
engagement) and Instagram (203k followers, nearly 60% engagement).

MINI MOVIE-MAKER AND PROFESSIONAL TIME TRAVELER: Jones is
known for her vibrant depictions of decade nostalgia, transporting viewers
back in time with hand-made props and backdrops.

FOR INFLUENCERS AND EVERYDAY CREATORS: Jones includes
examples for readers to apply their own unique aesthetic to the content they
create for an online audience or for everyday artistic expression.

ENGAGING AND INSTRUCTIVE: Easy-to-follow guides on finding your
creative lane, growing your following, and working with others, all
accompanied by vibrant photographs in Jones’ signature style, with practical
tips on how they were made

THE BOOK
Are you ready to discover your signature visual brand?

Maris Jones invites you to take a deep dive into her vibrant world of color and
imagination to help you find your aesthetic, whether that’s for your everyday life
or your creative pursuits.

What’s Your Aesthetic? guides readers on a journey of brand self-discovery
through a series of personal stories, visually captivating guides, and quirky
prompts. Jones helps you tap into your creative voice by building on your
specific interests and tastes in everything from fashion, music, art, décor, color,
and more. You’ll learn how to bring your unique creative visions to life, whether
you’re putting together a show-stopping look for a big party, or creating a video
for your social media channel.

Whether you are a seasoned professional or just beginning your creative
journey, this book offers valuable insights and practical tips for finding your own
aesthetic and expressing it through every aspect of your life. With Jones's
expert guidance, you'll learn how to embrace your interests and passions and
turn them into a visually stunning cohesive brand that will help you set yourself
apar
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Gilmore Girls Life Lessons
The Official Guide to Love, Friendship, and Coffee  

The official Gilmore Girls guide to life, love, and
coffee

THE PITCH
PERENNIAL NETFLIX FAVOURITE: Gilmore Girls was the 7th most
watched property across streaming platforms in 2023 and has spawned a
large Gen-Z fandom

COLLABORATION WITH STUDIO: The first official self-help style book
about Gilmore Girls, it includes advice inspired by fan favourite characters
such as Rory, Lorelai, Paris, Luke, Sookie, Lane, and Kirk

25TH ANNIVERSARY: 2025 sees the 25th anniversary of the show, with this
title available from autumn/fall 2024

UNIVERSAL LIFE LESSONS: The characters in the show deal with many
relatable issues such as family problems, relationships, and personal growth,
making this the perfect property for a self-help style title

THE BOOK
Take a self-care trip to Stars Hollow with this collection of life lessons
from the Gilmore Girls

Relationship issues? Holding out for a parent’s approval? Can’t stop drinking
coffee? All problems the Gilmore girls know a thing or two about. This handy
guide to life includes wisdom from Lorelai and Rory Gilmore, the ultimate
comfort-watching duo and the fastest-talking mother daughter team TV has ever
seen.

Blending the show’s quirky humour with real-life lessons on how to accept
yourself and improve the relationships with those you love, Gilmore Girls: Life’s
Short, Talk Fast will help you become the best version of you, with the help of
lots of coffee (and a shot of cynicism).

This title is the perfect gift purchase for fans of Gilmore Girls, and a helping hand
for anyone trying to figure it all out. With Gilmore-guided lessons in work, love,
and friendship, you’ll learn how to fall down and pick yourself right back up again
with advice from your favourite characters, including Luke, Babette, Paris, and
Sookie – and especially Emily, who’s never without an opinion.

GILMORE GIRLS and all related characters and elements © & ™ Warner Bros.
Entertainment Inc. (s24)
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The Creative Entrepreneur
10 Industry Trailblazers Explain the Path to
Building a Creative Business  

Carolyn Dailey

A guide to using business to empower creativity,
offering expert advice through real-life case studies
and insightful commentary.

THE PITCH
BUILD YOUR OWN CREATIVE BUSINESS: A how-to guide to creative
business that’s packed with useful, practical tips from leading experts,
including topics such as investors, networking, and building your brand

WITH CASE STUDIES FROM INDUSTRY TRAILBLAZERS: Contains
exclusive interviews and advice from leaders in their various creative fields,
such as Nile Rodgers, Thomas Heatherwick, Roksanda Ilincic, alongside up-
and-comers like Priya Ahluwalia and Yinka Ilori

ONE OF THE FASTEST GROWING ECONOMIC SECTORS: The creative
sector is the second biggest economic contributor, growing 3 times faster
than the economy as a whole (source: House of Lords report)

WITH A SPECIAL INSIGHT INTO THE CAREER OF TED TURNER: the
book will be introduced by a personal dedication to creative icon,
entrepreneur and philanthropist Ted Turner

THE BOOK
Learn from experts how business empowers creativity and ways to
increase the quality of your ideas, convince people to support your
vision and achieve success. 

“Business” doesn’t have to be a dirty word in the creative sector. It is by
harnessing business that creative people empower themselves to bring their full
creative vision to life. Business is the servant, not the master, of bringing
creativity into the world.

The Creative Entrepreneur focuses on the stories of high-profile creative leaders,
with these vital voices showing that creators are also entrepreneurs, who
harness business to achieve success. Through real-life case studies, insightful
analysis, accessible commentary and takeaways, this book will empower
creative people to use business to their advantage, develop strategies to break
down creative blocks, increase the quality and quantity of your ideas, and
convince people to support your vision.

THE AUTHOR
Carolyn Dailey is the founder of Creative Entrepreneurs, a first-of-its-kind online
community empowering creatives to grow successful businesses. Carolyn has
collaborated with creatives including architect Zaha Hadid, make-up artist
Charlotte Tilbury, fashion designer Bella Freud, grime music leader Jamal
Edwards and Second Home founder Rohan Silva, to name a few. Previously,
Carolyn spent over 20 years helping HBO, CNN, Warner Bros. and Time Inc.
expand their reach in Europe. She has given lectures at institutions including
Central St Martins and Cambridge University, and regularly appears on Sky
News.
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Marvel Encyclopedia New Edition
 

The new edition of DK’s best-selling Marvel
Encyclopedia, featuring updated and expanded
content

THE PITCH
CATEGORY KILLER: Containing more than a thousand individual character
entries, this is the only book that covers the full scope of the vibrant Marvel
Comics universe

WIDE RANGE OF CHARACTERS COVERED: Major figures like Captain
America and the Avengers have multi-spread sections, while even minor
character entries detail key attributes, allies, foes, and storylines

THOROUGH UPDATE: Every character entry has been assessed and
updated to include key storylines from the last 5 years of action-packed
comics releases - deaths, betrayals, wars, new personas and more

PROVEN BESTSELLER: Previous editions of the Marvel Encyclopedia have
sold almost 2 million copies globally. The 2019 edition has sold more than
660,000 copies to date

THE BOOK
The best-selling, official, and definitive guide to the characters of the
dynamic, ever-expanding Marvel Universe.

Compiled by a team of comic book experts in close collaboration with Marvel
Comics, this fully updated and expanded edition features more than 1,200 iconic
Super Heroes and villains, with hundreds of expanded entries detailing their
adventures since the previous edition (2019).

Major new characters have also been added, and the latest Marvel Universe
crossover events, such as Judgment Day, Empyre, and War of the Realms, are
included as in-depth features. With every character illustrated with superb
artwork from the original Marvel Comics, this is the one book every Marvel fan
has to own.

© 2023 MARVEL

THE AUTHOR
Alan Cowsill has been a writer and editor for 30 years. He wrote the award-
winning graphic novel World War One and the novels Zombie 18 and Punch
Drunk Kisses. His other work includes Marvel Avengers: The Ultimate Character
Guide, Marvel Comics: 75 Years of Cover Art, and Marvel: The Way of the
Warrior.

Melanie Scott has written or contributed to numerous comic book publications,
including Ultimate Marvel, Marvel Ultimate Fact Book, Black Widow: Secrets of
a Super-Spy, Marvel’s Greatest Comics: 100 Comics That Built a Universe, The
Periodic Table of Marvel and Marvel Spider-Man: Character Encyclopedia New
Edition.

James Hill has enjoyed over 30 years as a writer/editor in the comics and
licensed publishing fields. Starting out as a writer on Marvel UK’s best-selling
Transformers comic, he has also written for Spider-Man, Masters of the
Universe, The Muppets, Donald Duck, Power Rangers and Doctor Who
Adventures. His non-fiction writing includes Marvel Myths & Legends and Marvel
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DC Cinematic Universe
A Celebration of DC at the Movies  

For the first time, discover all of DC's iconic movies
in the one place

THE PITCH
POPULAR FRANCHISE: The DC Extended Universe has grossed over US$7
billion worldwide at the box office (source: The Numbers), while the worldwide
gross of DC films released prior to the DCEU is US6.56 billion (source: Box
Office Mojo)

KEY PUBLISHING MOMENT: The publication coincides with two big hitters
– Superman: Legacy (Jul. 2025) and Joker: Folie À Deux (Oct. 2024) –
ushering in the first wave of a much-publicised new era of DC movies and TV
series

EXCLUSIVE FORMAT: There are no other DC movie titles like this in the
marketplace

UNIQUE VISUAL APPROACH: This large coffee-table format is perfect for
gifting and treasuring, and will showcase stills from DC's archives,
accompanied by authoritative, DC-approved text

THE BOOK
For the first time ever, immerse yourself in the action-packed thrills of DC
at the movies in one spectacular book.

From the trailblazing 1940s movie serials that first put Batman and Superman
on the silver screen to the Caped Crusader's swinging 1960s escapades and the
iconic 1970s Superman, to the state-of-the-art 21st century reinventions of the
Dark Knight, the Man of Steel, and Wonder Woman, this book provides an
indispensable guided tour of DC cinema history.

See how DC's characters, locations, costumes, and weapons have been
adapted from page to screen and evolved over the decades. Witness some of
the world's finest actors, such as Academy-Award winners Marlon Brando, Jack
Nicholson, Christian Bale, Nicole Kidman, Joaquin Phoenix, Viola Davis, and
others transform into the Super Heroes, Super-Villains, and supporting cast for
their times.

Go behind the scenes and discover little known facts while poring over stunning
movie stills, character and set designs, and storyboards. All this, alongside
engaging text that provides insights into DC's rich cinematic legacy, makes this
the book that every DC film fan has been waiting for!

© & ™ DC. (s24)
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Machines A Visual History
Dom Chinea Celebrates the Essential Machines
Used by Artisans for Centuries  

Dominic Chinea

Filled with stunning illustrations and lively, engaging
text, The Repair Shop's Dom Chinea guides readers
through this celebration of the history and uses of
over 100 machines, which have allowed artisans to
create beautiful items for centuries

THE PITCH
SEQUEL TO TOOLS: Dom's first book has seen brilliant engagement from
fans, numerous five-star reviews and 10,00 net sales in UK since October
2022 publication (Source: Nielsen Bookscan)

FOR FANS OF THE REPAIR SHOP: The Repair Shop is prime-time TV for
millions in the UK, and is streamed in the US, Australia, France and more.
The book includes machines fans can see on the show (Source: Parrot
Analytics)

NEW BBC TV SERIES: Dom is the presenter of Make it At Market, a new
BBC TV series (2023) helping crafters turn their hobby into a business

AN ESSENTIAL REFERENCE: Makers, builders and restorers who love to
spend time creating in workshops and sheds can use this as a reference

THE BOOK
The Repair Shop's Dom Chinea takes you on an exploration of 100
essential machines found in the workshops and studios of the world's
finest artisans and heritage craftspeople. 

Having covered Tools in his first book, Dominic Chinea turns his attention to
Machines. Featuring 100 machines, defined as items with a mechanism to help
transfer energy, Dom looks at objects including the potter's wheel, grain mill,
sewing machine, printing press, wheel maker and plenty more. Each machine
has a fascinating history and story to tell that highlights its contribution to
artisanal crafts. And with every machine accompanied by beautifully ornate
illustrations by Lee John Philips, it's certain to be a treasured book for all
creators and craftspeople.

THE AUTHOR
Dominic Chinea is an expert craftsman and core member of the team on the
BBC's much-loved The Repair Shop. His restoration work and affable manner
have made him a fan favourite with viewers, and you can also find all his latest
restoration projects and build on his YouTube channel. He presents the BBC
show, Make It At Market helping entrepreneurs make a career from their craft
skills, with a new series screening in 2024.
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Spend with Pennies Everyday Comfort
Family Dinner Recipes from Fresh to Cozy: A
Cookbook  

Holly Nilsson
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Baby's First Christmas
 

An early learning board book that takes a very first
look at the magic of Christmas

THE PITCH
LATEST TITLE IN THIS BABY’S FIRST SERIES: Popular in the Education
market, Introduces 0-3 year olds to a diverse mix of religious holidays and
festivals

EASY-TO-FOLLOW: Simple pictures and sentences promote early learning
for 0–3-year-olds – language skills, early reading development, and
knowledge of the world

SMALL, SAFE FORMAT: Well-made, safe, sturdy books that are ideal for
little hands and preschool play

STUNNING PHOTOS AND ILLUSTRATIONS: Christmas is a timeless
subject that is popular worldwide, and one that children and parents return to
time and time again

THE BOOK

Perfect for story time with little ones, this first board book introduces
babies and toddlers to the festival of Christmas.

From decorating Christmas trees and baking festive cookies to hanging up
stockings and waiting for Santa, this is the perfect introduction to the magic of
Christmas. The simple language and stunning images of this classic first picture
book bring the joy and traditions of Christmas to life.

The book is clear and easy for babies and toddlers to follow. With one main
image per page, children can focus on the short text, making this book
enjoyable to read aloud and share with young children. Specially made for little
hands, this hard-wearing board book has safe rounded corners. Little ones will
love looking and pointing at the pictures as they learn about the festive holidays.
Babies and toddlers will soon be turning the pages themselves, naming objects,
joining in with the text, and learning all about Christmas.
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Countdown to Christmas
A Lift-the-Flap Book  

Give the gift of surprise this Christmas with this
heartwarming lift-the-flap story, full of festive fun
and cheer

THE PITCH
INTERACTIVE FUN: This seasonal story is full of fun flaps and surprises as
well as engaging suggestions for festive activities that are guaranteed to get
you in the mood for the holiday season.

FESTIVE CREATIVITY: The activity based flaps not only add to the
charming story, but get children involved and engaged with the holiday
season, encouraging them to try new things and get creative.

VIBRANT AND COLOURFUL: A sweet story following charming characters,
the illustrations are guaranteed to steal hearts and set the tone for the festive
holidays.

RHYMING TEXT: The sweet rhyming narrative of the story is not only
engaging for little ones, but helps to reinforce their speech and language
skills (BookTrust 2018)

THE BOOK

Discover cheerful characters and festive fun-filled flaps on every
interactive page as you and your family countdown to Christmas!

There are still 24 sleeps to go until Santa comes to visit! But with 24 surprises
hidden in this story, we won’t be waiting long! Unwrap exciting activities, bound
to get you in the festive mood, as you read along with this heart-warming wintery
story. With festive friends and charming rhyming text, the countdown to the big
day has never been so exciting, and will leave your little one eager to see what
comes next.

With so much fun on every page and 24 wonderful lift-the-flap surprises,
Christmas really can be the most wonderful time of the year.
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My Very Important Dinosaur Advent Calendar
 

On the run up to Christmas, travel back to the
prehistoric world and meet 24 extraordinary
dinosaurs - one for every day

THE PITCH
ONE-OF-A-KIND CALENDAR: No competing advent calendars offer a
compendium of mini non-fiction books. DK breaks through the abundance of
licensed story books on the market

DK DNA: No-one does dinosaurs better than DK, with My Encyclopedia of
Very Important Dinosaurs (from which content is being taken from) selling
25.3k copies in the UK

FASCINATING FACTS: 24 mini books give an overview of a different
dinosaur, including essential facts such as size, diet, and period

NOT JUST FOR CHRISTMAS: This is not just perfect for the Christmas
period - these books are fully reusable when removed from the calendar, and
can be referred to time and time again

THE BOOK
There's never been a more exciting way to countdown to Christmas than
journeying back to the world of dinosaurs! Get to know some of our
prehistoric friends with this advent calendar of 24 mini dino books.

Find a surprise book in every envelope, each covering a different dinosaur, from
old favourites to more unfamiliar ones. One day, head to the Jurassic period and
take a ride on Diplodocus' 14m tail. On another, narrowly avoid being eaten by
T-rex, the king of predators.

Using dinosaur profiles from the bestselling book, My Encyclopedia of Very
Important Dinosaurs, each book is bursting with fascinating facts and
information, giving little dino lovers an exciting mini exploration of the prehistoric
world and our reptilian predecessors.

The perfect gift for the most wonderful time of the year, with books young
readers can return to time and time again. Fill the festive season with magic,
wonder, and of course dinosaurs!
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My First Busy Town: Let's Get Going!
 

This busy board book with tabs gets little ones
thinking, talking, and learning words!

THE PITCH
LOTS OF LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES: Clear word labels, fun questions,
and engaging photographs get 0–3 year olds talking and building their
knowledge

EVERY PAGE STIMULATES CONVERSATION, WHICH BUILDS
VOCABULARY: Research shows that “being conversational" while reading
"including talking about and labelling pictures” builds vocabulary (naeyc.org,
2019)

UPDATED TITLE IN A SUCCESSFUL SERIES: DK's My First tabbed board
books have sold 300K+ copies in the UK (Nielsen Bookscan, 2024)

EASY-GRIP PICTURE TABS: Inviting, easy-to-grasp picture tabs encourage
preschoolers to turn the pages and navigate the book, building their fine
motor skills

THE BOOK
What shall we eat at the café? What busy vehicles can we see? Let's
look around town, count things, spot colours, and say lots of words!

Exciting picture tabs and fun questions encourage little ones to explore every
page and spot all the things in this engaging photographic word book. Babies
and toddlers will enjoy choosing something to play on in the playground, making
the noise of a fire engine, pointing to red foods at the supermarket, and flapping
their arms like a parrot at the zoo!

Inviting and educational, this first word book is filled with delightful objects. Clear
labels accompany the objects so your little one can sound out the words with
you, while questions encourage children to learn and play. This interactive book
is perfect for you and your child to share, and helps children develop speaking,
listening, and observation skills.

The book's sturdy board pages are ideal for babies and toddlers, while the
picture tabs along the top and side are easy to grasp, helping your child's fine
motor control. Preschoolers will quickly recognize the picture on each tab,
which will take them straight to their favourite place in town.
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Pop-up Peekaboo! Winter
Pop-Up Surprise Under Every Flap!  

A fun pop-up and flaps board book that introduces
curious little ones to winter animals and frozen
landscapes

THE PITCH
STRONG-SELLING SERIES: Part of the illustrated strand of DK’s Pop-Up
Peekaboo! series, which has sold more than 800K copies (Nielsen
Bookscan, 2023)

SEASONAL APPEAL: This winter-themed book is the perfect Christmas gift,
introducing 0-3 year olds to Arctic animals – a seal, wolf, hare, moose, and
fox

IDEAL FORMAT FOR EARLY LEARNING: Large, safe flaps hide pop-up
surprises - perfect for hands-on play, promoting memory, and building fine
motor skills

AWARD-WINNING SERIES: Space won platinum in the Loved by Parents
Awards 2019 in the Best Baby Book and the Best Activity Book categories

THE BOOK
Explore the snowy scenes to find winter animals hiding under the flaps
in this delightful book for little ones.

What winter animals love to bound through deep snow, crunch over frozen
ground, and soar through icy skies? Who prefers to hide away from the cold?
Peek below snow-covered ground, under sea ice, and into cosy homes to
discover what different animals get up to during the winter. Babies and toddlers
will love meeting Arctic animals, before lifting the big flaps to find five more
surprises popping up from the pages: a sneaky seal, a hopping hare, a hungry
moose, a funny fox, and a howling wolf.

The lively, read-aloud rhymes encourage literacy, while the beautiful pop-up
scenes will surprise and captivate curious 0-3 year olds as they guess what’s
hiding under each flap, and play peekaboo. And as little ones turn the sturdy
board pages, they learn about nature and the wonder of winter.

Ideal for interactive play, Pop-up Peekaboo! Winter will keep little ones
entertained time and time again!

THE AUTHOR
Illustrator: Amy Grimes is a Bristol based illustrator who graduated from
Camberwell College of Art. Particularly inspired by nature and the natural
patterns found there, Amy’s bright and bold illustrations feature botanical motifs
and leafy landscapes. Amy’s work is drawn on an ipad, with a variety of hand-
painted textures scanned and added digitally afterwards, to create a digital
collage. As well as working on design and publishing commissions, Amy also
sells illustrated prints under the name Hello Grimes.
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Jonny Lambert's Bear and Bird Winter
Wonderland Adventure
A Snowy Search and Find Story  

Jonny Lambert

A beautifully illustrated storybook with peep-through
pages revealing winter finds for kids to spot

THE PITCH
SUCCESSFUL AUTHOR / ILLUSTRATOR: DK has published a number of
Jonny Lambert titles, and these have sold 20,000+ copies in the UK (Nielsen
Bookscan, 2023)

A GROWING SERIES: This title brings the popular DK board book
characters of Bear and Bird to a slightly older readership, aged 3-5 years

INCREASES CHILD ENGAGEMENT: Spotting and identifying the winter finds
in the scenes and spying things through cut-out holes adds an interactive
element to reading

NATURE TOPIC SUPPORTS WELLBEING: A UK survey found that 83% of
children interviewed said that being in nature made them happy (The
Children’s People and Nature Survey, 2023)

THE BOOK
Join Bear and Bird as they journey through a winter wonderland –
explore exciting peep-through pages and see what you can spot along
the way! 

As the forest turns into snow and ice, Bear and his best friend Bird prepare for
their winter sleep. But they have one last surprise for their friends. Armed with
winter warmers, the curious duo and their pals set off on a snowy trail and
discover all sorts of wintery secrets along the way.

Children will love following Bear and Bird on their adventure through the freezing
forest. Engaging “Can you spot?” panels encourage little ones to search for
winter finds in the scenes, including shooting stars, snowflakes, and pine
cones. There is so much to spy through intriguing, peep-through holes that lead
you through the book.

With captivating and comical illustrations by the popular artist and author Jonny
Lambert, this book will delight 3-5 year olds and those who are already fans of
Jonny's Bear and Bird board books.

THE AUTHOR
Renowned author and illustrator Jonny Lambert has more than 30 years’
experience in publishing and has more than 300 books to his name. His
colourful illustrations are distinctive in their style, making them perfect for
children’s books. He has worked with DK on a number of titles, including
Animal 123, Animal ABC, Diggers, and three Bear and Bird titles.
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Jonny Lambert's Bear and Bird: Make Friends
 

Jonny Lambert

A beautifully illustrated book, with a touching story
about starting school and making new friends

THE PITCH
CAPTIVATING ILLUSTRATIONS: Full of beautiful illustrations by popular
artist Jonny Lambert who has illustrated more than 300 books

RHYMING TEXT: Charming rhyming text helps to tell the touching story.
Rhyming text has many benefits for young children, including enhancing their
cognitive and speech development, increasing vocabulary, and expanding
their imagination (Lisa Healy, 2019)

POPULAR SERIES: Features the funny, recurring characters from the
popular Bear and Bird series

TEACHES LIFELONG SKILLS: Starting school, whether it is for the first
time or entering a new year, can cause lots of children to feel anxious and
nervous (Child Mind, 2020). One way to alleviate these feelings is by talking
about school and reassuring them that it is a fun and safe place (Understood,
2020), and this can be done by using books, like this one

THE BOOK
A delightful picture book for little ones, that follows Bear and Bird and
shows children that school is nothing to be scared of.

Meet Bear and his best friend Bird, as they face their first day at school. They
can be shy when meeting new people and are worried that they won’t fit in. Will
their classmates like them? Is school really as scary as it seems?

Join Bear and Bird on their next adventure as they brave their first day of school
and try their hardest to make friends. With captivating illustrations by popular
artist Jonny Lambert, and a delightful rhyming narrative, this picture book is sure
to enchant its little readers and ease any first day nerves they might have. Part
of the charming Bear and Bird series, Bear and Bird: Make Friends gently
introduces toddlers to friendship and the feelings that come with starting school.

Perfect for adults and children to read together, this story will make for a
wonderful read. So come and join the fun!

THE AUTHOR
Renowned author and illustrator Jonny Lambert has more than 30 years’
experience in publishing and has more than 300 books to his name. His
colourful illustrations are distinctive in their style, making them perfect for
children’s books. He has worked with DK on a number of titles, including
Animal 123, Animal ABC, Diggers, and three Bear and Bird titles.
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Jonny Lambert’s Bear and Bird: Try, Try
Again

 

Jonny Lambert

A beautifully illustrated book, with an encouraging
story about the importance of perseverance

THE PITCH
CAPTIVATING ILLUSTRATIONS: Full of beautiful illustrations by popular
artist Jonny Lambert who has illustrated more than 300 books

RHYMING TEXT: Charming rhyming text helps to tell the touching story.
Rhyming text has many benefits for young children, including enhancing their
cognitive and speech development, increasing vocabulary, and expanding
their imagination (Lisa Healy, 2019)

POPULAR SERIES: Features the funny, recurring characters from the
popular Bear and Bird series

TEACHES LIFELONG SKILLS: Simple and charming introduction to the
importance of trying, time and time again. Research has shown that those
children who see others persevering and not giving up, will learn the skill
themselves (Today, 2020)

THE BOOK

Join Bear and Bird on their next adventure as they learn how to
persevere and not give up when things get a bit difficult! 

Bear, with the help of his best friend, Bird, has decided he wants to learn how to
ride a bike. But Bear usually walks everywhere so he needs to learn how to
persevere at something that he doesn't get right the first time.

With captivating and comical illustrations by the popular artist Jonny Lambert,
and a delightful rhyming narrative, this board book is sure to enchant its little
readers and show by example the importance of perseverance. The fourth book
in the charming Bear and Bird series, Bear and Bird: Try, Try Again gently
introduces toddlers to a lifelong skill: persevering and not giving up.

Perfect for adults and children to read together, so come and join the fun!

THE AUTHOR
Renowned author and illustrator Jonny Lambert has more than 30 years’
experience in publishing and has more than 300 books to his name. His
colourful illustrations are distinctive in their style, making them perfect for
children’s books. He has worked with DK on a number of titles, including
Animal 123, Animal ABC, Diggers, and three Bear and Bird titles.
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Time for Us
 

Rebecca Walker

A beautifully written and illustrated picture book
about precious times between caregivers and
children

THE PITCH
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR: writer and activist Rebecca Walker has won
numerous awards including the Women Who Could Be President Award and
Time Magazine's most influential leaders of their generation

BASED ON PSYCHOLOGY: 20 minutes of quality time between caregiver
and child is said to positively impact child development. The book hopes to
inspire this time together

AUTHENTIC FAMILY STORY: the book is based on the author's own life as
a Black woman and a mother to a son. This is a perspective we don't see
often enough in children's books.

RELATABLE MESSAGE: this book speaks to busy parents. Jackson has to
entertain himself while mama works, but every day, they get precious time
together which makes their bond stronger

THE BOOK
The first children's book by bestselling writer and activist Rebecca
Walker tells an endearing story of mother and son set on a Hawaiian
island. 

Jackson is bored, but his stressed mama is too busy to play with him. Jackson
is patient until, finally, their "time for us" begins. They step outside into a
magical garden of delicious banana, mango, and macadamia trees. They learn
about the world around them together.

Written by award-winning author Rebecca Walker, and drawing on her own
experience of being a working mother struggling to make time for her son, this
charming story draws on the theory that just 20 minutes of quality time a day
between caregiver and child benefits their relationship in multiple ways. The
book is fully illustrated to bring the characters and luscious tropical setting to
life.

THE AUTHOR
Rebecca Walker is a writer, speaker, and activist. She has written many
bestselling books on subjects ranging from intersectional feminism to multiracial
identity, and has developed film and television projects with Warner Brothers,
NBCUniversal, Amazon, HBO, and Paramount. She speaks regularly at
institutions across the USA and internationally. She is also the daughter of
Alice Walker, the author of the Pulitzer Prize-winning novel The Color Purple.
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Owl and Otter: The Big Talent Show
The Best Things In Life Are Free!  

Owl and Otter are back, this time discovering hidden
talents, subtraction skills and the difference between
their wants and needs

THE PITCH
ACCESSIBLE INTRODUCTION TO KEY MATHS TOPIC: Beautifully
illustrated book that combines a humorous storyline about a talented group
of animals with early-learning information about maths and money

EXPERT ADVICE: Written in collaboration with educational experts and a
finance consultant to ensure the content is accurate and age-appropriate

TEACHES NECESSARY SKILLS: Teaching earning and saving helps
children build positive relationship with money, leading to better adult
decisions - research shows most money habits are set by nine

SUPPORTS SCHOOL CURRICULUM: Addition and subtraction taught as
part of UK and US curriculum, making this book a fun resource for adults and
children, to support learning

THE BOOK

Join Owl, Otter, and their friends on their next adventure; The Big Talent
Show, in this entertaining story that builds children's maths skills and
teaches them about money.

Owl, Otter, and their friends are back and this time, they’re holding an epic
talent show! It’s free to perform, but $2 to watch. With lots of woodland friends
coming to support them, Owl and Otter will need to draw on their addition and
subtraction skills to make sure everyone gets their change, and more
importantly, their tickets, before the show begins!

Mini mathematicians will love following this dazzling adventure that gently
introduces them to simple addition and subtraction skills. With a helpful
glossary covering everything they’ve learned, this charming book shows that
you're never too young or furry to learn about money, saving and the importance
of friendship.

So, what are you waiting for? Let's dive in and discover some hidden talents!

THE AUTHOR
Andrea Mills is an award-winning author of more than 50 children's books and
family reference titles. Her books feature a broad range of subjects, from
anatomy and animals to space and sport. This self-confessed bookworm gives
regular talks at schools, book fairs, and specialist events. Andrea is a big fan of
the animal kingdom and has loved writing this story about our furry friends.
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A First Book of Fairy Tales
 

Mary Hoffman

Fourteen beautifully illustrated fairy tales, retold in a
simple, lyrical style

THE PITCH
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR: Mary Hoffman has published over 90 children's
books, including a New York Times bestseller Amazing Grace

ENGAGING STYLE: Lyrical prose and dynamic illustrations bring classic
stories to life for all readers, reluctant or otherwise

TRIED AND TESTED: Reissue of a book first published 25 years ago, which
has sold thousands of copies, updated with a new jacket and all necessary
sensitivity checks

MUCH-LOVED STORIES: Classic tales that are known around the world, full
of magic kingdoms, enchanted animals, and determined heroes

THE BOOK
From the Brothers Grimm to Hans Christian Andersen, this illustrated
collection contains a wide range of classic fairy tale stories we know and
love.

As well as favourites such as Cinderella, The Snow Queen, and Jack and the
Beanstalk, A First Book of Fairy Tales also includes some lesser-known gems,
such as The Fisherman and his Wife and Diamonds and Toads.

Written by award-winning, bestselling children's writer Mary Hoffman, these
poetic retellings are given a new life, and are perfect for reading alone or aloud.
They're presented alongside wonderful, world-building illustrations, giving full
immersion into the world of myths and legends.

THE AUTHOR
Mary Hoffman is a bestselling British author and reviewer, born in 1945. In
total, she has written over 980 books, including the Stravaganza series and the
bestselling picture book, Amazing Grace.
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A First Book of Myths
 

Mary Hoffman

Fourteen famous myths and legends from around
the world, retold in a simple, lyrical style

THE PITCH
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR: Mary Hoffman has published over 90 children's
books, including a New York Times bestseller Amazing Grace

ENGAGING STYLE: Lyrical prose and dynamic illustrations bring classic
stories to life for all readers, reluctant or otherwise

TRIED AND TESTED: Reissue of a book first published 25 years ago, which
has sold thousands of copies, updated with a new jacket and all necessary
sensitivity checks

GLOBAL STORIES: Tales from all over the world are covered, from ancient
Greece to ancient China, providing diverse and unique content

THE BOOK
Uncover tales of gods and monsters, travel to kingdoms in the sky and
below the sea, and meet a cast of magical animals in this lyrical
retelling of some of the oldest and most famous stories from around the
world. 

A First Book of Myths is a collection of fourteen well-known myths accompanied
by delightful illustrations. From the story of Icarus – the boy who flew too close
to the Sun – to the tale of why dogs dislike cats, this enthralling collection is the
perfect introduction to stories that continue to stand the test of time.

Written by award-winning, bestselling children's writer Mary Hoffman, these
poetic retellings are given a new life, and are perfect for reading alone or aloud.
They're presented alongside beautiful and world-building illustrations, giving full
immersion into the world of myths and legends.

THE AUTHOR
Mary Hoffman is a bestselling British author and reviewer, born in 1945. In
total, she has written over 980 books, including the Stravaganza series and the
bestselling picture book, Amazing Grace.
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The History of Information
 

Chris Haughton

An utterly unique book for 8-12 year olds that
explains how the ways we share and store
information have shaped and changed the world

THE PITCH
CHRIS HAUGHTON'S NON-FICTION DEBUT: The first non-fiction book by
the world famous and multi-award winning author and illustrator, Chris
Haughton

GLOBAL APPEAL: Chris Haughton's' picture books, including OH NO,
GEORGE! And A BIT LOST have sold millions of copies worldwide, been
translated into 30 languages, and have won awards in more than a dozen
different countries

VISUALLY STRIKING: A beautiful look at the story of information; from the
first languages and cave paintings through to how we communicate and
record information today

A UNIQUE PROPOSITION: The History of Information is truly unique. No
book exists that approaches the subject of information in such a
comprehensive way. Think of it like Yuval Noah Harari's Sapiens, but for
information

THE BOOK
The debut non-fiction book from bestselling author and illustrator Chris
Haughton that takes readers on an illuminating journey through the
evolution of knowledge and communication.

We are used to technology improving all the time. Next year we will have better
phones, cars, and technology. What is it that makes technology improve rather
than stay static or even fall into decline? The answer is information. If we are
able to record knowledge we can collect and share it. We can continue adding
to it and it grows and grows. It hasn't always been like this. For a long time,
human progress was very slow or static. At some points it felt like our progress
even ran backwards! But the ability to record information in the form of writing
and collecting data has caused an explosion of technological progress. This
book tells the story of how we came to collect information, and what it means
for us.

From the world renowned Chris Haughton, the creator of such books as OH NO,
GEORGE!, A BIT LOST, and SHHH, WE HAVE A PLAN! The History of
Information is a one-of-a-kind book that explores the history of information
throughout human history.

THE AUTHOR
Chris Haughton is an Irish designer and author living in London. He has
published seven books and an app. His books have been translated into more
than 30 languages and have won awards in more than a dozen countries.
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Chefs Wanted
For Top Nosh Training, Apply Within  

Allegra McEvedy

A new children’s cookbook from Allegra McEvedy,
writer, broadcaster, and of course, experienced chef!

THE PITCH
AUTHOR WITH WIDE REACH: Allegra McEvedy is the co-founder of the
fast-food chain, LEON. She is a British chef, award-winning cookbook writer,
and presenter

DELICIOUS, INTERNATIONAL RECIPES: The recipes are exciting and
sometimes challenging for the reader, aiming to expand their cooking and
baking skills

FEATURES INFORMATIVE CONTENT: This book not only features mouth-
watering recipes, but technical advice and tips from Allegra, to inspire and
educate young readers

ENHANCES LIFELONG SKILLS: Starting cooking young helps kids build a
healthy relationship with food and boost their confidence in themselves and
their abilities (GoodFood, 2022)

THE BOOK
Co-founder of LEON, the famous fast-food restaurant, and award-winning
chef, Allegra McEvedy is bringing cooking to kids. In Chefs Wanted, she
presents more than 45 tasty recipes suitable for budding chefs who want
to take their skills to the next level.

This cookbook aims to give enthusiastic young chefs the opportunity to further
their knowledge in the kitchen and whip up meals that are sure to impress.
From family favourites like Cannelloni and Chilli, street food like Spring Rolls,
sweet treats like Profiteroles, and much more, Allegra’s brand new cookbook
includes classics from around the globe, bringing exciting flavours straight to
your door. This cookbook will cover all areas of the kitchen and deliver
specialised technique pages to help your young cook become a pro.

With simple, step-by-step instructions, photography of every mouth watering
dish, and hilarious illustrations, each chapter will inform and inspire. Allegra
McEvedy challenges you to test (and taste!) her recipes – so what are you
waiting for?

THE AUTHOR
Allegra McEvedy MBE is a professional chef, writer, and broadcaster. She has
been cooking professionally for 30 years and worked in numerous award-winning
restaurants, both in London and in the US. Allegra is the co-founder of LEON,
the popular, healthy, fast-food restaurant group, and has more recently opened
her own wine bar and restaurant in London. As well as an experienced chef, she
is also inspiring children to be passionate about cooking by presenting
children’s TV programmes, such as Junior Bake Off and Step Up to The Plate.
Allegra has written 8 cookbooks, all of which have sold internationally.
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How To Be A Fashion Designer
Ideas, Projects, and Styling Tips to Help You
Become a Fabulous Fashion Designer  

Lesley Ware

Design, style, and accessorise clothes with practical
fashion design ideas for kids

THE PITCH
NEW EDITION: Refreshed cover design with updated content inside,
including dressing to boost your mood, how to create your own look book,
and sustainable design techniques

PRACTICAL ACTIVITIES: Kids can choose gorgeous colours, restyle their
wardrobe staples, and customise t-shirts in simple, easy-to-follow design
tasks and practical projects, from the page to reality

STEAM LEARNING: Perfect for 7-9 year olds and brings a unique approach
to STEAM learning, combining art and design with practical, hands-on
making

ENHANCES SKILLS: Starts with simple skill-building in the DK way and
then expands on these skills to create more challenging projects and ideas

THE BOOK

Draw and colour creations, choose materials, and learn to design through
drawing your own fashion. Whether your child wants to design the next big outfit
for London fashion week, or they just want to learn about textiles and fabrics,
How to be a Fashion Designer helps kids enjoy experimenting with new ideas.

Bright illustrations mixed with fun photography show kids how to choose
gorgeous colours, design dress shapes, customise t-shirts, and add sparkle to
their accessories using simple, easy-to-follow design tasks and practical
projects.

Using inspiration from the natural world, everyday life, and their own imagination,
children can design outfits from scratch and learn how to put together the
clothes and accessories they already own in fun, stylish ways. This nonfiction
fashion book for children is perfect for 7-9 year olds and brings a unique
approach to STEAM learning by combining art and design with practical, hands-
on making.

THE AUTHOR
Lesley Ware is an author and fashion educator. She has taught at Parsons
School of Design and the Met Museum, and worked on a national program for
the Girl Scouts of the USA. She is based in Brooklyn, New York, where she
runs workshops for girls and helps them to express themselves through fashion.
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Draw with Art for Kids Hub Christmas
 

The billion-viewed Art For Kids Hub family share
super-fun food-themed drawing activities for the
whole family to enjoy together.

THE PITCH
FROM THE YOUTUBE ART SENSATION Art for Kids Hub drawing lessons
have been viewed an incredible 2.2 billion times

DRAWING IS EASY – ANYONE CAN DO IT! Be amazed at all the cute and
funny food items you can draw with these super clear and accessible step-
by-step lessons

PERFECT FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY Kids are encouraged to draw with
their grown-ups and share the enjoyment and satisfaction of making art

IT’S ALL ABOUT HAVING FUN Rob and family’s unique, accessible
approach prioritise involvement over perfection, and by seeing the results of
both child and adult side by side, kids are reassured that their efforts don't
have to match exactly to still look awesome

THE BOOK
Millions of viewers have joined the fun and learned to draw with the
YouTube sensation Art for Kids Hub, now you and your whole family can
too!

Dad Rob and his family have built a huge following thanks to their delightfully
accessible lessons that gather the whole family to make art together. Their
unique, easy-to-follow approach puts fun first, encouraging kids to draw in their
own way and be proud of the results.

Every idea inside – adorable reindeers, cutesy gingerbread men, delightful
Christmas trees and more – encourages you to have fun as a family and fall in
love with drawing. By showing both the kid and adult versions of every drawing,
families can be creative together and kids can discover the joy in simply drawing
and avoid getting frustrated trying to recreate a perfect image.

THE AUTHOR
Art For Kids Hub is a leading art YouTube channel for kids. In each episode,
dad Rob, mum Teryn and one of their four children – Jack, Hadley, Austin and
Olivia – sit side-by-side and get viewers to join in on their super-fun art lessons.
With new lessons Monday to Friday, Art For Kids Hub’ fun-first approach to
drawing has made millions of viewers fall in love with art and come back again
and again.
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The Very Young Person's Guide to Christmas
Carols

 

Dash through this lavishly illustrated introduction to
Christmas carols with the sounds of a real orchestra.

THE PITCH
SOUND BUTTONS: 10 easy press sound buttons play famous, kid-friendly
Christmas carols performed by a live orchestra

RESPECTED PARTNERSHIP: Publishing in partnership with Classic FM.
Classic FM has more than 5.5 million weekly listeners, and Tim Lihoreau’s
show has c. 2 million listeners daily

MUSIC FOR DEVELOPMENT: Musical experiences in childhood can
accelerate brain development and ignite all areas of child development
(University of Southern California’s Brain and Creativity Institute, 2016;
UNICEF)

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE: The combination of story text, easy read
rhymes and fact boxes make this ideal for reading with children of different
ages

THE BOOK
Join Arthur and Holly on an adventure to save Christmas accompanied
by 10 sound clips of beloved carols. 

Learn about the music and stories of Christmas carols in the third book of The
Very Young Person’s Guide To… series.

Pull on your mittens and follow our heroes as they explore beautiful scenes
inspired by some of the best loved Christmas carols, including Silent Night,
Good King Wenceslas, Carol of the Bells, Once In Royal David’s City, and O
Holy Night. Original illustrations capture the beautiful story of the carols, while
the sound button brings the iconic music pieces to life. Every spread features
fascinating facts about festive carols and their origins and is guaranteed to
delight and inspire.

THE AUTHOR
Tim Lihoreau has a degree in music from the University of Leeds. He was a
professional pianist, and along with his wife, he runs amateur choirs in his home
village and regularly plays the organ at his local church.

Phil Noyce has been the Managing Editor of Classic FM since March 2020. He
has written for a large array of radio programmes and presenters, reaching
millions of people. He is a keen musician who plays the cello and electric bass.

Sally Agar is an illustrator and designer based in North Yorkshire. She loves
working with colour, texture, and pattern, and aims to bring a bit of everyday
magic to her illustrations. She loves creating characters with spark and energy.
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Knowledge A Visual Compendium
Making Sense of our World  

How lists, codes, systems, and collections make
sense of our world

THE PITCH
COMPELLING COLLECTIONS Packed with familiar and surprising ways of
classifying or listing information

MAKES SENSE OF THE WORLD Shows how humans have organised and
explained everything from bridges to constellations, feathers to cheeses

ARTFULLY DESIGNED DISPLAYS Attractive enough to frame, each plate of
images is as intriguing as it is beautiful

TIMELESS REFERENCE GIFT Engaging, fact-packed text explains
everything from the everyday to the obscure – an unrivalled resource that the
whole family will return to again and again

THE BOOK
Ever wondered how many moons there are in our Solar System, or the
number of Olympic sports, or who the 46 US presidents were? If so, this
is the book for you!

Leaf through the pages of this beautiful book and you’ll find an intriguing array of
objects, animals, lists, and artefacts from nature, science, technology, the arts,
and history, which illustrate how we order, understand, and make sense of the
world. Discover the 40 orders of birds, the 88 constellations, the 36 Morse Code
symbols, the 118 chemical elements, the 206 bones in the human body, and
much more!

With its combination of attractive, timeless images and expert, engaging text,
Knowledge, A Visual Compendium is perfect for children (and adults!) who are
curious about the world and the lists, systems, and categories that help us
understand it.
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Explanatorium of Nature
Where the Wonders of the World are Revealed  

Eye-poppingly awesome nature!

THE PITCH
IMPACTFUL NEW LIVERY AND NEW FORMAT Bold new cover gives the
book a radical new look

UNIQUE IMAGES: Exclusive photography shows the natural world in detail
like never before

A DIFFERENT KIND OF ENCYCLOPEDIA The focus is completely on the
stunning photography, with the text stripped right back

PERFECT FOR NATURE LOVERS The book will appeal to children - and
parents – who love TV programmes such as BBC's 'Planet Earth'

THE BOOK
Get closer to nature than you've ever been before with this jaw-dropping
guide to our wonderful world.

Marvel at the breathtaking photography showcasing flora and fauna in the most
incredible, intricate detail.
From ants to elephants, the animal kingdom is explored and explained in this
extraordinary encyclopedia that puts you at the heart of the action. See the tiny
spines on a stinging nettle, watch lichen spreading over a tree, and observe the
secret suckers on an iguana's feet. The mysteries of the natural world are
displayed in brand new images, together with cross-sections, macro, and
electron microscope images.

Alongside the utterly absorbing visual content, Explanatorium of Nature brings
its own fountain of knowledge about how nature works. For instance, did you
know that baby foxes are born with blue eyes which turn to gold? Or that reptile
scales are made from the same material as your fingernails? Discover how
spiders spin webs, how birds fly, how snakes kill, and much, much more.

This unputdownable book is a guaranteed favourite for animal lovers, nature
enthusiasts, and budding wildlife experts everywhere.

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241412985 Explanatorium of History
9780241601662 Explanatorium of the Earth
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An Anthology of Exquisite Birds
 

Ben Hoare

Soar through the sky with best-selling author Ben
Hoare and discover more than 90 exquisite birds

THE PITCH
BEST-SELLING AUTHOR Ben Hoare is passionate about nature and wrote
the hugely successful An Anthology of Intriguing Animals for DK as well as
The Wonders of Nature, Nature's Treasures, and The Secret World of Plants

BEAUTIFUL AND COMPREHENSIVE A wide selection of birds are featured,
each accompanied by a stunning photograph and a charming illustration

GIFT BOOK A quality gift with metallic foil all over, a ribbon, gilded edges,
and head and tail bands

NEXT IN SERIES This book is seventh in the series that began with the
best-selling An Anthology of Intriguing Animals, which has sold more than
39,000 copies in the UK (Nielsen Bookscan, 2023)

THE BOOK
Soar through the sky with best-selling author Ben Hoare and discover
some of the most exquisite birds on our planet.

From the miniature bee hummingbird that flaps its wings 200 times a second, to
the oilbird that navigates pitch-black caves using echolocation, this stunning
collection showcases more than 90 of the world's most extraordinary birds.
Detailed photography is paired with storybook descriptions that will captivate
young readers, whether it's finding out about condors and cuckoos or swans and
starlings. Features on eggs, feathers, nests, and other key topics explore the
enormous variety of avian adaptations. There is also a visual index packed with
reference information, including the size and range of each species.

With foil on the cover, gilded edges, and a ribbon for keeping your place, An
Anthology of Exquisite Birds makes a beautiful gift for any child who is
fascinated by birds. It's ideal for young readers to explore by themselves or
perfect for bedtime stories.

THE AUTHOR
Ben Hoare is a science writer and editor, and the author of the hugely
successful An Anthology of Intriguing Animals, as well as The Wonders of
Nature, Nature's Treasures, and The Secret World of Plants for DK. He is
passionate about nature and sharing his knowledge of the natural world.
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Life in the Wild
Observing the Mysterious Lives of 10 Real Animals  

Lizzie Daly

Meet 10 exceptional animals and track their unique
and hidden escapades through the animal kingdom

THE PITCH
EXPERT WILDLIFE AUTHOR: Written by scientist, conservationist, and
broadcaster Lizzie Daly, who children will recognise from CBBC and
Cbeebies

FEATURES THE ADVENTURES OF EXCEPTIONAL ANIMALS: The
incredible stories of 10 animals include the longest travelled Great White
Shark, the oldest living wild bird, and a puma turned long distance swimmer!

BACKED BY SCIENCE: Provides all the usual must-have information about a
range of animals, but takes a much deeper look into each of the tracked
animals, analysing their individual quirks, qualities, and adventures, as well
as mapping their real journeys

COMBINES SCIENCE AND STORYTELLING: The book helps children see
the natural world through the eyes of a scientist, supported by stories that
allow them to feel a bond with each animal

THE BOOK
What can 10 real-life and uniquely jaw-dropping animal journeys teach
us about our world, and the ways in which it is changing? 

As a filmmaker and scientist, Lizzie Daly tells stories about the natural world
and uncovers the hidden secrets of our planet. But despite huge advances in
technology, there is still so much we don't know about what species get up to in
the wild. However, sometimes – just sometimes – we get a small glimpse into
what their lives are like.

This book tells the tale of our planet's intriguing wildlife. Through 10 real stories,
we follow in the footprints of polar bears, big cats, wolves, and jaguars, and
explore oceans with whales, sharks, and seabirds. These tales of migration,
mystery, and unique behaviours teach us new and exciting information about
animal activity and ecology, and give us access to some of the most
inhospitable corners of our planet.

THE AUTHOR
Lizzie Daly PhD is a Welsh wildlife biologist, broadcaster, filmmaker and
conservationist. She has a PhD in animal movement, and her healthy curiosity
for the natural world has led her to conduct research and make wildlife films all
over the world. Lizzie has worked as a presenter on Cbeebies, CBBC, National
Geographic, BBC Two, Animal Planet and has been a regular host on the BBC
Earth Unplugged YouTube channel. Lizzie continues to push her own wildlife
films on her YouTube channel @LizzieDalyWildlifeTV.
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Habitat: Mountains
 

A beautiful gift book for children that explores the
mountains of the world

THE PITCH
AUTHORITATIVE AND INTRIGUING This book covers a wide selection of
the world's mountains in detail with stunning photography and illustrations

FIRST IN SERIES This book is intended to be the first in a collectible series
about the different habitats of the world

ENVIRONMENTAL MESSAGE The environmental dangers facing mountains
and mountain species will be covered

KNOWLEDGEABLE AUTHOR: Expert science writer and two consultants
specialising in geology and nature make this book accurate, informative, and
interesting

THE BOOK
This stunning book all about mountains takes children on a grand tour of
the highest places on Earth.

From the salt flats of the Andes to the snow-capped peak of Mount Fuji,
discover 10 of the world’s most spectacular mountains and mountain ranges,
and the animals and plants that live in them. The chapters cover four different
types of mountain: plateaus, volcanoes, mountain ranges, and tepuis, with a
selection of both famous and less-well known places within each. Every
mountain or range is explored in detail, with intriguing information about its
geography, and flora and fauna alongside detailed photography and beautiful
illustrations. Marvel at the towering Matterhorn in the Alps, mountain goats
scrambling across cliff faces in the Rockies, and the tiny saltwort flowers that
bloom more than 6,000m up in the Himalayas. As well as the wonders of these
remote areas, the threats facing mountains and their species are also
investigated.

Mountain will be treasured for years to come. With foil on the cover and sprayed
edges, this book makes the perfect gift for any child with a passion for the
natural world.
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The Mysteries of the Universe Poster Book
 

Explore the wonders of space like never before with
this book of beautiful tear-out posters

THE PITCH
SPIN OFF FROM A BESTSELLING BOOK: The images have been taken
from The Mysteries of the Universe which has sold over 27,000+ copies in
the UK and 149,000+ copies in the US (Nielsen Bookscan, Nov 2023)

VISUALLY STRIKING: Spectacular images present the subject in
remarkable ways, capturing them at scale or showing intriguing features up-
close

THE PERFECT GIFT: The big format and bold, beautiful artwork makes this
a truly deluxe gift for all year round that children and adults alike will treasure

A LEARNING TOOL: Offering a unique and fun introduction to space,
parents and teachers can use the posters as a visual aid to help young
learners understand and engage with classroom material

THE BOOK

Bring the stars and planets to your walls with this collection of 30 posters
comprising the stunning images from the bestselling book The Mysteries
of the Universe.

Taking young readers on an incredible visual journey from Earth to the outer
reachers of the Universe, each poster reveals an eye-catching image of a
spectacular location from the night sky. From peculiar planets and distant stars
to intricate galaxies, this fascinating collection reveals the secrets of space. The
reverse of every poster highlights key features and facts children need to know,
so you have a perfectly curated look into mysteries of space that have captured
our imaginations for centuries.

Children and adults alike will love poring over the close-up images, and deciding
where to place these spectacular posters! This is simply the best gift for any
child who can’t get enough of space.
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Brain Booster Human Body
Over 100 Mind-Boggling Activities that Make
Learning Easy and Fun  

Over 100 Mind-Boggling Activities that Make
Learning Easy and Fun

THE PITCH
THE HUMAN BODY AS YOU'VE NEVER SEEN IT BEFORE! Key topics on
the human body are presented in a unique way-around a mixture of
fascinating, child-friendly activities

INCLUDES OVER 100 FUN ACTIVITIES AND PUZZLES Write-in exercises,
puzzles, and drawing activities inspire children to truly engage with the
fundamentals of human biology

SUPPORTS CHILDHOOD LEARNING Whether at home or in school, as a
resource for teachers or support for parents, Brain Booster Human Body
teaches, tests, and reinforces learning

PROMOTES RECALL Integrating information with interactive activities on
every page helps children commit their new-found knowledge to memory

THE BOOK

Learn essential facts about the human body through interactive,
educational activities, puzzles, and exercises.

How many bones are there in the adult human body? How do your lungs work?
What happens under your skin? Brain Booster: Human Body covers all these
questions and more. Filled with fascinating facts, detailed illustrations, and over
100 write-in activities and puzzles, this is the perfect book to keep budding
biologists and doctors-in-the-making busy, and to inspire children to truly
engage with the human body. Kids aged 8-12 will be occupied for hours as they
pore over the information-packed pages and tackle the wide range of puzzles
and activities - including mazes and tangles, code-breakers, matching games,
anagrams, word searches, logic games, classification and identification games,
quizzes, sudoku, odd one out, drawing, and colouring.

Brain Booster is a new series of interactive, educational activity books
combining accessible information with engaging activities and puzzles. Children
learn through doing, with dozens of different activity types to fully engage with
and explore a topic. Designed to support teachers, educators, and parents
around the world, these books are ideal for supplementing your child's education
at home.

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241617939 Brain Booster: Bugs
9780241515174 Brain Booster: Maths
9780241699072 Brain Booster Dinosaurs & Other Prehistoric Creatures
9780241699089 Brain Booster Stars & Planets
9780241699270 Brain Booster Volcanoes & Earthquakes
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Brain Booster Volcanoes and Earthquakes
Over 100 Mind-Boggling Activities that Make
Learning Easy and Fun  

Over 100 Mind-Boggling Activities that Make
Learning Easy and Fun

THE PITCH
VOLCANOES AND EARTHQUAKES AS YOU’VE NEVER SEEN THEM
BEFORE! Key geology topics are presented in a unique way – around a
mixture of fascinating, child-friendly activities

INCLUDES OVER 100 FUN ACTIVITIES AND PUZZLES Write-in exercises,
puzzles, and drawing activities inspire children to truly engage with the
fundamentals of geology

SUPPORTS CHILDHOOD LEARNING Whether at home or in school, as a
resource for teachers or support for parents, Brain Booster Volcanoes &
Earthquakes teaches, tests, and reinforces learning

PROMOTES RECALL Integrating information with interactive activities on
every page helps children commit their new-found knowledge to memory

THE BOOK

Learn essential facts about volcanoes and earthquakes through
interactive, educational activities, puzzles, and exercises.

What happens when a volcano erupts? Why do earthquakes hit particular
places? How do tsunamis occur? Brain Booster: Volcanoes & Earthquakes
covers all these questions and more. Filled with fascinating facts, detailed
illustrations, and over 100 write-in activities and puzzles, this is the perfect book
to keep budding volcanologists busy, and to inspire children to truly engage with
geology. Kids aged 8–12 will be occupied for hours as they pore over the
information-packed pages and tackle the wide range of puzzles and activities –
including mazes and tangles, code-breakers, matching games, anagrams, word
searches, logic games, classification and identification games, quizzes,
sudoku, odd one out, drawing, and colouring.

Brain Booster is a new series of interactive, educational activity books
combining accessible information with engaging activities and puzzles. Children
learn through doing, with dozens of different activity types to fully engage with
and explore a topic. Designed to support teachers and educators around the
world, these books are ideal for supplementing your child’s education at home.

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241617939 Brain Booster: Bugs
9780241515174 Brain Booster: Maths
9780241699072 Brain Booster Dinosaurs & Other Prehistoric Creatures
9780241699089 Brain Booster Stars & Planets
9780241699249 Brain Booster Human Body
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Quiz Yourself Clever! Trees of the World
 

A fun way to learn about trees from all over the
world!

THE PITCH
HUNDREDS OF QUICK-FIRE QUESTIONS Find out how tall the giant
redwood grows, what the oldest tree on the planet is, and which tree bears
the most poisonous fruit

INCREDIBLE IMAGES AND AMAZING FACTS on a huge variety of trees
from across the globe

LEARNING MADE FUN Test yourself, quiz your friends and impress your
family with fun facts about these giants of nature

PERFECT POCKET-MONEY PURCHASE Great value for young nature lovers

THE BOOK
Discover the wonderful world of trees with this fact-packed quiz book!

This amazing book welcomes you to the plant kingdom where you can meet
more than 100 species of trees, ranging from the mighty Californian redwood to
the ancient banyan tree. Stunning pictures and fast facts will allow you to grasp
a wealth of knowledge in a fun way.

Each tree is displayed in beautiful detail, surrounded by quiz-style questions.
Turn the page to find the answers, contained in a handy dataset of essential
information - its size, location and distinguishing features alongside close-up
pictures of the bark, leaves, and fruit. In no time, you'll be able to tell sycamore
from silver birch, aspen from ash, and peach from plum. Discover the unique
qualities of each tree, together with how it is used in art, industry, architecture,
and science.

You can use the book to test your own knowledge, or how about using it as the
basis of a quiz with a friend? Quiz Yourself Clever: Trees of the World is packed
with information on the world's most amazing trees - from those that feed us to
others that drip poison - to make you an expert before you know it!

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241679357 Quiz Yourself Clever! Animals of the World
9780241680391 Quiz Yourself Clever! Rocks & Minerals
9780241680421 Quiz Yourself Clever! The Periodic Table
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Children's Book of Philosophy
 

Learn to think big and tackle life's tricky questions!

THE PITCH
FULLY REVISED NEW EDITION Reviewed and fact-checked by experts,
with new material on virtual reality, issues of equality, and climate change

ACCESSIBLE INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY Clear and logical
approach brings the exciting world of big ideas and great thinkers within
reach of young children

SPARKS LIVELY CONVERSATIONS! Perfect for kids who love to ask
questions

EASY TO DIP INTO Each page is jam-packed with colourful photographs
and lively, accessible text

THE BOOK
This book explains philosophy to kids in an easy-to-understand way, using
simple text and fun illustrations.

It is the perfect introduction to the great thinkers who, from ancient times to the
modern day, have tried to make sense of the world by asking questions such
as: "Who am I?", "Is the world real?", "Is it ever right to tell a lie?". Meet
Socrates and Confucius, Kant and Sartre, and many others who have studied
and pondered on the complexities of everyday life.

Looking at the major philosophical theories, this fully updated edition of The
Children's Book of Philosophy brings big ideas within the reach of young minds.
It examines the problems that have puzzled people for hundreds, or even
thousands, of years, working through them in clear and logical stages. The new
content added to this edition also covers current social and environmental
issues as well as concerns surrounding the latest advances in technology.

The book's lively approach is designed to encourage children to think for
themselves and to show them that anyone can be a philosopher.

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241624739 Children's Book of Art
9780241624722 Children's Book of Music
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The Astronaut Diaries
 

Samantha Cristoforetti

A middle-grade narrative title giving readers a
glimpse of life on a space mission

THE PITCH
STELLAR AUTHOR AND SPOKESPERSON: Samantha Cristoforetti is an
active ESA astronaut, and their only active female astronaut. She has 800k
followers on TikTok and has recently had a Barbie created in her likeness

PUBLICATION DATE TIE-IN: Publishing in advance of ESA’s 50th
anniversary and the Artemis voyage to walk on the moon in 2025. ESA is
active in 22 countries globally

LEARNING BY STEALTH: Combines fiction in the popular diary entry format
with fascinating nonfiction based on Samantha’s experiences in the form of
assignments sent back to earth

ENCOURAGES GIRLS INTO SCIENCE: Although this book is for all
children, the female protagonist and spokeswoman will allow young girls to
imagine themselves in space and empower them to study STEM

THE BOOK
How do astronauts prepare to go to space? Why are robots so important to
space exploration? And how do you wash your hair in zero gravity? 

Andi Futura, her older brother and their parents are about to become the first
family in space… and she’s sharing everything she learns while living aboard a
space station with YOU!

Discover what life in space is really like in this fascinating read authored by real-
life astronaut Samantha Cristoforetti. Andi’s diary entries share the fun of slow
cartwheeling around a space station and watching 16 sunrises and sunsets
every day, while her reports to mission control will have you learning about how
conducting science experiments in space can help humanity.

Can Andi do enough to show that she’s capable of becoming a fully-fledged
astronaut and commanding her own mission one day? Pull on your space
helmet, strap on your oxygen tank, and dive into The Astronaut Diaries to find
out!

THE AUTHOR
Samantha Cristoforetti is the first European female commander of the
International Space Station and the first European woman to complete a
spacewalk. Since 2012, Samantha has been part of two missions: during her
latest Minerva, Samantha supported numerous European and international
experiments in orbit.

Outside of space, Samantha is a UNICEF ambassador and an avid reader with a
passion for science and technology and an equal interest in humanities. She
enjoys learning foreign languages and occasionally finds the time to hike, scuba
dive or practice yoga. When not travelling for work, Samantha lives with her
partner Lionel and their two children near ESA’s Astronaut Centre in Cologne,
Germany.
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LEGO World Builder
Create a World of Play with 4-in-1 Model and 150+
Build Ideas!  

Build and rebuild a 4-in-1 model and minifigure, then
expand your LEGO worlds with 150+ imaginative
building ideas

THE PITCH
150 LEGO PIECES: The bricks, including minifigure, come with instructions
to be built and rebuilt into a city car, a jungle jeep, a spacecraft, and a sub

VALUE-FOR-MONEY: The package includes a 128-page book bursting with
build and play ideas, 150 LEGO bricks including minifigure, and a LEGO
brick sorting tray

PLAY ON THE GO: The book, sorting tray, and bricks can be carried around
as a package and are easy to grab for fun on the go

A BOOK TO RETURN TO: With 150+ build ideas, plus tips and play
inspiration, readers will want to return to the book to build and rebuild their
LEGO worlds again and again

THE BOOK
Get creative with this LEGO® book plus 150 bricks and sorting tray – and
build and play your way through four fun-filled LEGO worlds.

Use the LEGO bricks included to create a cool city car, then rebuild it into a
jungle car, a spacecraft, or a submarine - and head off on adventures in your
own unique LEGO worlds.

Discover more than 150 build ideas to inspire you to create and expand your
city, jungle, space, and underwater worlds.

Read exciting stories, build fun LEGO models – and watch your LEGO worlds
come to life!

Includes a sorting tray for organizing and storing your bricks and models-in-
progress. Your book, bricks, and tray can come with you wherever you go! 

©2024 The LEGO Group
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Minecraft Festive Ideas
 

An inspirational Minecraft book for kids and fans of
all ages – with amazing Christmas/winter holiday
building ideas, tips and challenges.

THE PITCH
ALL NEW IDEAS: More than 50 fun and simple festive build ideas specially
commissioned for the book – one page or spread per project

SEASONAL FAVOURITES: Wide range of unique winter-themed builds to
keep children and Minecraft fans occupied over the holidays

WORLDWIDE BEST-SELLER: Minecraft is the best-selling video game of all
time with more than 238 million copies of the game sold so far and is played
all over the world, across all generations and has 141m monthly active users
(Mojang Studios, August 2022)

ENGAGED FANBASE: Minecraft fans regularly seek out expert content and
ideas; it is the most-viewed game of all time on YouTube, with 1 trillion views
of Minecraft videos to date (Mojang Studios, August 2022)

THE BOOK
You won’t run out of building ideas with this magical stocking-stuffer,
featuring more than 50 festive building ideas, games, and activities!

Packed with inspirational ideas and tips for Minecraft holiday builds, Minecraft
Festive Ideas is perfect for creative Minecraft fans who want to build a fun and
festive winter wonderland.

Building ideas include a gingerbread house, an adorable family of penguins, an
arena for a snow golem snowball fight, merry Minecraft challenges suitable for
younger players, and much more!

© 2023 Mojang AB.
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The LEGO Halloween Games Book
Ideas for 50 Games, Challenges, Puzzles, and
Activities  

Keep the whole family entertained with more than 50
ideas for Halloween-themed games, puzzles,
challenges, and brainteasers for all ages and abilities

THE PITCH
ALL NEW IDEAS: More than 50 newly commissioned Halloween-themed
models and ideas to play games, complete challenges, and puzzles with
family, friends, or on your own

NEXT IN A BESTSELLING SERIES: The LEGO Games Book has sold
more than 160,000 copies worldwide since its release in September 2020
(Source: Global Sales Portal, December 2022)

SEASONAL SUCCESS: The LEGO Halloween Ideas Book has sold more
than 129,000 copies worldwide since its release in September 2020 (Source:
Global Sales Portal, December 2022)

COMES WITH BRICKS: Includes more than 30 bricks, including Halloween-
themed pieces such as a magic wand and a spider, and a skeleton
minifigure to play games in the book

THE BOOK
Build in some time for frightful fun with the whole family! 

With more than 50 ideas for Halloween-themed games, puzzles, challenges,
and activities, there is something to keep everyone entertained this autumn.
Grab your own LEGO® bricks as well as this book and the pieces that come
with it, and get ready for scarily good time with your friends and family!
Challenge friends to complete the scary escape room puzzles. Mix up a brick-
built potion. Design an escape room. Make it through the monster trap board
game and much more! Plus, use the pieces that come with the book to invent
your own games.

Comes with 40 Halloween-themed LEGO elements to add to your builds,
including a skeleton minifigure!

©2024 The LEGO Group.

THE AUTHOR
Tori Kosara is a children's book writer and editor from New York. She loved
building with LEGO® bricks as a child, and now she has fun making models
and playing games with her two young children. Tori has a master's degree in
Children's Literature from Roehampton University, and she has written more than
40 books for children, including The LEGO® Games Book, The LEGO®
Christmas Games Book, and the new edition of The LEGO® Ideas Book (co-
author). She lives in East London with her husband, two LEGO-obsessed sons,
and a story-loving Labrador. Visit her at torikosara.com
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Disney Christmas Ultimate Sticker Collection
 

A fun, festive 72-page children’s sticker book with
Disney and Pixar characters and more than 1,000
stickers.

THE PITCH
MORE THAN 1,000 STICKERS: This festive activity book will keep children
entertained over the winter holiday season

MAGICAL GIFT: An enchanting present or stocking filler for Disney and
Pixar fans

MUCH-LOVED MODERN AND CLASSIC DISNEY AND PIXAR
CHARACTERS: Children can celebrate the season with all their favourite
characters

PHENOMENAL MOVIE SUCCESS: Disney movies have had groundbreaking
box office success, with a combined global box-office gross of $13 billion+
(Source: The Numbers®, October 2018)

THE BOOK
Celebrate the season with over 1,000 festive stickers!

Jump into a wintery adventure with your favourite Disney and Pixar characters!
Build a snowman with Elsa, wrap gifts with Mickey Mouse, and deck the halls
with Cinderella. Go sledding with Goofy, play games with Olaf, and make snow
cones with the Yeti.

Find stickers of festive friends from Frozen, Toy Story, Monsters, Inc., Winnie
the Pooh and many more. Decorate the pages and learn fun facts about the
characters. With enchanting images and jolly captions, the Disney Christmas
Ultimate Sticker Collection is a perfect gift for all young Disney and Pixar fans.

©Disney

THE AUTHOR
Julia March is a writer and editor with more than 20 years’ experience in
children’s books. She has written numerous titles for DK Licensing, from larger
books such as Disney Raya and the Last Dragon: Raya’s World to a plethora of
DK Readers and Ultimate Sticker Books, including Encanto, Strange World,
and Wish. Julia lives and works in London, but dreams of visiting other lands –
maybe even Disneyland.
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DK Super Phonics Card Game

Fun and educational phonics game for beginner
readers!

THE PITCH
CURRICULUM SUPPORT: can be used with any phonics reading curriculum
or programme

BOOST HOME LEARNING: this truly decodable game provides practice and
consolidation of reading skills

PART OF A HOME-LEARNING BRAND: perfect accompanying game for the
DK Super Phonics workbooks and decodable stories

ESSENTIAL DECODING SKILLS: cards use truly decodable CVC words

THE BOOK
Help your child explore the world of phonics and reading with the DK
SUPER Phonics Card Game.

Make learning phonics fun with these beautifully designed playing cards which
offer practice and consolidation of phonic skills for beginner readers.

DK Super Phonics Card Game is a fun and educational way to learn phonics for
beginner readers. Children aged 4-6 can practice letter sounds through
interactive learning, with 42 phonic cards and 8 action cards, along with ‘How to
play’ instructions.
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DK Super Phonics My First Sound Blends

Learn to read with phonics!

THE PITCH
BOOST HOME LEARNING: Carefully scaffolded activities, parent tip boxes
and an answer key will enable parents to support their child’s phonic skills
development. Over 50 stickers will encourage and motivate

VISUAL, ACCESSIBLE APPROACH: Entertaining, step-by-step, highly
visual approach makes this book ideal for home learning

CURRICULUM MAPPED: Covers letters, sounds and blending covered in
England and Australia's national curricula

CLEAR MARKET NEED: A report published in June 2023 by a parliamentary
committee has found that it may take a decade for the attainment gap for
pupils to go back to what it was pre-pandemic

THE BOOK
Boost your child's comprehension, phonics and reading skills with this
bumper Phonics workbook! 

Every activity gives the opportunity to practise and build upon phonics skills
learnt at school. Tip boxes throughout and a full answer section will enable you
to support and reassure your child.

Each of the eight sections focuses on essential first sound blends and will
provide a strong foundation for your child to become a motivated and fluent
reader.

Dive in and start your learning mission together today!
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DK Super Phonics My First Letter Sounds

Learn to read with phonics!

THE PITCH
BOOST HOME LEARNING: Carefully scaffolded activities, parent tip boxes,
answer key will enable parents to support their child’s phonic skills
development. Over 50 stickers will encourage and motivate

VISUAL, ACCESSIBLE APPROACH: Entertaining, step-by-step, highly
visual approach makes this book ideal for home learning

CURRICULUM MAPPED: Covers letters, sounds and blending covered in
Australia’s national curriculum

CLEAR MARKET NEED: A report published in June 2023 by a parliamentary
committee has found that it may take a decade for the attainment gap for
pupils to go back to what it was pre-pandemic

THE BOOK
Help your child take their first steps into the world of phonics and
reading with this bumper Phonics workbook! 

Every activity gives the opportunity to practise and build upon phonics skills
learnt at school. Tip boxes throughout and a full answer section will enable you
to support and reassure your child.

Each of the seven sections focuses on essential first letter sounds and will
provide a strong foundation for your child to become a motivated and fluent
reader.

Lift off and start your learning mission today!
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Phonic Books Dandelion Extras World Stages
8-15

 

Truly decodable non-fiction readers for children to
build reading confidence while learning more about
the world around them

THE PITCH
Truly decodable texts and word lists with consonant blends and consonant
teams

Phonemic awareness and decoding skills systematically built up through the
set

Knowledge builder spread helps with extending vocabulary

Texts provide the opportunity to practise and transfer the skills taught in
explicit phonics instruction

THE BOOK
Phonic Books Dandelion World Stages 8-15 Pack 2 comprises 16 non-
fiction books. Aimed at children in Reception to Year 2, each stage introduces
words with adjacent consonants (consonant blends) and consonant digraphs
(consonant teams).

Each stage practises new letters/sounds while supporting previously taught
letters/sounds and high-frequency, or sight words. There are two books at each
stage to reinforce learning:

Stage 8: CVCC
Stage 9: CCVC
Stage 10: CCVCC
Stage 11: ch
Stage 12: sh
Stage 13: th
Stage 14: ck, wh
Stage 15: ng, qu

THE AUTHOR
Phonic Books specialises in publishing decodable, synthetic phonics books for
beginner readers and reading catch-up. Phonic Books was founded by three
special needs teachers passionate about teaching all children to read. Using
their expertise, they set about developing phonics reading books for young
children and older readers who need support.
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Phonic Books Dandelion World Extras Stages
8-15 Activities

Accompanying activities for truly decodable and
engaging non-fiction readers that help children build
their reading confidence while learning more about
the world around them

THE PITCH
Accompanies a set of truly decodable non-fiction readers that help children
build their reading confidence while learning more about the world around
them

Includes photocopiable activities

Includes word building, reading, spelling, and comprehension activities linked
to the Phonic Books Dandelion World Stages 8-15 Pack 2

Complements any systematic phonics/structured literacy programme

THE BOOK
Photocopiable activities to accompany the Dandelion World Extras
Stages 8-15 non-fiction readers.

Activities focus on blending, segmenting skills, supporting word-building,
comprehension, and early writing in a fun and accessible way for young
children.

THE AUTHOR
Phonic Books specialises in publishing decodable, synthetic phonics books for
beginner readers and reading catch-up. Phonic Books was founded by three
special needs teachers passionate about teaching all children to read. Using
their expertise, they set about developing phonics reading books for young
children and older readers who need support.
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Phonic Books Dandelion World Split Vowel
Spellings

 

Truly decodable non-fiction readers for children to
build reading confidence while learning more about
the world around them

THE PITCH
Truly decodable texts and word lists with consonant blends and consonant
teams

Phonemic awareness and decoding skills systematically built up through the
set

Knowledge builder spread helps with extending vocabulary

Texts provide the opportunity to practise and transfer the skills taught in
explicit phonics instruction

THE BOOK
Phonic Books Dandelion World Split Vowel Spellings introduces split
vowel spellings in a gradual way. This series comprises six fully decodable
non-fiction books which introduce the spellings a-e, e-e, i-e, o-e, and u-e and is
aimed at children in Reception to Year 2 learning their split vowel spellings and
who love to read non-fiction.

Dandelion World Split Vowel Spellings complements any systematic phonics
programme and can be used in any sequence.

Book 1: a-e
Book 2: e-e
Book 3: i-e
Book 4: o-e
Book 5: u-e
Book 6: All spellings

The accompanying spelling and comprehension activities can be found in
Phonic Books Dandelion World Split Vowel Spellings Activities.

THE AUTHOR
Phonic Books specialises in publishing decodable, synthetic phonics books for
beginner readers and reading catch-up. Phonic Books was founded by three
special needs teachers passionate about teaching all children to read. Using
their expertise, they set about developing phonics reading books for young
children and older readers who need support.
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Phonic Books Dandelion World Split Vowel
Spellings Activities

Accompanying activities for truly decodable and
engaging non-fiction readers that help children build
their reading confidence while learning more about
the world around them

THE PITCH
Accompanies a set of truly decodable non-fiction readers that help children
build their reading confidence while learning more about the world around
them

Includes photocopiable activities

Includes word building, reading, spelling, and comprehension activities linked
to the Phonic Books Dandelion World Split Vowel Spellings series

Complements any systematic phonics/structured literacy programme

THE BOOK
Photocopiable spelling and comprehension activities to accompany the non-
fiction readers in the Phonic Books Dandelion World Split Vowel Spellings
series.

THE AUTHOR
Phonic Books specialises in publishing decodable, synthetic phonics books for
beginner readers and reading catch-up. Phonic Books was founded by three
special needs teachers passionate about teaching all children to read. Using
their expertise, they set about developing phonics reading books for young
children and older readers who need support.
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Phonic Books Get out of the Game

Truly decodable books for older readers who need
support with their reading.

THE PITCH
Truly decodable texts.

Phonemic awareness and decoding skills systematically built up through the
set.

Engaging adventure stories to hook reluctant readers as the story progresses
through the books in the set.

Texts provide the opportunity to practise and transfer the skills taught in
explicit phonics instruction.

THE BOOK
After being pulled into his game, Gus learns that there is no way out
unless he continues to play. In order to escape, Gus has to befriend the other
players, form a team and work together. This action-packed quest story takes
the reader from CVC and CVCC word text through to adjacent consonants,
consonant digraphs, and suffixes -ed and -ing.

Phonic Books Get Out of the Game comprises 12 decodables for older readers
who can read simple CVC words.

Book 1: Zap (CVC, CVCC)
Book 2: Bugs (CVCC)
Book 3: Dogs in the Mist (CVCC)
Book 4: Filled Up (CCVC and -ed)
Book 5: Drops of Drink (CCVCC)
Book 6: Glitch ('ch' and 'tch')
Book 7: Crash and Bash ('sh')
Book 8: Find the Path ('th')
Book 9: Run Quick! There Are Rats! ('ck' and 'qu')
Book 10: Wings, Kings and Fangs ('ng')
Book 11: What Is Going On? ('wh' and -ing)
Book 12: The Last Puzzle ('le')

Accompanying photocopiable activities for word building, blending, spelling and
comprehension can be found in Phonic Books Get Out of the Game Activities.

THE AUTHOR
Phonic Books specialises in publishing decodable, synthetic phonics books for
beginner readers and reading catch-up. Phonic Books was founded by three
special needs teachers passionate about teaching all children to read. Using
their expertise, they set about developing phonics reading books for young
children and older readers who need support.
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Phonic Books Get out of the Game Activities

A photocopiable activity book to accompany a set of
truly decodable books for older readers who need
support with their reading.

THE PITCH
Accompanies a set of truly decodable books for structured literacy
intervention with older readers

Complements any systematic phonics/structured literacy programme

Includes photocopiable activities

Includes activities for word building, blending, spelling, and comprehension
linked to the Get Out of the Game series

THE BOOK
Photocopiable activities to accompany the set of 12 books in the Phonic Books
Get Out of the Game series, decodable phonics books for structured literacy
intervention with older readers.

This activity book includes activities for word building, blending, spelling, and
comprehension linked to the Get Out of the Game series.

THE AUTHOR
Phonic Books specialises in publishing decodable, synthetic phonics books for
beginner readers and reading catch-up. Phonic Books was founded by three
special needs teachers passionate about teaching all children to read. Using
their expertise, they set about developing phonics reading books for young
children and older readers who need support.
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DK Super Phonics A Parent's Guide to
Phonics

Help your child learn to read with the Science of
Reading

THE PITCH
PART OF A HOME-LEARNING BRAND: perfect accompanying title for the
DK Super Phonics Workbooks, Stories, and card game

BOOST HOME LEARNING: support for parents and guardians who want to
support their children with phonics at home

THE BOOK
Written for parents and those new to supporting children learning to
read, A Parent’s Guide to Phonics explains how written language is put
together, what phonics is, and how reading (and spelling) are taught
using a structured approach. 

An understanding that phonics is the foundation of learning to read, supports
parents to better help their child with all reading and spelling activities.

The book is written using accessible, jargon-free language that is easy to follow
and understand. It also includes a section on pupils with additional educational
needs and what adaptations schools might make to enable pupils with
additional needs to access phonics teaching.
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Phonic Books Dandelion Teacher Guide
Reception

 

Phonic Books Dandelion Launchers Teacher Guide is
an essential resource for using Dandelion Launchers
with children learning to read

THE PITCH
TIME SAVING: Cuts down teacher, tutor, and teaching assistant lesson
preparation time

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: Jargon-busting explanations and step-
by-step easily implemented lessons makes this a fantastic resource to
anyone new to teaching phonics

LEARNER ENGAGEMENT: Includes activities that will engage your pupils
and help them to practice and transfer the skills taught in explicit phonics
instruction

TRUSTED RESOURCE: Phonic Books is trusted by parents and educators
all over the world to help children learn to read

THE BOOK
Phonic Books Dandelion Launchers Teacher Guide is an essential
resource for using Dandelion Launchers in a Reception/Early Years
setting or for intervention sessions.

The guide provides an overview of phonics, an overview of Dandelion Launchers,
assessment, and guidance for pronunciation, letter formation and high-frequency
words. There are also structured lesson plans for varying amounts of time.
These plans are full of engaging and effective activities which are easy to
implement.

Each lesson is divided into five main sections: Revision, Preparation,
Application, Consolidation and Tracking Progress. This enables each lesson to
meet the phonics requirements, as well as more general literacy requirements
and ensure pupils are concurrently learning how to read for meaning from the
start.

THE AUTHOR
Phonic Books specialises in publishing decodable, synthetic phonics books for
beginner readers and reading catch-up. Phonic Books was founded by three
special needs teachers passionate about teaching all children to read. Using
their expertise, they set about developing phonics reading books for young
children and older readers who need support.
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Phonic Books Dandelion Teacher Guide Year
1

 

Phonic Books Dandelion Launchers Teacher Guide is
an essential resource for using Dandelion Launchers
with children learning to read.

THE PITCH
TIME SAVING Cuts down teacher, tutor and teaching assistant lesson
preparation time

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT Jargon-busting explanations and step-by-
step easily implemented lessons make this a fantastic resource to anyone
new to teaching phonics

LEARNER ENGAGEMENT Includes activities that will engage your pupils
and help them to practice and transfer the skills taught in explicit phonics
instruction

TRUSTED RESOURCE Phonic Books is trusted by parents and educators
all over the world to help children learn to read

THE BOOK
Phonic Books Dandelion Launchers Teacher Guide is an essential
resource for using Dandelion Launchers in a Year 1 setting or for
intervention sessions.

The guide provides an overview of phonics, an overview of Dandelion Launchers,
assessment, and guidance for pronunciation, letter formation and high-frequency
words. There are also structured lesson plans for varying amounts of time.
These plans full of engaging and effective activities which are easy to implement.

Each lesson is divided into five main sections: Revision, Preparation,
Application, Consolidation and Tracking Progress. This enables each lesson to
meet the phonics requirements, as well as more general literacy requirements
and ensure pupils are concurrently learning how to read for meaning from the
start.

THE AUTHOR
Phonic Books specialises in publishing decodable, synthetic phonics books for
beginner readers and reading catch-up. Phonic Books was founded by three
special needs teachers passionate about teaching all children to read. Using
their expertise, they set about developing phonics reading books for young
children and older readers who need support.
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Phonic Books Catch-up readers Teacher
Guide

 

Phonic Books Catch-up readers Teacher Guide is an
essential resource for using the Phonic Books Catch-
up range for intervention sessions with older
readers.

THE PITCH
TIME SAVING Cuts down teacher, tutor and teaching assistant lesson
preparation time

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT Jargon-busting explanations and step-by-
step easily implemented lessons make this a fantastic resource to anyone
new to teaching phonics

LEARNER ENGAGEMENT Includes activities that will engage your pupils
and help them to practice and transfer the skills taught in explicit phonics
instruction

TRUSTED RESOURCE Phonic Books is trusted by parents and educators
all over the world to help children learn to read

THE BOOK
Phonic Books Catch-up readers Teacher Guide is an essential resource for
using the Phonic Books Catch-up range for intervention sessions with older
readers.

The guide provides an overview of phonics, an overview of the Phonic Books
Catch-up range, assessment, and guidance for pronunciation, letter formation
and high-frequency words. There are also structured lesson plans for varying
amounts of time. These plans are full of engaging and effective activities which
are easy to implement.

Each lesson is divided into five main sections: Revision, Preparation,
Application, Consolidation and Tracking Progress. This enables each lesson to
meet the phonics requirements, as well as more general literacy requirements
and ensure pupils are concurrently learning how to read for meaning from the
start.

THE AUTHOR
Phonic Books specialises in publishing decodable, synthetic phonics books for
beginner readers and reading catch-up. Phonic Books was founded by three
special needs teachers passionate about teaching all children to read. Using
their expertise, they set about developing phonics reading books for young
children and older readers who need support.
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The Travel Bucket List
 

The world’s most unforgettable sights, experiences
and events to tick off your bucket list

THE PITCH
CATEGORY KILLER: a travel anthology to beat the rest, this book
showcases attainable experiences as well the aspirational, from going wine
tasting in Tuscany to exploring the icy plains of Antarctica.

BUCKET LIST BOOM: “bucket list traveling” has 9.8B views on TikTok, while
famous sights see huge tourist numbers – Niagara Falls alone welcomes 12
million visits a year (usebounce.com).

BEAUTIFUL AND AFFORDABLE: our most luxe book yet, with a ribbon
bookmark and high-end design, makes for a great gift at a wallet-friendly
price.

MUST-SEE AND DO EXPERIENCES: 500 entries arranged by geographic
location are brought together alongside stunning imagery and inspirational
text to inspire your next bucket list destination.

THE BOOK
Counting down the 500 experiences every traveller should have in a
lifetime, this is the travel list to end all travel lists.

And trust us, we know. At DK Eyewitness, we've helped travellers get closer to
destinations around the world for over 40 years. We've celebrated the world's
most unforgettable journeys, showed people where to go when, and shone a
light on the must-see and top ten sights to see on the road. Now, we've made
one book to top them all, the ultimate bucket list.

For trips of a lifetime, look no further. Here you'll find the ancient sights and
modern marvels that no traveller should miss. The natural wonders and wildlife
watching adventures that dreams are made of. And the little, local experiences
that remind us why we travel in the first place.

Expect beautiful photography, inspiring ideas and useful tips about each place
to help you make your bucket list dreams happen. DK Eyewitness’s The
Definitive Travel Bucket List has everything you need to make a lifetime of
memories. You’ll have it on your bookshelf for years to come.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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DK Eyewitness France
 

Be inspired and plan your next unforgettable trip
with DK Eyewitness travel guides

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know France inside and out

BIG EVENTS IN 2024: Paris is hosting the Summer Olympic Games and
France is hosting the Rugby World Cup in 2024, both of which are expecting
to attract over 1 million visitors (Source: Schengen Visa, 2023)

FRANCE IS TRENDING: taking a trip to a French pharmacy is the newest
travel trend on TikTok. The hashtag #Frenchpharmacy has hit a staggering
130 million views (Euronews, 2023)

THE BOOK
Get closer to France with DK Eyewitness

A stroll through the lavender fields of Provence. Wine tasting in Bordeaux.
Gallery hopping in Paris. With so much to see and do, France is a must-visit.
Whatever your dream trip involves, this DK Eyewitness travel guide is the perfect
companion.

Our updated guide brings France to life, transporting you there like no other
travel guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page,
and our hand-drawn illustrations, which take you inside the country’s buildings
and neighbourhoods.

You'll discover:

- our pick of France’s must-sees and top experiences
- beautiful photography and detailed illustrations, taking you to the heart of
France
- the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay
- detailed maps and walks which make navigating the region
- easy-to-follow itineraries
- expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
- colour-coded chapters to each part of France
- a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Travelling around France? Try DK Eyewitness Road Trips France.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
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world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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DK Eyewitness Ireland
 

Be inspired and plan your next unforgettable trip
with DK Eyewitness travel guides

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know Ireland inside and out

NEW FLIGHT PATHS: multiple carriers are launching new routes from
Europe and North America in 2023–2024 making Ireland more accessible
than ever (Source: aviationweek.com, 2023)

IDEAL FOR SET-JETTERS: numerous TV shows and films have been filmed
in Ireland, including Game of Thrones, Derry Girls, Banshees of Inisherin and
Star Wars – 44% of people will visit a destination because they’ve seen it on
screen (Source: euronews.com, 2023)

THE BOOK
Get closer to Ireland with DK Eyewitness

A road trip on the Wild Atlantic Way. Endless historic castles to explore.
Evenings of Guinness and craic in cosy local pubs There are so many reasons
to visit Ireland. Whatever your dream trip involves, this DK Eyewitness travel
guide is the perfect companion.

Our updated guide brings Ireland to life, transporting you there like no other
travel guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page,
and our hand-drawn illustrations, which take you inside the country’s buildings
and neighbourhoods.

You'll discover:
- our pick of Ireland must-sees and top experiences
- beautiful photography and detailed illustrations, taking you to the heart of
Ireland
- the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay
- detailed maps and walks which make navigating the region easy
- easy-to-follow itineraries
- expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
- colour-coded chapters to each part of Ireland
- a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Want to see Ireland through the eyes of the locals? Try Like a Local Dublin.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
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world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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DK Eyewitness Italy
 

Be inspired and plan your next unforgettable trip
with DK Eyewitness travel guides

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know Italy inside and out

BIG EVENTS IN 2024: the ever-popular Venice Biennale will run throughout
2024, while the European Athletics Championships are to be held in Rome in
June 2024 (Source: The Art Newspaper, 2023; European Athletics, 2022)

RISE IN VISITOR NUMBERS: in 2022 the number of foreign travellers to Italy
almost doubled compared to 2021, with the overall tourism market set to
return to pre-pandemic levels in 2024 (Schengen Visa, 2023)

THE BOOK
Get closer to Italy with DK Eyewitness. 

Marvelling at the ruins of the Roman Empire. Cycling around Tuscany’s
vineyard-cloaked hills. Indulging in world-famous regional cuisines. Italy offers
enough bucket-list experiences to fill a lifetime. Whatever your dream trip
involves, this DK Eyewitness travel guide is the perfect companion.

Our updated guide brings Italy to life, transporting you there like no other travel
guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed breakdowns of
all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page, and our hand-
drawn illustrations, which take you inside the country’s buildings and
neighbourhoods.

You'll discover:

- our pick of Italy's must-sees and top experiences
- beautiful photography and detailed illustrations, taking you to the heart of
Italy
- the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay
- detailed maps and walks which make navigating the region easy
- easy-to-follow itineraries
- expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
- colour-coded chapters to every part of Italy
- a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Only visiting Rome, Venice or Naples? Try our DK Eyewitness Rome, DK
Eyewitness Venice or DK Eyewitness Naples and the Amalfi Coast.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
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countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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DK Eyewitness Japan
 

Be inspired and plan your next unforgettable trip
with DK Eyewitness travel guides

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know JAPAN inside and out

REVERED FOODIE HOTSPOT: Tokyo claims the most Michelin stars in the
world, with an impressive 263 to its name. In third place, behind Paris, Kyoto
has 108 and in fourth place is Osaka with 98 (Source: nearfarmag.com, April
2023)

MOVIE MAGIC: In 2023, Jurassic World: The Exhibition is set to open in
Osaka's Universal Studios Japan and The Making of Harry Potter will open at
Tokyo's Warner Bros. Studio Tour Tokyo (Source: TimeOut, May 2023)

THE BOOK
Get closer to Japan with DK Eyewitness

Picnics under Kyoto's cherry blossom trees. Sake tasting in the mountains of
Honshu. Exploring the tranquil temples of Tokyo. For a vacation to remember,
Japan is hard to beat. Whatever your dream trip involves, this DK Eyewitness
travel guide is the perfect companion.

Our updated guide brings Japan to life, transporting you there like no other travel
guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed breakdowns of
all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page, and our hand-
drawn illustrations, which take you inside the country's buildings and
neighbourhoods.

You'll discover:

- our pick of Japan's must-sees, top experiences and hidden gems
- beautiful photography and detailed illustrations, taking you to the heart of
Japan
- the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay
- detailed maps and walks which make navigating the region easy
- easy-to-follow itineraries
- expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
- colour-coded chapters to each part of Japan
- a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Want to explore Japan's one-of-a-kind capital? Try Top 10 Tokyo.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
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countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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DK Eyewitness London
 

Be inspired and plan your next unforgettable trip
with DK Eyewitness travel guides

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

PULL-OUT MAP: the guide includes a laminated pull-out map of the city with
practical information and a selected sight index

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know London inside and out

BIG ANNIVERSARY YEAR: in 2024 the National Gallery celebrates its 200th
anniversary, with a packed year-long programme of events and exhibitions
(Source: The National Gallery, 2023)

THE BOOK
Get closer to London with DK Eyewitness

Walk in the footsteps of kings and queens. Tour cutting-edge art and exhibits at
Britain's finest - and free - museums and galleries. Feast on street food from
around the world. With so much to see and do, London is a must-visit. Whatever
your dream trip involves, this DK Eyewitness travel guide is the perfect
companion.

Our updated guide brings London to life, transporting you there like no other
travel guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page,
and our hand-drawn illustrations, which take you inside the city's buildings and
neighbourhoods.

You'll discover:

- our pick of London's must-sees and top experiences
- beautiful photography and detailed illustrations, taking you to the heart of
London
- the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay 
- detailed maps and walks which make navigating the region easy
- easy-to-follow itineraries
- expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
- colour-coded chapters to each part of London
- a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Want the best of London in your pocket? Try Top 10 London.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
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world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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DK Eyewitness New York City
 

Be inspired and plan your next unforgettable trip
with DK Eyewitness travel guides

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

PULL-OUT MAP: the guide includes a laminated pull-out map of the city with
practical information and a selected sight index

TOP ATTRACTIONS: the Empire State Building came 5th on TripAdvisor's
2023 list of Top 10 attractions in the world; Central Park came 9th (The
Independent, 2023)

IDEAL FOR SET-JETTERS: countless films and TV shows have been shot in
New York City, including Breakfast at Tiffany's, Ghostbusters, Sex and the
City and Only Murders in the Building – 1 in 4 people will visit a destination
because they’ve seen it on screen (Time Out, 2022)

THE BOOK
Get closer to New York City with DK Eyewitness

A theatre show on Broadway. Cruising past the Statue of Liberty. Visiting
countless world-class museums. New York City offers enough bucket-list
experiences to fill a lifetime. Whatever your dream trip involves, this DK
Eyewitness travel guide is the perfect companion.

Our updated guide brings New York City to life, transporting you there like no
other travel guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page,
and our hand-drawn illustrations, which take you inside the city's buildings and
neighbourhoods.

You'll discover:

- our pick of New York City's must-sees and top experiences
- beautiful photography and detailed illustrations, taking you to the heart of
New York City
- the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay
- detailed maps and walks which make navigating the region easy
- easy-to-follow itineraries
- expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
- colour-coded chapters to each part of New York City
- a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Want the best of New York in your pocket? Try Top 10 New York City.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
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countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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London, SW11 7BW 
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DK Eyewitness New Zealand
 

Be inspired and plan your next unforgettable trip
with DK Eyewitness travel guides

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know New Zealand inside and out

FIFA WOMEN'S WORLD CUP: All eyes were turned towards New Zealand
in 2023, as it hosted the Women's World Cup alongside Australia. With over
1.5 billion people estimated to tune in, New Zealand was able to showcase
its sublime natural beauty on the world stage.

HUGE TOURIST NUMBERS: The country's tourist industry is now beating
pre-2020 records, with food and accommodation spending up 10.3% on 2019
levels, and airports busier than they were before the pandemic (Source:
Reuters, 2023)

THE BOOK
Get closer to New Zealand with DK Eyewitness. 

Wine tasting in the lush vineyards of Hawke's Bay. Whale-watching off the coast
of Kaikoura. Exploring remote fjords on the South Island. New Zealand offers
enough bucket-list experiences to fill a lifetime. Whatever your dream trip
involves, this DK Eyewitness travel guide is the perfect companion.

Our updated guide brings New Zealand to life, transporting you there like no
other travel guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page,
and our hand-drawn illustrations, which take you inside the country's buildings
and neighbourhoods.

You'll discover:

-our pick of New Zealand's must-sees, top experiences and hidden gems
-the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay
-detailed maps and walks which make navigating the region easy
-easy-to-follow itineraries
-expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
-colour-coded chapters to every part of New Zealand, from Auckland and
Wellington to Marlborough and Canterbury
-a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

THE AUTHOR
At DK Eyewitness, we believe in the power of discovery. We make it easy for
you to explore your dream destinations. DK Eyewitness travel guides have been
helping travellers to make the most of their breaks since 1993. Filled with expert
advice, striking photography and detailed illustrations, our highly visual DK
Eyewitness guides will get you closer to your next adventure. We publish
guides to more than 200 destinations, from pocket-sized city guides to
comprehensive country guides. Named Top Guidebook Series at the 2020
Wanderlust Reader Travel Awards, we know that wherever you go next, your DK
Eyewitness travel guides are the perfect companion.
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DK Eyewitness Paris
 

Be inspired and plan your next unforgettable trip
with DK Eyewitness travel guides

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

PULL-OUT MAP: the guide includes a laminated pull-out map of the city with
practical information and a selected sight index

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know Paris inside and out

ICONIC SIGHTS: Paris is home to some of the world's most famous sights
like the Eiffel Tower, which has almost 7 million visitors a year and is the
most visited ticketed monument in the world.

THE BOOK
Get closer to Paris with DK Eyewitness
A stroll through the manicured paths of the Tuileries Garden. The smell of warm
croissants from a local boulangerie. The sight of world-famous art within the
endless rooms of the Louvre. The City of Light offers cultural experiences to fill a
lifetime. Whatever your dream trip involves, this DK Eyewitness travel guide is
the perfect companion.

Our updated guide brings Paris to life, transporting you there like no other travel
guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed breakdowns of
all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page, and our hand-
drawn illustrations, which take you inside the city’s buildings and
neighbourhoods.

You'll discover:
- our pick of Paris’s must-sees and top experiences
- beautiful photography and detailed illustrations, taking you to the heart of
Paris
- the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay 
- detailed maps and walks which make navigating the region easy
- easy-to-follow itineraries
- expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
- colour-coded chapters to each part of Paris
- a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Want the best of Paris in your pocket? Try Top 10 Paris.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.
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DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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DK Eyewitness Portugal
 

Get closer to Portugal with DK Eyewitness

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know Portugal inside and out

RISE IN VISITOR NUMBERS: In the first five months of 2023, the number of
foreign tourists visiting Portugal hit a record of more than 1.8 million, beating
the 1.7 million reported in the same timeframe in 2019 (Source: Reuters,
June 2023)

NEW RAIL LINKS: The Iberian high-sped rail network is set to have new rail
links between Lisbon, Porto and Vigo, in Spain, with construction starting in
2024. This new network will cut the 3-hour journey from Porto to Lisbon to
just 1 hour 15 minutes (Source: euronews.com, July 2023)

THE BOOK
Get closer to Portugal with DK Eyewitness

A week island-hopping in the lush Azores. Live fado music in the historic city of
Lisbon. A seafood feast in the Algarve. There are so many reasons to visit
Portugal. Whatever your dream trip involves, this DK Eyewitness travel guide is
the perfect companion.

Our updated guide brings Portugal to life, transporting you there like no other
travel guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page,
and our hand-drawn illustrations, which take you inside the country's buildings
and neighbourhoods.

You'll discover:

- our pick of Portugal's must-sees and top experiences
- beautiful photography and detailed illustrations, taking you to the heart of
Portugal
- the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay
- detailed maps and walks which make navigating the region easy
- easy-to-follow itineraries
- expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
- colour-coded chapters to each part of Portugal
- a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Travelling around Portugal? Try DK Eyewitness Lisbon.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
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countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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DK Eyewitness Rome
 

Be inspired and plan your next unforgettable trip
with DK Eyewitness travel guides

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

PULL-OUT MAP: the guide includes a laminated pull-out map of the city with
practical information and a selected sight index

RISE IN VISITOR NUMBERS: in 2022 the number of foreign travellers to Italy
almost doubled compared to 2021, with the tourism market set to return to
pre-pandemic levels in 2024 (Schengen Visa, 2023)

TOP ATTRACTIONS: the Colosseum came 2nd on TripAdvisor's 2023 list of
Top 10 attractions in the world; the Trevi Fountain came 8th (The
Independent, 2023)

THE BOOK
Get closer to Rome with DK Eyewitness.

Gazing at the Sistine Chapel's spectacular ceiling. Feasting on delicious local
cuisine. Discovering the ruins of the Roman Empire. Rome offers enough
bucket-list experiences to fill a lifetime. Whatever your dream trip involves, this
DK Eyewitness travel guide is the perfect companion.

Our updated guide brings Rome to life, transporting you there like no other travel
guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed breakdowns of
all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page, and our hand-
drawn illustrations, which take you inside the city's buildings and
neighbourhoods.

You'll discover:

- our pick of Rome's must-sees and top experiences
- beautiful photography and detailed illustrations, taking you to the heart of
Rome
- the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay
- detailed maps and walks which make navigating the region easy
- easy-to-follow itineraries
- expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
- colour-coded chapters to every part of Rome
- a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Touring the country? Don't forget to check out DK Eyewitness Italy.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
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world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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London, SW11 7BW 
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DK Eyewitness Scotland
 

Be inspired and plan your next unforgettable trip
with DK Eyewitness travel guides

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know [the destination name] inside and out

THE BEST ROAD TRIP: according to a National Geographic survey, the
North Coast 500 is the top driving route in the UK (John O'Groat Journal,
2023)

BIG EVENTS IN 2024: in March 2024, Glasgow will host the World Athletics
Indoor Championships, while July will see the World Orienteering
Championships take place in Edinburgh (Source: Visit Scotland, 2023)

SCOTLAND IS TRENDING: on TikTok, #Scotland has an incredible 17.3
billion views, while @VisitScotland has 56,000 followers (Source: TikTok,
2024)

THE BOOK
Get closer to Scotland with DK Eyewitness

A road trip on the North Coast 500. Whisky tasting in the Scottish Highlands.
Days of festival fun in Edinburgh. Scotland offers enough bucket-list experiences
to fill a lifetime. Whatever your dream trip involves, this DK Eyewitness travel
guide is the perfect companion.

Our updated guide brings Scotland to life, transporting you there like no other
travel guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page,
and our hand-drawn illustrations, which take you inside the country's buildings
and neighbourhoods.

You'll discover:
- our pick of Scotland's must-sees and top experiences
- beautiful photography and detailed illustrations, taking you to the heart of
Scotland
- the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay 
- detailed maps and walks which make navigating the region easy
- easy-to-follow itineraries
- expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
- colour-coded chapters to each part of Scotland
- a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Want the best of Scotland in your pocket? Try Top 10 Scotland.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.
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Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.

One Embassy Gardens, 8 Viaduct Gardens, 
London, SW11 7BW 

Tel: 020 7139 2000 www.dk.com 



DK Eyewitness Top 10 Barcelona
 

The perfect guidebook companion while out and
about, with lists of 10 cutting straight to the best of
your destination

THE PITCH
NUMBER ONE POCKET GUIDE SERIES: Top 10 travel guides are the
number one selling pocket guide series in the UK (Source: Nielsen
Bookscan, 2023)

MAKING THE BEST EVEN BETTER: featuring a fresh design, revamped
cover, brand-new itineraries and new Top 10 lists, this fully updated travel
guide takes readers to the heart of the destination quicker than ever before

COMPLETELY UNIQUE IN THE MARKET: our concise lists of 10 are easily
accessible to all readers, cutting straight to the very best a destination has
to offer – no other publisher approaches travel guides in this way

HOME TO UNESCO HERITAGE SITES: the Catalan city of Barcelona is
home to nine UNESCO world heritage sites, including the Sagrada Família
which attracted almost 4 million visitors in 2022 (Source: sagradafamlia.org,
2023)

THE BOOK
The world’s bestselling pocket travel guides

Make the most of your trip to Barcelona with DK Eyewitness Top 10. Planning
is a breeze with our simple lists of ten, covering the very best that Barcelona
has to offer and ensuring that you don’t miss a thing. Best of all, the pocket-
friendly format is light and easily portable; the perfect companion while out and
about.

Inside this guide to Barcelona, you’ll find:

- Top 10 lists of Barcelona's must-sees and must-dos, including visiting the
Sagrada Família, wandering around Park Güell and admiring art at Museo
Picasso
- Barcelona's most interesting areas, with the best places for sightseeing, food
and drink, and shopping
- Themed lists, including the best parks and beaches, historic sites, festivals
and events, local dishes and much more
- Brand-new itineraries, perfect for a day trip, a weekend or a week
- A laminated pull-out map of Barcelona, plus seven full-colour area maps

DK Eyewitness Top 10 travel guides have been helping travellers to make the
most of their breaks since 2002.

Looking for more on Barcelona's culture, history and attractions? Try our DK
Eyewitness Barcelona and Catalonia travel guide.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
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while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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DK Eyewitness Top 10 Berlin
 

The perfect guidebook companion while out and
about, with lists of 10 cutting straight to the best of
your destination

THE PITCH
NUMBER ONE POCKET GUIDE SERIES: Top 10 travel guides are the
number one selling pocket guide series in the UK (Source: Nielsen
Bookscan, 2023)

MAKING THE BEST EVEN BETTER: featuring a fresh design, revamped
cover, brand-new itineraries and new Top 10 lists, this fully updated travel
guide takes readers to the heart of the destination quicker than ever before

COMPLETELY UNIQUE IN THE MARKET: our concise lists of 10 are easily
accessible to all readers, cutting straight to the very best a destination has
to offer - no other publisher approaches travel guides in this way

GROWING INFRASTRUCTURE: in May 2023 the European Sleeper service
launched between Brussels and Berlin, and a new high-speed link between
Paris and Berlin will run in 2024, making the city more accessible than ever

THE BOOK
The world's bestselling pocket guides

Make the most of your trip to Berlin with DK Eyewitness Top 10. Planning is a
breeze with our simple lists of ten, covering the very best that Berlin has to offer
and ensuring that you don’t miss a thing. Best of all, the pocket-friendly format
is light and easily portable; the perfect companion while out and about.

Inside this guide to Berlin, you’ll find:

Top 10 lists of Berlin's must-sees and must-dos, including museum-
hopping around Museumsinsel, admiring the Brandenburger Tor and
sipping a pint in a beer garden
Berlin’s most interesting areas, with the best places for sightseeing, food
and drink, and shopping
Themed lists, including the best art galleries, parks and gardens, lounges
and clubs, places to eat and much more
Brand-new itineraries, perfect for a day trip, a weekend or a week
A laminated pull-out map of Berlin, plus ten full-colour area maps

DK Eyewitness Top 10 travel guides have been helping travellers to make the
most of their breaks since 2002.

Looking for more on Berlin's culture, history and attractions? Try our DK
Eyewitness Berlin.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
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countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.

One Embassy Gardens, 8 Viaduct Gardens, 
London, SW11 7BW 
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DK Eyewitness Top 10 Boston
 

The perfect guidebook companion while out and
about, with lists of 10 cutting straight to the best of
your destination

THE PITCH
NUMBER ONE POCKET GUIDE SERIES: Top 10 travel guides are the
number one selling pocket guide series in the UK (Source: Nielsen
Bookscan, 2023)

MAKING THE BEST EVEN BETTER: featuring a fresh design, revamped
cover, brand-new itineraries and new Top 10 lists, this fully updated travel
guide takes readers to the heart of the destination quicker than ever before

COMPLETELY UNIQUE IN THE MARKET: our concise lists of 10 are easily
accessible to all readers, cutting straight to the very best a destination has
to offer - no other publisher approaches travel guides in this way

RISE IN VISITOR NUMBERS: in 2022, visitors to Boston reached 1.3
million, a 19 percent increase on 2021 figures (Source: Lincolnshire World,
2023)

THE BOOK
The world's bestselling pocket guides

Make the most of your trip to Boston with DK Eyewitness Top 10. Planning is a
breeze with our simple lists of ten, covering the very best that Boston has to
offer and ensuring that you don't miss a thing. Best of all, the pocket-friendly
format is light and easily portable; the perfect companion while out and about.

Inside this guide to Boston, you'll find:

- Top 10 lists of Boston's must-sees and must-dos, including walking the
Freedom Trail, visiting Boston Harbor, and tucking into the city's signature clam
chowder
- Boston's most interesting areas, with the best places for sightseeing, food and
drink, and shopping
- Themed lists, including the best waterfront areas, performing arts venues,
spots for seafood, day trips and much more
- Brand-new itineraries, perfect for a day trip, a weekend, or a week
- A laminated pull-out map of Boston, plus six full-colour area maps

DK Eyewitness Top 10 travel guides have been helping travellers to make the
most of their breaks since 2002.

Looking for more on Boston's culture, history and attractions? Try our DK
Eyewitness Boston travel guide.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
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world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.

One Embassy Gardens, 8 Viaduct Gardens, 
London, SW11 7BW 

Tel: 020 7139 2000 www.dk.com 



DK Eyewitness Top 10 Iceland
 

The perfect guidebook companion while out and
about, with lists of 10 cutting straight to the best of
your destination

THE PITCH
COMPLETELY UNIQUE IN THE MARKET: our concise lists of 10 are easily
accessible to all readers, cutting straight to the very best a destination has
to offer – no other publisher approaches travel guides in this way

MAKING THE BEST EVEN BETTER: featuring a fresh design, revamped
cover, brand-new itineraries and new Top 10 lists, this fully updated travel
guide takes readers to the heart of the destination quicker than ever before

NEW HOT SPRINGS: in 2022, the Hvammsvik hot springs opened in
Hvalfjörður, with TimeOut listing them as the world's number 1 place to visit in
2023 (Source: TimeOut, 2023)

SUSTAINABLE TOURISM: Iceland is encouraging visitors to travel
responsibly with its "Icelandic Pledge" campaign. It also has the second
most EVs per capita in the world and aims to reach carbon neutrality by
2040 (Source: Schengen Visa Info, Nov 2022; Euro News, 2022)

THE BOOK
The world’s bestselling pocket travel guides

Make the most of your trip to Iceland with DK Eyewitness Top 10. Planning is a
breeze with our simple lists of ten, covering the very best that Iceland has to
offer and ensuring that you don’t miss a thing. Best of all, the pocket-friendly
format is light and easily portable; the perfect companion while out and about.

Inside this guide to Iceland, you’ll find:

- Top 10 lists of Iceland's must-sees and must-dos, including soaking in the
Blue Lagoon, admiring the powerful cascades of Gullfoss Falls and watching the
northern lights dance
- Iceland’s most interesting areas, with the best places for sightseeing, food and
drink, and shopping
- Themed lists, including the best waterfalls, volcanoes, hiking trails, museums
in Reykjavík and much more
- Brand-new itineraries, perfect for a day trip, a weekend or a week
- A laminated pull-out map of Iceland, plus seven full-colour area maps

DK Eyewitness Top 10 travel guides have been helping travellers to make the
most of their breaks since 2002.

Looking for more on Iceland’s culture, history and attractions? Try our DK
Eyewitness Iceland travel guide.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
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countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.

One Embassy Gardens, 8 Viaduct Gardens, 
London, SW11 7BW 

Tel: 020 7139 2000 www.dk.com 



DK Eyewitness Top 10 Lisbon
 

The perfect guidebook companion while out and
about, with lists of 10 cutting straight to the best of
your destination

THE PITCH
NUMBER ONE POCKET GUIDE SERIES: Top 10 travel guides are the
number one selling pocket guide series in the UK (Source: Nielsen
Bookscan, 2023)

MAKING THE BEST EVEN BETTER: featuring a fresh design, revamped
cover, brand-new itineraries and new Top 10 lists, this fully updated travel
guide takes readers to the heart of the destination quicker than ever before

IMPROVED ACCESSIBILITY: fifty-two of Lisbon's 56 metro stations are set
to become fully accessible with the installation of new elevators and
modernized escalators. These improvements are part of the National Plan for
the Promotion of Accessibility (Source: The Portugal News, June 2023)

EUROPRIDE 2025: in 2025, Lisbon will host EuroPride, an annual
celebration of LGBTQ+ communities and culture that's been running since
1992, which will attract more visitors (Source: QX Magazine, October 2022)

THE BOOK
The world’s bestselling pocket travel guides

Make the most of your trip to Lisbon with DK Eyewitness Top 10. Planning is a
breeze with our simple lists of ten, covering the very best that Lisbon has to offer
and ensuring that you don’t miss a thing. Best of all, the pocket-friendly format
is light and easily portable; the perfect companion while out and about.

Inside this guide to Lisbon, you’ll find:

Top 10 lists of Lisbon's must-sees and must-dos, including visiting the
Torre de Belém, admiring the beautiful palaces of Sintra and meandering
the ancient streets of Alfama
Lisbon’s most interesting areas, with the best places for sightseeing,
food and drink, and shopping
Themed lists, including the best city views, churches and monasteries,
bars and restaurants, beaches and much more
Brand-new itineraries, perfect for a day trip, a weekend or a week
A laminated pull-out map of Lisbon, plus six full-colour area maps

DK Eyewitness Top 10 travel guides have been helping travellers to make the
most of their breaks since 2002.

Looking for more on Portugal’s culture, history and attractions? Try our DK
Eyewitness Portugal.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
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while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.

One Embassy Gardens, 8 Viaduct Gardens, 
London, SW11 7BW 

Tel: 020 7139 2000 www.dk.com 



DK Eyewitness Top 10 London
 

The perfect guidebook companion while out and
about, with lists of 10 cutting straight to the best of
your destination

THE PITCH
NUMBER ONE POCKET GUIDE SERIES: Top 10 travel guides are the
number one selling pocket guide series in the UK (Source: Nielsen
Bookscan, 2023)

MAKING THE BEST EVEN BETTER: featuring a fresh design, revamped
cover, brand-new itineraries and new Top 10 lists, this fully updated travel
guide takes readers to the heart of the destination quicker than ever before

COMPLETELY UNIQUE IN THE MARKET: our concise lists of 10 are easily
accessible to all readers, cutting straight to the very best a destination has
to offer - no other publisher approaches travel guides in this way

BIG ANNIVERSARY YEAR: in 2024 the National Gallery celebrates its 200th
anniversary, with a packed year-long programme of events and exhibitions
(Source: The National Gallery, 2023)

THE BOOK
The world's bestselling pocket guides

Make the most of your trip to London with DK Eyewitness Top 10. Planning is a
breeze with our simple lists of ten, covering the very best that London has to
offer and ensuring that you don't miss a thing. Best of all, the pocket-friendly
format is light and easily portable; the perfect companion while out and about.

Inside this guide to London, you'll find:

- Top 10 lists of London's must-sees and must-dos, including visiting the British
Museum, wandering around Covent Garden and taking a boat trip up the
Thames
- London's most interesting areas, with the best places for sightseeing, food and
drink, and shopping
- Themed lists, including the best churches, museums, music venues, places to
eat and much more
- Brand-new itineraries, perfect for a day trip, a weekend, or a week
- A laminated pull-out map of London, plus 11 full-colour area maps

DK Eyewitness Top 10 travel guides have been helping travellers to make the
most of their breaks since 2002.

Looking for more on London's culture, history and attractions? Try our DK
Eyewitness London travel guide.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
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world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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London, SW11 7BW 

Tel: 020 7139 2000 www.dk.com 



DK Eyewitness Top 10 New York City
 

The perfect guidebook companion while out and
about, with lists of 10 cutting straight to the best of
your destination

THE PITCH
COMPLETELY UNIQUE IN THE MARKET: our concise lists of 10 are easily
accessible to all readers, cutting straight to the very best a destination has
to offer – no other publisher approaches travel guides in this way

MAKING THE BEST EVEN BETTER: featuring a fresh design, revamped
cover, brand-new itineraries and new Top 10 lists, this fully updated travel
guide takes readers to the heart of the destination quicker than ever before

TOP ATTRACTIONS: the Empire State Building came 5th on TripAdvisor's
2023 list of Top 10 attractions in the world; Central Park came 9th (The
Independent, 2023)

IDEAL FOR SET-JETTERS: countless films and TV shows have been shot in
New York City, including Breakfast at Tiffany's, Ghostbusters, Sex and the
City and Only Murders in the Building – 1 in 4 people will visit a destination
because they’ve seen it on screen (Time Out, 2022)

THE BOOK
The world’s bestselling pocket travel guides

Make the most of your trip to New York City with DK Eyewitness Top 10.
Planning is a breeze with our simple lists of ten, covering the very best that New
York City has to offer and ensuring that you don’t miss a thing. Best of all, the
pocket-friendly format is light and easily portable; the perfect companion while
out and about.

Inside this guide to New York City, you’ll find:

- Top 10 lists of New York City's must-sees and must-dos, including visiting the
Empire State Building, wandering around Central Park and watching a Broadway
show
- New York City's most interesting areas, with the best places for sightseeing,
food and drink, and shopping
- Themed lists, including the best art galleries, music venues, skyscrapers,
children's attractions and much more
- Brand-new itineraries, perfect for a day trip, a weekend or a week
- A laminated pull-out map of New York City, plus 13 full-colour area maps

DK Eyewitness Top 10 travel guides have been helping travellers to make the
most of their breaks since 2002.

Looking for more on New York City's culture, history and attractions? Try our DK
Eyewitness New York City travel guide.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
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while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.

One Embassy Gardens, 8 Viaduct Gardens, 
London, SW11 7BW 

Tel: 020 7139 2000 www.dk.com 



DK Eyewitness Top 10 Paris
 

The perfect guidebook companion while out and
about, with lists of 10 cutting straight to the best of
your destination

THE PITCH
MAKING THE BEST EVEN BETTER: featuring a fresh design, revamped
cover, brand-new itineraries and new Top 10 lists, this fully updated travel
guide takes readers to the heart of the destination quicker than ever before

COMPLETELY UNIQUE IN THE MARKET: our concise lists of 10 are easily
accessible to all readers, cutting straight to the very best a destination has
to offer – no other publisher approaches travel guides in this way

GREEN PARIS: with the Champs-Élysées turning into an "extraordinary
garden" by 2030 and plans to build 180km of new separate two-way cycle
lanes by 2026, the city is fast becoming a green travel destination

ICONIC SIGHTS: Paris is home to some of the world's most famous sights
like the Eiffel Tower, which has almost 7 million visitors a year and is the
most visited ticketed monument in the world

THE BOOK
The world’s bestselling pocket guides

Make the most of your trip to Paris with DK Eyewitness Top 10. Planning is a
breeze with our simple lists of ten, covering the very best that Paris has to offer
and ensuring that you don’t miss a thing. Best of all, the pocket-friendly format
is light and easily portable; the perfect companion while out and about.

Inside this guide to Paris, you’ll find:
- Top 10 lists of Paris’s must-sees and must-dos, including admiring art at the
Musée du Louvre, wandering along the banks of the Seine and visiting the Eiffel
Tower
- Paris's most interesting areas, with the best places for sightseeing, food and
drink, and shopping
- Themed lists, including the best art galleries, riverfront sights, parks and
gardens, fine dining, and much more
- Brand-new itineraries, perfect for a day trip, a weekend, or a week
- A laminated pull-out map of Paris, plus 11 full-colour area maps

DK Eyewitness Top 10 travel guides have been helping travellers to make the
most of their breaks since 2002.

Looking for more on Paris's culture, history and attractions? Try our DK
Eyewitness Paris travel guide.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.
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DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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DK Eyewitness Top 10 Rome
 

The perfect guidebook companion while out and
about, with lists of 10 cutting straight to the best of
your destination

THE PITCH
MAKING THE BEST EVEN BETTER: featuring a fresh design, revamped
cover, brand-new itineraries and new Top 10 lists, this fully updated travel
guide takes readers to the heart of the destination quicker than ever before

COMPLETELY UNIQUE IN THE MARKET: our concise lists of 10 are easily
accessible to all readers, cutting straight to the very best a destination has
to offer - no other publisher approaches travel guides in this way

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know Rome inside and out

AS SEEN ON SCREEN: In 2023, Rome was prominently featured in Mission:
Impossible - Dead Reckoning Part One, one of the highest grossing films of
the year. Estimates suggest 96% of Americans have travelled for their
favourite movies and TV shows. In the UK, the screen tourism industry is
estimated to make £600 million a year (Source: Photo Aid, 2023)

THE BOOK
The world's bestselling pocket guides

Make the most of your trip to Rome with DK Eyewitness Top 10. Planning is a
breeze with our simple lists of ten, covering the very best that the city has to
offer and ensuring that you don't miss a thing. Best of all, the pocket-friendly
format is light and easily portable; the perfect companion while out and about.

Inside this guide to Rome, you'll find:

- Top 10 lists of Rome's must-sees and must-dos, including visiting the
Colosseum, exploring the Roman Forum and taking a trip to Vatican City.
- Rome's most interesting areas, with the best places for sightseeing, food and
drink, and shopping
- Themed lists, including the best outdoor activities, green spaces, festivals,
pizzerias and much more
- Brand-new itineraries, perfect for a day trip, a weekend, or a week
- A laminated pull-out map of Rome, plus six full-colour area maps

DK Eyewitness Top 10s have been helping travellers to make the most of their
breaks since 2002.

Looking for more on Rome's culture, history and attractions? Try our DK
Eyewitness Rome. Travelling beyond the city? Try DK Eyewitness Italy.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
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world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.

One Embassy Gardens, 8 Viaduct Gardens, 
London, SW11 7BW 

Tel: 020 7139 2000 www.dk.com 



DK Eyewitness Top 10 Venice
 

The perfect guidebook companion while out and
about, with lists of 10 cutting straight to the best of
your destination

THE PITCH
NUMBER ONE POCKET GUIDE SERIES: Top 10 travel guides are the
number one selling pocket guide series in the UK (Source: Nielsen
Bookscan, 2023)

MAKING THE BEST EVEN BETTER: featuring a fresh design, revamped
cover, brand-new itineraries and new Top 10 lists, this fully updated travel
guide takes readers to the heart of the destination quicker than ever before

COMPLETELY UNIQUE IN THE MARKET: our concise lists of 10 are easily
accessible to all readers, cutting straight to the very best a destination has
to offer - no other publisher approaches travel guides in this way

NEW INFRASTRUCTURE: the new Orient Express "La Dolce Vita" luxury
train will take passengers across Italy from 2024, incorporating Venice in the
route

THE BOOK

The world's bestselling pocket guides

Make the most of your trip to Venice with DK Eyewitness Top 10. Planning is a
breeze with our simple lists of ten, covering the very best that Venice has to
offer and ensuring that you don’t miss a thing. Best of all, the pocket-friendly
format is light and easily portable; the perfect companion while out and about.

Inside this guide to Venice, you’ll find:

Top 10 lists of Venice's must-sees and must-dos, including cruising
down the Grand Canal, sipping a coffee in Piazza San Marco and
admiring art at the Accademia Galleries

Venice’s most interesting areas, with the best places for sightseeing,
food and drink, and shopping

Themed lists, including the best palaces, bridges, wine bars,
entertainment venues and much more

Brand-new itineraries, perfect for a day trip, a weekend or a week

A laminated pull-out map of Venice, plus eight full-colour area maps

DK Eyewitness Top 10 travel guides have been helping travellers to make the
most of their breaks since 2002.

Looking for more on Venice's culture, history and attractions? Try our DK
Eyewitness Venice and the Veneto.
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THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.

One Embassy Gardens, 8 Viaduct Gardens, 
London, SW11 7BW 

Tel: 020 7139 2000 www.dk.com 



2025 Own Your Magic Boxed Calendar
365 Days of Spells and Intentions to Manifest Your
Best Witch Life  

Witchcraft the life you deserve with 365 days of
spells, affirmations, and self-care!

THE PITCH
Positive mental health: Research supports that affirmations can have
positive effects on mental health, self-esteem, and overall wellness

Blue ocean opportunity: "Witchy" products are increasingly popular due to
TikTok and Instagram trends

Broad appeal: Manifestation techniques, self-care practices, and
affirmations will appeal to buyers both young and old

THE BOOK
Enchant your everyday routine and manifest your dreams with 365 days
of spells, affirmations, and self-care!

Inspiring, whimsical, and positively spellbinding, this 2025 boxed calendar will
bewitch your days with positivity through affirmations for manifestation,
mindfulness rituals, and practical magic to discover your inner power and start
living the life of your dreams. Whether it’s tapping into your own magic to
conjure good intentions, embracing self-care rituals to soothe your body and
mind, or harnessing the power of herbs and crystals to focus your existing
practices, Own Your Magic will inspire you to achieve a deep sense of fulfillment
and understanding with yourself and the world.

The perfect self-care and witch gift, this enchanting day-by-day calendar will
connect you with your mind, body, and spirit. Bring magic to your new year and
give as a meaningful desk gift and holiday stocking stuffer for baby witches,
accomplished witches, friends, family, or anyone in need of a bit of magic!

Additional details:

4.75" x 5" page trim size with protective slipcase
100% recyclable and plastic-free with no shrink-wrapping! Cardboard
easel backing is perfect for sturdy display on tabletop or desk
Environmentally responsible, FSC certified paper
Daily calendar with easy, tear-off pages featuring 365 affirmations, witch-
themed self-care practices, or tips to harness your inner magic
Features a list of “magic” materials sorted by month by theme and
properties
List of witch’s toolkit outlining basic supplies suggested for use
throughout the year
Holidays and observances including the solstices, moon phases,
astrological events, and Pagan holidays
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2025 She Believed She Could So She F*cking
Did Wall

 

Create your own d*mn sunshine and take charge of
your year with this profane, empowering 2025 wall
calendar!

THE PITCH
Proven track record: Our sweary products are bestsellers! The F*cking
Wall Calendar is a regular bestseller, the 2023 She Believed planner sold
over 25,000 copies last year, and the 2023 She Believed Wall Calendar sold
over 8,000 copies as a second-year product!

Fun motivation: Studies have shown that swearing is a cathartic way of
relieving stress, regaining control, expressing oneself, and promoting well-
being

Just for women: Female empowerment branding with gorgeous, feminine
packaging that stands out taps into the most powerful demographic in
calendars

THE BOOK
Design a life you love and get your sh*t together with this f*cking 2025
calendar!

This year is for f*cking blooming! Brimming with hilarious profanity and vibrant
art, this funny and inspirational adult wall calendar says it like it is while keeping
you organized. Bold, badass, and beautiful, this swearing calendar will help you
tackle your damn goals, laugh off the bullsh*t, and keep swearing and f*cking
persisting! The perfect white elephant gift, gag gift for adults, and inspirational
gift for women or hanging wall calendar to keep for yourself!

Features:

12-month wall calendar (January - December 2025) with 12" x 12" trim
size and sturdy hole for easy hanging
Gorgeous, full-color floral designs printed on high-quality, glossy paper
stock
Environmentally responsible, FSC certified paper
Ample writing space each day to stay organized and jot down important
reminders, tasks, and appointments
Plus funny, motivational reminders each month and plenty of space for
goal planning and to-do lists
Holidays and observances
2026 calendar year at a glance
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Unapologetically Smutty Wall Calendar
A 2025 Calendar for Readers of Spicy Romance  

For those who like their books with a little extra
spice, the 2025 Unapologetically Smutty Wall
Calendar is the must-have calendar for romance
readers!

THE PITCH
Powerhouse Authors: Features quotes from the steamiest books on spicy
booktok from the hottest romance authors: Katee Robert, Sierra Simone,
Emily McIntire, Scarlett St. Clair, Sara Cate, Ana Huang, Sophie Lark, Tate
James, L.J. Shen, Olivia Wildenstein, Kennedy Ryan, and E.L. James.

Established Market Hungry for Content: The fanbases for these authors
are ravenously dedicated to the authors, their books, and whatever content
they put out, likely to jump on this product.

Unique, One-of-a-Kind Opportunity: There is no romance calendar like
this on the market and Sourcebooks is in a unique position to create this
product as the publisher of some of the top romance authors in the world
through our Bloom and Casablanca imprints.

Beautiful Package Designed for Romance Readers: This wall calendar
features 12 gorgeously designed quotes with colors and motifs taken straight
from the books themselves in homage to their aesthetics, and the quotes
couldn’t be more romantic!

THE BOOK
Get ready for a year of romance with the 2025 Unapologetically Smutty Wall
Calendar! Designed for those who love a good love story, this calendar is packed
with quotes from the hottest booktok reads by the spiciest authors in the space
—Katee Robert, Sierra Simone, Emily McIntire, Scarlett St. Clair, Sara Cate,
Ana Huang, Sophie Lark, Tate James, L.J. Shen, Olivia Wildenstein, Kennedy
Ryan, and E.L. James. Each month offers a romantic quote from books filled
with different tropes, from BDSM to enemies-to-lovers, forced proximity to fated
mates, and more. Whether you're into mythological retellings or modern
forbidden romance, this calendar has something for you. So, spice up your TBR
pile, let the pages turn, and surrender to a year of romance.
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2025 Set Boundaries, Find Peace Boxed
Calendar
365 Ways to Set Healthy Limits and Reclaim
Yourself  

Nedra Glover Tawwab

Speak up for what you need, set healthy limits, and
truly be yourself with this self-care box calendar!

THE PITCH
Expansion on bestseller: Based on the New York Times bestselling book
that has sold over 300,000 copies, this calendar expands on Tawwab’s
powerful brand

On trend authority: Taps into evergreen and increasing trends in wellness,
mental health, and self-care

Powerhouse author: Nedra Tawwab is a licensed therapist, relationship
expert, and counselor with over 1.5M followers

Author location: Nedra lives in Charlotte, North Carolina

THE BOOK
End the struggle, set healthy boundaries, and finally speak up for what
you need with this self-care desk calendar, based on the New York Times
bestseller from Nedra Glover Tawwab!

Boundaries are self-care. Relatable, inclusive, and inspiring, this 2025 daily
calendar from relationship expert and licensed counselor Nedra Glover Tawwab
is filled with 365 days of simple yet powerful guidelines to establish and follow
through on boundaries in your life. Each page of this wellness calendar features
easy-to-use tips, thoughtful affirmations, and research-backed advice to help
you stand up for your needs so you can find balance and bravery and be free to
finally embrace your most authentic self! Transform your life this year or give as
an inspirational gift for women, motivational tool, mental health calendar, or
holiday stocking stuffer for friends and family!

Additional details:

4.75" x 5" page trim size with protective slipcase
Daily calendar with easy, tear off pages based on the New York Times
bestselling book Set Boundaries, Find Peace!
100% recyclable and plastic-free with no shrink-wrapping! Cardboard
easel backing is perfect for sturdy display on tabletop or desk
Environmentally responsible, FSC certified paper
Holidays and observances

THE AUTHOR
Nedra Glover Tawwab is a New York Times bestselling author, licensed
therapist, and sought-after relationship expert. She has practiced relationship
therapy for 14 years and is the founder and owner of the group therapy practice,
Kaleidoscope Counseling. Every day she helps people create healthy
relationships by teaching them how to implement boundaries. Nedra has been
featured in The New York Times, The Guardian, Self, and Vice and has
appeared on numerous podcasts, including The School of Greatness, Therapy
for Black Girls, and The Skinny Confidential. Nedra currently lives in Charlotte,
NC, with her husband and two children.
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2025 Dad Jokes Wall Calendar
365 Days of Punbelievable Jokes  

What sticks around for 12 months and never loses its
sense of humor? The #1 Dad Jokes calendar!

THE PITCH
Growing sales indicate a mass appeal: Our Dad Jokes Boxed Calendar
is a perennial bestseller with massively increasing sales every year, making
this new format a slam dunk! The 2023 wall sold 18.2k+ copies in its first
year!

Perfectly on trend: Dad jokes are a beloved form of humor in the cultural
zeitgeist and consistently appear in pop culture by way of TV shows, movies,
memes, and more

Decidedly giftable for dad (and others!): The fun, approachable humor
that appeals to a wide audience makes this a great gift for dads or any pun
lover!

THE BOOK
What sticks around for 12 months and never loses its sense of humor?
The Dad Jokes wall calendar!

Prepare yourself for 365 days of guaranteed laugh-out-loud, eye rolling dad
jokes! In this clean and hilarious, 2025 hanging monthly calendar, you'll find a
year's worth of groan-worthy comedy: cheesy quips, silly banter, witty one-
liners, and horribly awesome puns to enjoy daily. But remember, you don't have
to be a dad to tell dad jokes!

Share endless laughs with family, new dads, friends, bosses, coworkers,
or any pun lover in your life! This joke calendar makes an amazing
holiday stocking stuffer, white elephant, or funny gag gift from any kid,
wife, or partner. Whether it's for Father's Day, Christmas, birthdays, or
just for a good punchline, every day is a day for dad jokes!

Additional details:

12-month funny wall calendar (January - December 2025) with over 375
hilarious dad jokes and vibrant internals
12" x 12" trim size and sturdy hole for easy hanging on a wall or fridge in
your office and home
Environmentally responsible, FSC certified paper printed to high-quality
on glossy stock
Ample writing space each day to stay organized and jot down important
notes, tasks, and appointments, plus bonus silly "dadvice" and witty
reminders
2025 calendar year at a glance
Holidays and observances

So I heard that the local bakery burned down yesterday. The business is toast.

I booked a hotel room for my vacation, but I'm not sure about it. I have
reservations.

Q: What did Earth say to the other planets?
A: "You guys have no life!"
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2025 Chill the F*ck Out Wall Calendar
Find calm and get a fresh f*cking start this year  

Reset, reflect, and f*cking relax with this funny,
inspirational 2025 wall calendar!

THE PITCH
Hot trend: This calendar taps into the popular wellness trend, helping users
find new ways to unwind and de-stress

Trendy and highly giftable: Beautifully designed profanity is having a
moment right now! It is trending in stationary, fashion, and art, and makes
the perfect self-purchase or gift for any foul-mouthed friend

Unique opportunity: Calming nature photographs paired with funny swears
taps into new inspirational calendar trend and stands out from our F*cking
Wall Calendar

THE BOOK
Find calm and get a fresh f*cking start this year with this funny and
inspiring 2025 wall calendar!

Embrace a year of calm by calling it like it is! Combining irreverent, profane
motivation with tranquil as f*ck photographs, this hilarious and mood boosting
adult wall calendar will help you practice that mindfulness sh*t and live well. Just
laugh off the stress, get it together, and chill the f*ck out! The perfect Christmas
white elephant gag or stress relief gift for friends, family, and the wellness fans
in your life, or to hang on your own wall to start the d*mn New Year off right!

Features:

12-month humor wall calendar (January - December 2025) with 12" x 12"
trim size and sturdy hole for easy hanging
Beautifully calming full-color photography with funny and sarcastic
wellness swears printed on high-quality, glossy paper stock
Environmentally responsible, FSC certified paper
Ample writing space each day to stay organized and jot down important
reminders, tasks, and appointments, plus funny to-do's, goal setting, and
self-care reminder lists
Holidays and observances
2026 calendar year at a glance
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2025 This Day in Black History Wall Calendar
365 Days of Inspiring Icons, Incredible
Achievements, and Extraordinary Events  

Illuminate the past, ignite the present, and empower
the future with 365 days of Black history in this wall
calendar!

THE PITCH
Awe-inspiring icons and events: Featured images celebrate pivotal
historical moments across multiple areas and throughout the eras that will
resonate with consumers and stand out to historically underrepresented
demographics who have a need for an inspirational calendar like this

Provides new insights: Learn about parts of history often left out of
textbooks and lectures to celebrate Black history all year round!

Stunning visuals: Unique and powerful photographs fill the pages of this
calendar

THE BOOK
From the renowned brand EBONY comes this brand new wall calendar
featuring incredible moments from Black history.

Celebrate Black achievement and excellence throughout history with this
remarkable wall calendar. Packed with stunning photographs and incredible
information about Black history and the people who made it, this calendar is a
must-have Christmas gift or stocking stuffer for all the historians, activists, and
tk in your life.

Additional Details:

12-month history wall calendar (January-December 2025) with 24
stunning images and a year of fascinating world events
Striking, full-color photography and art printed on high-quality, glossy
paper stock
12" x 12" trim size with sturdy hole for easy hanging and environmentally
responsible, FSC certified paper
Ample writing space each day to stay organized and jot down important
reminders, tasks, and appointments
2026 calendar year at a glance
Holidays and observances
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2025 Love Notes from Chippy Boxed Calendar
A Year of Heartfelt Messages from the Internet's
Favorite Dog  

Fill your year with love and kindness with heartfelt
notes from Chippy the Dog!

THE PITCH
Lovable internet sensation: The adorable Chippy the Dog has over 29.3
billion gif views on Giphy and has over 100k followers across other social
media channels

Compelling heartfelt messages resonate with consumers: In the wake
of the COVID-19 pandemic, consumers have been searching for comic
calendars with light, humorous messages of affection and kindness to bring
much-needed joy to themselves and others

Sweet, nostalgic cover and pages: Cover is playfully eye-catching for
instant Chippy recognition and daily pages can double as sweet love notes
for family and friends or lunch box notes for kids

THE BOOK
Fill your year with love and kindness with heartfelt notes from Chippy
the Dog in this adorable comic boxed calendar!

Start your day with lots of love from a little dog! Featuring familiar images of
Chippy, this sentimental calendar is packed with affection, cheer, and
encouragement to warm your heart. The daily pages of this 2025 sentimental
calendar highlight the adorable, colorful Chippy art along with honest messages
of self-love, kindness, and empathy to bring you extra love all year.

Give as the perfect I love you gift for dog lovers to fill their days with positivity
and joy. Love Notes from Chippy is just like a warm hug, the perfect pick-me-up,
meaningful desk gift, hygge gift, and holiday stocking stuffer for friends, family or
yourself, sure to inspire smiles and love all year.

Additional details:

4.75" x 5" page trim size with protective slipcase
100% recyclable and plastic-free with no shrink-wrapping! Cardboard
easel backing is perfect for sturdy display on tabletop or desk
Environmentally responsible, FSC certified paper
Daily calendar with easy, tear-off pages featuring 365 days of full-color
Chippy art from the familiar and nostalgic gifs that took the Internet by
storm
Holidays and observances

THE AUTHOR
There is nothing like the love between a child and his first dog. Chippy was
David’s dog when he was growing up in New Jersey. After many years working
in publishing he returned to his true love of drawing and taught himself
animation. In an effort to push back on all the negativity in social media he
thought that bringing Chippy each day with messages of unconditional love
would resonate with people. Today Chippy’s GIF’s and videos are shared by
billions of people around the world. David continues to live in New Jersey and
has worked in publishing for more than forty years. He has three picture books
for children including, Yo! Hungry Wolf, M.C. Turtle and the Hip Hop Hare and
RAPunzel, all illustrated by Betsy Lewin. His first two Chippy the Dog books, If
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Chippy Was Your Dog and 100 Ways to Love You, were self-published and is
thrilled with the new editions from Sourcebooks. He is blessed with a daughter,
son, French bulldog and a cat.
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2025 Everyday Calm Boxed Calendar
365 days of inspiration and mindfulness to reset,
refresh, and live better  

Inspire calm bliss with 365 reminders to relax,
reflect, and reset!

THE PITCH
A perennial and currently hot topic: Everyday Calm taps into the growing
and evergreen wellness trend and data shows "calm" is a hot keyword in the
space, with the 2023 boxed calendar selling 20.4k+ units!

Simple and approachable: This calendar focuses on mainstream,
practical approaches to finding and becoming calm, attracting a broader
audience than Zen calendars

Focus on wellness: This daily inspiration will help users find new ways to
slow down and find inner peace while focusing on wellness and self-care

THE BOOK
Embrace everyday calm with this inspirational daily desk calendar and
reflect, refresh, and relax this year!

Easy, practical, and inspiring, this day-by-day mindfulness calendar will invite
tranquility and positivity into your life and help you find your path to daily
wellness. Brimming with 365 days of stress-relieving techniques, simple
meditations, thoughtful motivational quotes, and reflective prompts, each page of
this 2025 boxed calendar will help you focus on your mental health, practice
gratitude, discover a soothing sense of inner peace, and learn how to be present
in the moment. It's time to take a breath, find calm, and live better!

A calming and mood boosting calendar to help you take a breath and slow
down, this is the perfect self-care and anxiety relief gift, meaningful and
inspirational hygge gift for friends and family, or self-purchase!

Additional details:

4.75" x 5" page trim size with protective slipcase
100% recyclable and plastic-free with no shrink-wrapping! Cardboard
easel backing is for perfect display on tabletop or desk
Environmentally responsible, FSC certified paper
Daily calendar with easy, tear-off pages featuring 365 ways to unwind,
de-stress, and improve your self-esteem
Holidays and observances
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2025 Great Quotes From Great Leaders Boxed
Calendar

 

Begin each day with inspiration from the greatest
leaders and most outstanding teachers our planet
has ever known

THE PITCH
Inspirational and classic: With quotes from a variety of strong, celebrated
leaders across the globe, this calendar appeals to a wide audience

Fresh and diverse: Updated with uplifting, motivational quotes from a variety
of diverse leaders

Giftable keepsake: The day-by-day format allows users to save their favorite
quotes or share them with friends and family

THE BOOK
Get inspired by the world's greatest leaders in this bestselling
motivational calendar!

Begin each day with words of wisdom from the famous men and women who
have not only been great leaders, but remarkable teachers! From Benjamin
Franklin and Booker T. Washington to Golda Meir, this extraordinary 2025 day-
by-day calendar is packed with centuries of motivating quotes from incredible
leaders around the world.

This inspirational desk calendar is the perfect holiday stocking stuffer,
Father's Day gift, or small desk gift for him or her. A fascinating gift for
bosses, dads, inspirational quote book readers, and leadership quote
lovers to enjoy 365 days of the year!

Additional details:

4.75" x 5" page trim size with protective slipcase
100% recyclable and plastic-free with no shrink-wrapping! Cardboard
easel backing is perfect for sturdy display on tabletop or desk
Environmentally responsible, FSC certified paper
Daily calendar with easy, tear-off pages featuring 365 quotes from
inspiring leaders
Holidays and observances

This quote collection includes classic quotes such as:
"There is no human being from whom we cannot learn something if we are
interested enough to dig deep."—Eleanor Roosevelt
"Let us not take ourselves too seriously. None of us has a monopoly of
wisdom."—Queen Elizabeth II
"The time is always right to do what is right."—Martin Luther King, Jr.
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2025 Dad Jokes Boxed Calendar
365 Days of Punbelievable Jokes  

What sticks around for 12 months and never loses its
sense of humor? The original #1 Dad Jokes calendar!

THE PITCH
Proven sales and mass appeal: Dad jokes are a beloved form of punny
humor and this calendar sold over 30,000 copies in its first year and the 2023
calendar skyrocketed to over 85.900 copies sold in one year!

On trend: Dad jokes are in the cultural zeitgeist (thanks, Giannis
Antetokounmpo!) and consistently appear in pop culture by way of TV
shows, movies, memes, and more

Perfect gift: The fun, approachable humor that appeals to a wide audience
makes this a great gift for dads or any pun lover!

THE BOOK
What sticks around for 12 months and never loses its sense of humor?
The original #1 Dad Jokes calendar!

Prepare yourself for 365 days of guaranteed laugh-out-loud, eye rolling dad
jokes! In this clean and hilarious 2025 day-by-day desk calendar, you'll find a
year's worth of groan-worthy comedy: cheesy quips, silly banter, witty one-
liners, and horribly awesome puns. But remember, you don't have to be a dad to
tell dad jokes!

Share endless laughs with family, new dads, friends, bosses, coworkers,
or any pun lover in your life! This joke calendar makes an amazing
holiday stocking stuffer, white elephant, or funny gag gift from any wife,
partner, or kid, or even as lunch box notes! Whether it’s for Father’s Day,
Christmas, birthdays, or just for a good punchline, every day is a day for
dad jokes!

Additional details:

4.75" x 5" page trim size with protective slipcase
100% recyclable and plastic-free with no shrink-wrapping! Cardboard
easel backing is perfect for sturdy display on tabletop or desk
Environmentally responsible, FSC certified paper
Daily calendar with easy, tear-off pages featuring 365 good, bad, and
terrible puns and jokes
Holidays and observances

So I heard that the local bakery burned down yesterday. The business is toast.
I booked a hotel room for my vacation, but I'm not sure about it. I have
reservations.
Q: What did Earth say to the other planets?
A: "You guys have no life!"
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2025 This Day in Science Boxed Calendar
365 Groundbreaking Discoveries, Inspiring People,
and Incredible Facts  

Science is the bedrock of our understanding of the
universe! Learn about science’s groundbreaking
discoveries in this STEM-filled boxed calendar!

THE PITCH
Science sells: Today’s social and political climate has renewed interest in
and demand for the sciences

Wide appeal: Energetic design and accessible, fascinating content make
this perfect for trivia buffs and science lovers alike

Based on bestsellers: This boxed calendar continues Sourcebooks’s
beloved and respected "This Day in" series

THE BOOK
Explore the incredible discoveries and innovations of today and
tomorrow with this 2025 science calendar!

Remarkable science has never been more inspirational—or more important.
From the latest advances in medicine, physics, and technology, to new findings
in evolution and the cosmos, this day-to-day STEM boxed calendar features a
groundbreaking new discovery each day—and will fill your year with unbelievable
wonders.

Enjoy fascinating facts and on this day events with this modern-day history
calendar and share with science lovers and trivia fans alike! This is the ideal
desk gift for men and women, teachers or bosses, and friends, perfect to give as
a fun Father's Day or birthday gift, and as a holiday stocking stuffer!

Additional details:

4.75" x 5" page trim size with protective slipcase
100% recyclable and plastic-free with no shrink-wrapping! Cardboard
easel backing is perfect for sturdy display on tabletop or desk
Environmentally responsible, FSC certified paper
Daily calendar with easy, tear-off pages featuring 365 days of inspiring
scientific achievements and people
Holidays and observances

Perfect for readers of science books, lovers of astronomy, space,
chemistry, biology, and technology. Includes entries from the late 20th
and 21st centuries like:

January 28, 2019: Artificial skin may grant superhuman senses.
February 16, 2011: IBM's Watson appears on Jeopardy—and wins.
August 2, 2012: Ancient rainforest detected beneath Antarctic ice,
suggesting that a near-tropical forest existed there some 52 million years
ago.
October 6, 2012: NASA rover Curiosity successfully lands on Mars.
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F*cking 2025 Boxed Calendar
A daily dose of zero f*cks  

What better way to help you get real, blow off some
steam, and laugh through the year than with a super-
sweary calendar?

THE PITCH
Expansion on a bestseller: Perfect for fans of the bestselling A F*cking
Wall Calendar and Carpe F*cking Diem planner

Perfectly giftable: With bold designed pages, the box format is the perfect
gift for those who might like to be more discreet with their profanity

Science backs swearing: Studies have shown that swearing is a cathartic
way of relieving stress, regaining control, expressing oneself, and promotes
well-being

THE BOOK
A f*cking box calendar to laugh off life's bullsh*t with a daily dose of
swearing!

Keep it real, blow off some steam, and give zero f*cks all year with a 2025 daily
swearing calendar! With 365 days of hilarious profanity and bold, designed
pages, this irreverent day-by-day calendar is the perfect humorous desk
calendar, sarcastic gift for women, men, or friends, funny white elephant gag gift
for adults, or holiday stocking stuffer for any foul-mouthed friend. Keep for
yourself or give the best f*cking gift this year!

Additional details:

4.75" x 5" page trim size with protective sllipcase
100% recyclable and plastic-free with no shrink-wrapping! Cardboard
easel backing is perfect for sturdy display on tabletop or desk
Environmentally responsible, FSC certified paper
Daily calendar with easy, tear-off pages featuring vivid, full-color designed
art
Holidays and observances
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2025 Great Quotes From Great Women Boxed
Calendar
Words from the Women Who Shaped the World  

Get inspired with 365 days of wisdom from the
women who changed the world

THE PITCH
Inspirational and classic: With quotes from a variety of strong, celebrated
leaders across the globe, this calendar appeals to a wide audience

Fresh and diverse: Updated with uplifting, motivational quotes from a variety
of diverse leaders

Giftable keepsake: The day-by-day format allows users to save their favorite
quotes or share them with friends and family

THE BOOK
Discover the wisdom of great women in this remarkable 2025 quote
calendar!

Begin each day with timeless insights and inspiration from the world’s greatest
heroes, leaders, artists, scientists, and history-makers! Packed with motivating
quotes from women like Toni Morrison, Mae West, and Marie Kondo, this day-
by-day boxed calendar will encourage you to chase your passions, embrace
your talents, and achieve your dreams. Let the empowering wit and advice of
women from yesterday and today guide your year and start making history
yourself!

This desk calendar makes the perfect feminist gift, holiday stocking
stuffer, or inspirational gift for moms, friends, co-workers, and the
badass, empowered women in your life!

Additional details:

4.75" x 5" page trim size with protective slipcase
100% recyclable and plastic-free with no shrink-wrapping! Cardboard
easel backing is perfect for sturdy display on tabletop or desk
Environmentally responsible, FSC certified paper
Daily calendar with easy, tear-off pages featuring 365 days of quotes from
inspiring women
Holidays and observances

This quote collection includes classic quotes such as:
“I am not lucky. You know what I am? I am smart, I am talented, I take
advantage of the opportunities that come my way, and I work really, really hard.”
—Shonda Rhimes
“The most dangerous phrase in the language is, ‘We’ve always done it this
way!’” —Rear Admiral Grace Hopper
“Find out who you are and do it on purpose.” —Dolly Parton
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2025 I Am Enough Affirmations Boxed
Calendar
Daily Motivation to Inspire Positivity and Self-Love  

Stay strong, stay positive, and stay you with 365
self-affirmations and daily motivations!

THE PITCH
Positive mental health: Research supports that affirmations can have
positive effects on mental health, self-esteem, and overall wellness

Affirmation boom: Positive affirmations have become increasingly popular
due to TikTok and Instagram trends

Evergreen for everyone: Broad affirmations and accessible, gender-neutral
design appeal to wide audience

THE BOOK
Discover inspiring affirmations every day for an inspired you with this
2025 affirmations calendar!

Everyone deserves to know that they are capable, worthy, and enough. Get
daily encouragement and reminders of your inner strength with this inspiring
boxed calendar! Featuring positive affirmations, motivational phrases, and
morning mantras, each page of this day-by-day desk calendar will empower you
to let go of what's weighing you down and start celebrating yourself with
confidence. Boost your self-esteem, believe in yourself, and affirm your
greatness this year!

Start your day with some self-love or give as an inspirational cheer-up gift for
New Year New You or holiday stocking stuffer. Perfect for women, teens,
bosses, friends, and family, I Am Enough is packed with empowering
affirmations for wellness, stress relief, and self-care!

Additional details:

4.75" x 5" page trim size with protective 5” x 5” slipcase
100% recyclable and plastic-free with no shrink-wrapping! Cardboard
easel backing is perfect for sturdy display on tabletop or desk
Environmentally responsible, FSC certified paper
Daily calendar with easy, tear-off pages featuring 365 days of motivation
perfect for a pick-me-up or to share with a friend
Holidays and observances
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2025 Instant Happy Notes Boxed Calendar
365 Reminders to Smile and Shine!  

Boost your bliss all year with this bestselling
inspirational desk calendar!

THE PITCH
Bestselling brand: Our original Instant Happy Notes has sold more than
130,000 copies and the boxed calendar is one of our top four calendars every
year!

Spread joy: This calendar provides bite-sized instant gratification to lift your
day—perfect for sharing!

Gift or indulge: Bright, eye-catching designs and uplifting quotes on each
page makes this the perfect gift or “treat-yourself” purchase

THE BOOK
Boost your bliss with this bestselling inspirational desk calendar!

Get your daily dose of instant joy with this unique, full-color boxed calendar!
Inspire 365 days of happiness with hundreds of new reasons to smile and
creative ways to spread cheer. Packed with fun illustrations, motivational
quotes, simple suggestions, and mindful affirmations, this 2025 boxed calendar
is the perfect way to brighten your day.

Share some positivity with friends, family, coworkers, or anyone you
love with this perfect self-care or cheer-up gift! This day-by-day calendar
makes an amazing holiday stocking stuffer or encouragement gift for women.
Keep the pages for yourself, give them as a sunshiny note to a friend, use them
for lunch box notes, or spread random acts of kindness!

Additional details:

4.75" x 5" page trim size with protective slipcase
100% recyclable and plastic-free with no shrink wrapping! Cardboard
easel backing is perfect for sturdy display on tabletop or desk
Environmentally responsible, FSC certified paper
Daily calendar with easy, tear-off pages featuring countless ways to
increase gratitude and reduce stress
Beautiful, bright, and dynamic designed art great for pinning on your wall
and sharing
Holidays and observances
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The Things We Make
The Unknown History of Invention from Cathedrals
to Soda Cans  

Bill Hammack

From Stonehenge to microchips, discover the one
simple method used to engineer the world as we
know it—now in paperback!

THE PITCH
As seen on YouTube: The author is the producer and host of the
engineerguy YouTube channel, which has gained over a million followers and
viewership in the multi-millions

Accessible pop-sci: Breeze through writing that entertains as it informs
written by an award-winning professor

Award-winning author: The author is a multi-award winning professor of
Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering at University of Illinois Urbana-
Champaign, one of the best engineering schools in the country

Author location: Bill lives in Champaign, Illinois near the University of Illinois
campus

THE BOOK
"This book unravels the mysteries behind humanity's greatest
masterpieces." — Adam Grant, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Think Again

Discover the secret method used to build the world…

For millennia, humans have used one simple method to solve problems.
Whether it's planting crops, building skyscrapers, developing photographs, or
designing the first microchip, all creators follow the same steps to engineer
progress. But this powerful method, the "engineering method", is an all but
hidden process that few of us have heard of—let alone understand—but that
influences every aspect of our lives.

Bill Hammack, a Carl Sagan award-winning professor of engineering and viral
"The Engineer Guy" on Youtube, has a lifelong passion for the things we make,
and how we make them. Now, for the first time, he reveals the invisible method
behind every invention and takes us on a whirlwind tour of how humans built the
world we know today. From the grand stone arches of medieval cathedrals to
the mundane modern soda can, Hammack explains the golden rule of thumb
that underlies every new building technique, every technological advancement,
and every creative solution that leads us one step closer to a better, more
functional world. Spanning centuries and cultures, Hammack offers a fascinating
perspective on how humans engineer solutions in a world full of problems.

Perfect for readers of Adam Grant and Simon Winchester, The Things We
Make is a captivating examination of the method that keeps pushing
humanity forward, a spotlight on the achievements of the past, and a
celebration of the potential of our future that will change the way we see
the world around us.
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Wanted: Toddler's Personal Assistant
How Nannying for the 1% Taught Me about the
Myths of Equality, Motherhood, and Upward
Mobility in America

 

Stephanie Kiser

Saddled with crushing student debt, Steph Kiser
jumps head-first into the lucrative but unglamorous
and exhausting world of nannying for New York
City's richest families, immersing herself in a world
in stark contrast to her own impoverished childhood,
in this emotional and insightful new memoir

THE PITCH
A millennial take in the memoir space: A fresh and fascinating millennial
take on the behind-the-scenes career memoir genre, for readers of Maid and
Primates of Park Avenue, sure to attract a wide audience

A trending topic: "Nannytok" has over 160M views, and the intrigue of what
working for the uber rich is like is rampant on the internet

A highly accessible and commercial read: This books has the bingeable,
can't-look-away propulsion that is reminiscent of today's most popular fiction
titles

Perfect for book clubs: Book clubs will enjoy diving into discussions about
the important societal issues raised in this book, such as privilege, racism,
and the challenges of working motherhood

Author/story location: The author and story are both based in New York
City, New York

THE BOOK

What are the lives of America’s richest families really like? Their
nannies see it all…

When Stephanie Kiser moves to New York City after college to pursue a career
in writing, she quickly learns that her entry-level salary won’t cover the high cost
of living—never mind her crushing student loan debt. But there is one in-demand
job that pays more than enough to allow Stephanie to stay in the city: nannying
for the 1%. Desperate to escape the poverty of her own childhood and jump
social classes, Stephanie falls into a job that hijacks her life for the next seven
years: a personal assistant to toddlers on Manhattan's Upper East Side. 

At first, nannying seems like the perfect solution—the high pay covers
Stephanie’s bills, and she’s surprised by how attached she becomes to the kids
she cares for, even as she gasps over Prada baby onesies and preschools that
cost more than her college tuition. But the grueling twelve-hour days leave her
little time to see her friends, date, or pursue any creative projects that might
lead to a more prestigious career. Soon the shiny allure of the seemingly-
glamorous job begins to dull as Stephanie comes to understand more about
what really happens behind the closed doors of million-dollar Park Avenue
apartments—and that money doesn’t guarantee happiness. 

Wanted: Toddler’s Personal Assistant is alternately poignant and funny, a
portrait of a generation of Americans struggling to find work they love balanced
against the headwinds of global uncertainty, overwhelming student loans, and an
economy stacked against anyone trying to work their way up from the bottom.
In this unputdownable memoir, Stephanie chronicles her journey from newbie
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nanny to beloved caregiver—and the painful decision to eventually say goodbye
to the children she has grown to love.
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Life Lessons from a Parasite
What Tapeworms, Lice, and Roundworms Can
Teach Us About Humanity's Most Difficult
Problems

 

John Janovy Jr.

An exploration of the most common life form on
Earth—parasites—and how they provide insight into
humanity’s most difficult problems

THE PITCH
Exciting addition to the pop-science shelf: The natural sciences, "weird"
science, and pop-science are ever popular with readers, and this dives into a
little explored, fascinating topic

A little idea within the big picture: This project takes a tiny topic—
parasites—to hook the reader and uses it to illuminate life's biggest
questions, in the vein of Merlin Sheldrake's Entangled Life (but mission
driven!)

Timely topics viewed through a new lens: Life Lessons touches on ever-
relevant, hot button issues like global pandemics, misinformation, and
nationalism, using examples learned from the world of parasites to provide
possible solutions

Author location: John Janovy, Jr. lives in Nebraska

THE BOOK

“In nature, as in society, the parasites outnumber the hosts. John Janovy
Jr. offers the parasites' view of this situation. The result is smart, funny,
and all too revealing.” – Elizabeth Kolbert, staff writer for The New
Yorker and New York Times bestselling author of The Sixth Extinction

The answers to life’s biggest questions can be found by looking at the
little things… 

Though you may not be able to see them with the naked eye, parasites—
miniscule life forms that live inside other organisms—inhabit our everyday lives.
From headlice to bird droppings, litterboxes to unfiltered water, you have
brushed up against the most common way of life on our planet.

In this unique book, John Janovy Jr., one of the world’s preeminent experts on
parasites, reveals what can humans learn from the most reviled yet
misunderstood animals on Earth: lice, tapeworms, flukes, and maggots that can
eat a lizard from the inside, and how these lessons help us negotiate our own
complicated world. Whether we're learning to adapt to adverse conditions,
accept our own limitations, or process new information in an ever-changing
landscape—we can be sure a parasite did it first. 

At once peculiar and profound, Life Lessons from a Parasite makes a case
for using knowledge of the natural world, with all its wonderful mysteries
and quirks, to tackle our worst problems.
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How to Piss Off Men
109 Things to Say to Shatter the Male Ego  

Kyle Prue

Your ultimate handbook for verbally destroying any
man's ego

THE PITCH
A social media sensation on this topic: The author hosts a viral TikTok
series on this topic, which has gained millions of views

A large social media following guarantees book attention: The author
has more than a million followers on TikTok

A giftable book for so many: The humor and subject matter make this
highly giftable

THE BOOK

BE NO MAN'S PEACE.

Have you ever been badgered by an annoying pick-up artist at the bar? Ever felt
a burning desire to emotionally torture a friend’s boyfriend in an act of revenge?
Have you ever endured just talking to a man before?

If so, then this book is for you.

With more than 100 phrases, questions, and comebacks, How to Piss Off Men
is your essential guide to sending even the most relentless mansplainer into an
existential crisis. Whether it’s referring to his expensive NFL jersey as “cosplay”
or letting him know he has the confidence of a much taller man, this handbook
will ensure you’re equipped to combat toxic masculinity in any situation.*

* The advice in this book has been thoroughly tested for effectiveness. Even on
the author, bless his heart.
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Travels of Terror
Strange and Spooky Spots Across America  

Kelly Florence, Meg Hafdahl

At the intersection of horror and travel comes a
guide to 12 spooky destinations throughout the U.S.
for the true crime and dark history aficionado, with a
female bent, with tips on where to stay, what to eat,
and what to do for a scary good time.

THE PITCH
Cross-genre appeal: Expands the audience of horror readers, true crime
fanatics, and dark history buffs to travel enthusiasts and also has a strong
literary and pop culture tie-in

Partners in crime: Authors are lifelong best friends and co-authors of The
Science of Horror book series, hosts of the Horror Rewind podcast (5,000
monthly listeners), and are working on a TV series called Horror U in
partnership with the Geena Davis Institute

Uber giftable: Highly illustrated internals and packaging will make this the
perfect gift book as well as self-purchase

Author location: The authors live in Minnesota

THE BOOK
Grab your flashlight, garlic, and ghost hunting equipment. We're taking
you on the ultimate road trip of the spookiest places around the U.S.

Horror lovers, lifelong best friends, and co-hosts of the Horror Rewind podcast,
Kelly Florence and Meg Hafdahl, have traveled around the U.S. to bring you the
most thrill-inducing spots for horror, history, and true crime. They've compiled a
list of what to do, where to stay, where to eat and drink, and where to shop to
make your vacation-planning a breeze.

They've also delved into the history and pop culture of each spot, revealing
hidden gems, most notorious true crimes, women you should know, horror
books and movies set in the state, and other strange facts about some of the
scariest places around the nation.

Here's a small sampling of what you can expect to find in Travels of
Terror:

St. Augustine, Florida: Take an open air trolley on the Ghosts &
Gravestones Tour to the Old St Augustine Cemetery, Potter's Wax
Museum, Old Jail Museum, and a bevy of churches with their own
macabre past.
Los Angeles, California: Stay at the haunted Hotel Roosevelt, where
you may be visited by the ghosts of actors Errol Flynn and Montgomery
Clift.
Portland, Oregon: Grab a cocktail at Raven's Manor, a horror-themed
bar with drinks like the Black Widow, Lilith, and Draught of Asphyxiation.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: Learn about the most famous true crime to
happen there, when the wife of the Allegheny County Jail warden fell in
love with a convicted murderer.
New York, New York: Celebrate Nia DaCosta, the first Black female
director to have a film debut at the top of the box office, with the
supernatural horror-slasher film Candyman in 2021.
Austin, Texas: Pick up souvenirs for friends and family at The Glass
Coffin, a vampire parlor and horror shop.
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Duluth, Minnesota: Visit Glensheen Mansion on the shores of Lake
Superior, where Duluth's most notorious murders occurred in 1977.

From big cities to small towns, get inspired to plan your own ghoulish getaway.
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Grimstone

Sophie Lark

From USA Today bestselling author Sophie Lark
comes a brand new romantic thriller series in the
Gothic, secretive beach town of Grimstone.

THE PITCH
BookTok sensation: Sophie Lark's Brutal Birthright series is extremely
popular on social media, with almost 170M TikTok views on #SophieLark and
over 120K followers on Instagram, growing substantially since joining Bloom.

Great sales: Sophie Lark is now a USA Today bestseller since joining
Bloom, with her Brutal Birthright series and Sinners Duet selling steady at
several thousand copies a week.

Trending subject: Dark romance is a huge genre right now, with authors
like Ana Huang, Emily McIntire, and Penelope Douglas leading the charge.
Sophie Lark's books add humor and heart to the danger.

Tropes and heat level: Dark romance, neighbors, enemies to lovers,
renovation, murder mystery; heat level R+ for high heat.

Author location: Sophie Lark lives in Utah, and the Grimstone series takes
place in a fictional beach town.

THE BOOK

From USA Today bestselling author Sophie Lark comes a brand new
romantic thriller series in the Gothic, secretive beach town of Grimstone.

Remi Hayes is beginning to think she’s cursed—her fiancé cheated on her, her
brother Jude is a major pain in her ass, and the moldering mansion she inherited
from her uncle might just be haunted.

Flipping Blackleaf Manor already feels impossible, even before Remi is
blackmailed by Dane Covett, the dangerously hot doctor-next-door, and
Grimstone’s most eligible bachelor—if you can ignore the fact that everyone in
town thinks he murdered his wife.

Remi doesn’t want to believe it, especially after Dane sews up a gash in her
thigh and steals a kiss in payment—a kiss that makes it hard to walk for
reasons that have nothing to do with an injured leg.

But as the renovation takes a strange and violent turn, Remi must decide if
Dane is the one haunting her nights, or if he’s trying to protect her from
something much worse…

THE AUTHOR
Sophie Lark is the USA Today bestselling author of Brutal Prince and the
Sinners Duet. She lives in Southern California with her husband and three
children. Her favorite authors are Emily Henry and Freida McFadden, and she
looks forward to Halloween every year.
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Stay
 

Elle Kennedy, Sarina Bowen

From New York Times bestselling author Elle
Kennedy and USA Today bestselling author Sarina
Bowen comes the second in the spin-off series of
their wildly successful HIM and US books. Hailey
Emery has a hunch that her favorite client at Fetch—
an anonymous virtual assistant service—is actually
hockey star Matt Eriksson...the man she's had a
crush on forever.

THE PITCH
Bestselling authors: Elle Kennedy is a New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author with over a million copies of her books sold, while Sarina
Bowen is a 24-time USA Today bestselling author as well.

TikTok favorite: Elle's Off Campus series has built strong momentum in the
past year due to its popularity with TikTok influencers (582 million views of
the #OffCampus hashtag, 161 million views of the #BriarU hashtag, and 420
million views of the #ElleKennedy hashtag), and Elle and Sarina bring more
hockey romance with the WAGs series.

Expanding genre: There is a strong and growing readership in the new
adult space, with the popularity of authors like Colleen Hoover and Casey
McQuiston bridging the gap between YA and adult fiction

Author/story location: Elle Kennedy lives in Toronto and Sarina Bowen lives
in New Hampshire; the WAGs series takes place in Ontario.

THE BOOK
From New York Times bestselling author Elle Kennedy and USA Today
bestselling author Sarina Bowen comes the next in the spin-off series of their
wildly successful Him and Us books. Hailey Emery has a hunch that her favorite
client at Fetch—an anonymous virtual assistant service—is actually hockey star
Matt Eriksson...the man she's had a crush on forever.

THE AUTHOR
Sarina Bowen is a 24-time USA Today bestselling author, and a Wall Street
Journal bestselling author of contemporary romance novels. Formerly a
derivatives trader on Wall Street, Sarina holds a BA in economics from Yale
University.

A New Englander whose Vermont ancestors cut timber and farmed the north
country in the 1760s, Sarina is grateful for the invention of indoor plumbing and
wi-fi during the intervening 250 years. She lives with her family on a few wooded
acres in New Hampshire.

Sarina's books are published in over a dozen languages with fifteen international
publishers.

A New York Times, USA Today and Wall Street Journal bestselling author, Elle
Kennedy grew up in the suburbs of Toronto, Ontario, and holds a B.A. in English
from York University. From an early age, she knew she wanted to be a writer,
and actively began pursuing that dream when she was a teenager.

Elle currently writes for various publishers. She is the author of more than 50
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titles of contemporary romance and romantic suspense novels, including the
global sensation Off-Campus series.
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The Silent Waters
 

Brittainy Cherry

With incredible reviews and a coveted spot on
TikTok’s best “books that’ll make you ugly cry” lists,
rising star Brittainy Cherry brings the angst in a
deeply touching story about young lovers ripped
apart for fans of Punk 57 and all things Colleen
Hoover.

THE PITCH
Bestselling author: Brittainy Cherry is an international bestselling author of
over 20 books

Hot subgenre: “Books that make you ugly cry” are a fan favorite, with
authors like Lucy Score and Colleen Hoover taking over TikTok; Brittainy sits
easily alongside these “stories that will wreck you”

Series information: Emotionally charged, devastating but ultimately
cathartic modern romances very loosely tied together but easily able to stand
alone

Story tropes and romance heat level: Young love, New Adult, opposites
attract, high angst and emotion; R

Author location: Brittainy Cherry lives in Wisconsin

THE BOOK

“Vivid and beautifully emotional.” Elle Kennedy, NYT Bestselling Author

Our lives are a collection of moments. Some full of yesterday's hurts.
Some full of tomorrow's promises.

I’ve had many moments in my lifetime: moments that changed me, challenged
me. Moments that scared me and engulfed me. But the biggest ones—the most
heartbreaking and breathtaking ones—all included him.

I was ten years old when I lost my voice. A piece of me was stolen away, and
the only person who could truly hear my silence was Brooks Griffin. He was the
light during my dark days, the promise of tomorrow, until tragedy found him.
Tragedy that eventually drowned him in a sea of memories.

This is the story of a boy and girl who loved each other, but didn’t love
themselves. A story of life and death. Of love and broken promises.

Of moments.

The Elements Series:

The Air He Breathes, book 1

The Fire Between High & Lo, book 2

The Silent Waters, book 3

The Gravity of Us, book 4

THE AUTHOR
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Brittainy Cherry is an international bestselling author of 20+ novels. Published in
over twenty countries, she has found her dream career when it comes to writing
romance novels. She graduated from Carroll University with a bachelor’s degree
in Theatre Arts and a minor in Creative Writing and lives in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
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Just a Cowboy and His Baby
 

Carolyn Brown

New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
Carolyn Brown sends readers on a wild ride in this
enemies to lovers romance between a rugged rodeo
cowboy and his fierce competitor looking to be the
first woman to take the crown.

THE PITCH
Bestselling author: Carolyn Brown is a New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author who has sold over 1.5 million copies P+E with
Sourcebooks.

Strong reissue program: We've sold over 69k print units of Carolyn Brown's
reissued and retitled Spikes and Spurs series.

Series information: Sixth in the Spikes and Spurs series, not necessary to
read in order.

Story tropes and romance heat level: enemies to lovers; PG-13 -
moderate heat

Author/Story location: Carolyn Brown lives in southern Oklahoma. The
story takes place on the rodeo circuit, stopping both in Wyoming and Las
Vegas, NV.

THE BOOK

New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Carolyn Brown sends
readers on a wild ride in this enemies to lovers romance between a
rugged rodeo cowboy and a fierce competitor who thinks it's time for a
woman to take the crown.

Gemma O’Donnell was incensed when she wasn’t the first woman to win the
PRCA (Professional Rodeo Championship Association) buckle for bronc riding.
This year, she heads out on the PRCA ProRodeo Tour burning to be the
second.

First stop is Cody, Wyoming where her stiffest competition is Trace Coleman,
who already has a jump on her. A tall, dark-haired cowboy with a sexy grin and
a swagger, he doesn’t really give a damn about the trophy belt buckle—he
wants the purse to buy a ranch he has his eye on. He damn sure doesn’t have
time for a sassy bit of Irish baggage who can evidently ride anything with four
legs and make anything with two legs want to take her to bed.

Gemma wins a few; Trace wins a few. In the end they both qualify for the final
cut in Las Vegas. But when it comes down to the wire, only one can win the
bronc-riding competition and take home one helluva prize. But in this
competition, it just might be loser takes all...

THE AUTHOR
Carolyn Brown is a New York Times, USA Today, Wall Street Journal,
Publisher’s Weekly and #1 Amazon and #1 Washington Post bestselling
author. She is the author of more than 125 novels and several novellas. Brown
has been published for 26 years, and her books have been translated 21 foreign
languages, and have sold more than 12 million copies worldwide. 
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When she’s not writing books, she likes to take long, road trips with her family
to research and plot future stories.
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A Song of Ash and Moonlight
 

Claire Legrand

Enchanting, sexy romantic fantasy from New York
Times bestselling author Claire Legrand, perfect for
readers of Sarah J. Maas and Jennifer Armentrout.

THE PITCH
New York Times bestseller!: Claire Legrand’s bestselling YA series THE
EMPIRIUM TRILOGY has sold over 264k P+E to date.

Strong Hook: High concept fantasy + strong,sexy romantic elements + the
elegance and drama inspired from the world of Bridgerton = a bingeable story
that readers won’t be able to stop taking about.

Romantasy is HOT: Readers can't get enough of romantic fantasy; Claire
Legrand's adult fantasy stories will sit right next to Sarah J. Maas, Scarlett
St. Clair, and Jennifer Armentrout.

Series information: Second in The Middlemist Trilogy. Three sisters in a
noble magic family must fight to protect their home from invasion by the
creatures of the Old Country—the realm of the gods and the birthplace of
magic—before the weakening Middlemist, the boundary dividing the two
worlds, disappears forever.

Story tropes and romance heat level: enemies-to-lovers; love triangle;
mental health; healing from generational trauma; parental betrayal; inspired
by the classic romantic ballet The Firebird; R+ - high heat

Author and story location: Claire Legrand lives in New Jersey; the story
takes place in the fictional world of Edyn.

THE AUTHOR
Claire Legrand used to be a musician until she realized she couldn’t stop
thinking about the stories in her head. Now she is the New York Times
bestselling author of several novels for children and teens, including the
Empirium Trilogy, the Edgar Award–nominated Some Kind of Happiness, the
Bram Stoker Award–nominated Sawkill Girls, and The Cavendish Home for
Boys and Girls. A Crown of Ivy and Glass is her debut adult novel.
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The One You Can't Forget
 

Roni Loren

An emotional contemporary romance from New York
Times and USA Today bestseller Roni Loren primed
for TikTok's "books that make you ugly cry" lists.

THE PITCH
Rave reviews: The Ones Who Got Away series includes multiple STARRED
reviews and Best Books from Kirkus, Entertainment Weekly, Amazon
Editors, and Publishers Weekly. COLLEEN HOOVER calls it “Absolutely
unputdownable!”

Topical and viral-ready: TIKTOK is going wild for emotional, issue-driven
books. The series hook is topical, relevant and sensitively addressed in a
way that will spark conversations on social media.

Bestselling author: Roni Loren is a New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author and two-time RITA winner with more than a quarter of a
million copies of her books sold.

Series information: The One You Can’t Forget is the second in The Ones
Who Got Away series, which is best read in order

Story tropes and romance heat level: R+

Author and story location: Roni Loren lives in Texas; The One You Can’t
Forget is set in Texas

THE BOOK

Twelve years ago, tragedy struck a sleepy Texas town. Only a small
number of those impacted survived—a group the media dubbed The
Ones Who Got Away. This is their story.

HER SECRET SHAME: The world knows Rebecca Lindt as a survivor, but that
impression would crumble if people discovered her secret…and realized she
didn't deserve to be the one who got away. But nothing can change the past, so
she's thrown herself into her work. She can't dwell if she never slows down.

HIS UNCERTAIN FUTURE: Wes Garrett is trying to get back on his feet after
losing his dream restaurant, his money, and half his damn mind in a vicious
divorce. But when he intervenes in a mugging and saves Rebecca—the attorney
who helped his ex ruin him—his simple life gets a hell of a lot more
complicated.

Their attraction is inconvenient and neither wants more than a fling. But when
Rebecca's secret is put at risk, both discover they could lose everything,
including the one thing they never realized they needed: each other.

Readers are raving about this white-hot, deeply emotional survival
romance:

"Phenomenal. Gets my highest recommendation!"—LORELEI JAMES, New
York Times and USA Today bestselling author

"Unforgettable… Roni Loren at her best!"—KRISTEN CALLIHAN, New York
Times and USA Today bestselling author

"Unique, swoony, and lively. The Ones Who Got Away is the best kind of
second-chance romance!"—SARINA BOWEN, USA Today bestselling author
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"The Ones Who Got Away is EXACTLY what I love in romance; angsty, hot,
conflicted, funny! Roni Loren delivers on all of it! Don't let this book get away!"—
M. O'KEEFE, USA Today bestselling author

The Ones Who Got Away:

The Ones Who Got Away, book 1

The One You Can't Forget, book 2

The One You Fight For, book 3

The One for You, book 4

THE AUTHOR
Roni wrote her first romance novel at age fifteen when she discovered writing
about boys was way easier than actually talking to them. Since then, her flirting
skills haven’t improved, but she likes to think her storytelling ability has. She
holds a master’s degree in social work and spent years as a mental health
counselor, but now she writes full time from her cozy office in Dallas, Texas
where she puts her characters on the therapy couch instead. She is a two-time
RITA Award winner and a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author.
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Vampires Never Say Die
 

Gloria Duke

Buffy the Vampire Slayer gets a modern, body-
positive makeover in the second of Gloria Duke's
charming paranormal romantic comedies.

THE PITCH
Fantastic Hook: While fresh, snarky and fun, this rom-com also manages to
deal with relatable topics such as body insecurity and self-acceptance,
elevating it for a readership looking for more varied representation

Author to Build: Gloria Duke is an award-winning debut author with over a
decade of experience in media. She is a WGA Award-winning radio writer,
TV sitcom writer, and brand advertising copywriter with incredible experience
and connections

A Fresh Take on a Popular Subgenre: Rom-coms continue to perform
well in the romance space. This thoughtful paranormal twist will let Vampires
Never Say Die stand out amongst the competition

Series Information: This is a second book in a two-book series; it can
stand alone

Story tropes and romance heat level: Enemies to lovers, opposites
attract, the “chosen one”; R

Author and story location: Glora Duke lives outside Philadelphia; Vampires
Never Say Die is set in LA

THE BOOK

You thought life was hard for a vampire? Try being the newest Slayer on
the block. Yet just when Carrie Adams thought it couldn't get any worse,
she learns that in the world of the unexpectedly supernatural, nothing is
ever what it seems.

Meet Carrie Adams: Serious. Disciplined. Focused. But as an aspiring actress,
she's at the mercy of casting directors who barely glance at her headshot before
making snap judgments about her talent based solely on her looks. She feels
powerless…until one night she goes from snarling at her obnoxiously attractive
coworker (musician-slash-bartender Nick Stokes) to wanting to kill him.
Literally.

Turns out Nick has become LA's latest vampire and she is his chosen Slayer…
a decidedly unwelcome job that comes with an overnight super-bodybuilder-buff
physique, the ability to conjure a sword made of fire, and a new gang of
supernatural enemies out for her blood. Nick swears he'll help her. Carrie swears
she'll figure out how to help herself.

But in a Hollywood-bright world of typecasting, can a Slayer and her sworn
vampire nemesis break free of their assigned roles…and discover the deeper
emotions there for the staking?

Also By Gloria Duke:

When Life Gives You Vampires

THE AUTHOR
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Gloria Duke is a pen name for Gloria Ketterer, a WGA Award-winning radio
writer, TV sitcom writer, and brand creative director. When Life Gives You
Vampires is her first novel.
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What She's Having

Sexy Southern second chance romance with a force-
of-nature plus size heroine who carries the world on
her shoulders and the hero who comes back to help
her—but first, he'll have to win her back.

THE PITCH
A new voice in plus size romance: Perfect for readers of Olivia Dade, Talia
Hibbert, Julie Murphy, and Kate Stayman-London.

Features witty writing and Southern small-town charm: Fans of Lucy
Score's Things We Never Got Over will love this blend of funny, sassy, and
Southern sweet

Themes appeal to a wide range of readers: The story touches on
themes relating to body size, found family, and the importance of sharing
your burdens and taking the time to care for yourself.

Series information: This is the second in a series; not necessary to read in
order.

Author/story location: Laura Moher lives in Minnesota; the story is set in
North Carolina

THE BOOK

"Incredibly fun and a great one for summer." —Culturess for Curves for
Days

She may be strong, but she’s not unbreakable.

July Tate is a force to be reckoned with—a big, strong blond with a heart the
size of her whole town—but beneath her capable exterior lie the scars of a
devastating lost love. To July, love equals vulnerability, and she can’t afford
either. 

Joe Anderson knew from the first moment he saw her that July was The One.
Now, after years apart, he’s back, driven by the need to explain his
disappearance. In search of the girl who filled his teenage dreams, he finds
instead a powerhouse woman who steals his heart and soul. 

Joe embodies everything July has been missing, and together they spark as
brightly as ever. But with Joe around, July, who can usually outwork four men is
suddenly making mistakes right and left. And that scares her. Because if July
falls again, this time her beloved town could go down with her.

Readers of Olivia Dade, Talia Hibbert, and Sarah Adams will adore this
sexy Southern small town contemporary romance between a cinnamon
roll hero and a plus size heroine looking for a second chance at love.

More praise for Curves for Days:

"Crazy entertaining, first rate storytelling—made me laugh and touched my
heart, too. Whew. Brilliantly done.” —Suzanne Brockmann, New York Times
bestselling author

"Readers will love the banter…and cheer them on as they slowly build their
relationship." —Library Journal STARRED Review
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"Body positivity combines with heartfelt romance to make this a winner."
—Publishers Weekly STARRED Review

THE AUTHOR
LAURA MOHER loves tiny houses, underdogs, and reading. Her head is full of
stories of flawed people who come together to make each other—and their world
—a better place. Much of her life has been divided between Colorado, the
Louisville, Kentucky area, Illinois, and the western Carolinas, but she’s now
happily settled in Minnesota.
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Promises and Pomegranates
 

Sav R. Miller

THE PITCH
Popular series: The Monsters & Muses series has been a viral TikTok
sensation, with views in the high millions. Readers have been clamoring for
special print editions of this beloved series.

Bestselling author: Sav Miller is a USA Today bestselling author with a
large and ever-growing platform of fans.

Phenomenal hook: This high-heat, modern retelling will appeal to fans of
Neon Gods and Greek mythology, as well as spicy romance readers. Sav R.
Miller sits right next to Katee Robert and Emily McIntire in this space.

Author location: Sav R. Miller lives in central Kentucky

Story tropes and romance heat level: Dark romance, morality chain hero;
R++

Series information: This is the first book in the Monsters & Muses series.
Can be read as a part of the series or as a stand alone

THE BOOK

She's the sweetest sin he's ever committed...

Doctor Kal Anderson assumes his heart worked at some point. But at thirty-two
years old, the organ in his chest seems to play a mechanical role at best. His
cold, emotionless existence gives him an edge as a fixer and in-house
physician for the Mafia, while his judgment is impartial and complication-free.

Until Elena Ricci, his boss’s twenty-year-old daughter.

After admiring the heartless doctor from afar most of her life, Elena catches him
in a moment of weakness, and the pair shares a night of passion as they
attempt to work each other from their systems. Only, the night seems to have
the opposite effect. Elena is no longer a simple temptation to Kal, but a
necessity.

An obsession.

One he won’t let anyone stand in his way of—even if that means crashing her
wedding to another man, forcing her hand in marriage, and stealing her away to
the corrupt island he resides on.

Alone with the man of her nightmares, Elena starts to chip away at the layers of
ice surrounding his hardened heart. But the warmth and depravity from her new
husband may not be worth the secrets unveiled, or the lives that will forever be
altered.

From USA Today bestselling author Sav R. Miller comes a dark and
twisted romance inspired by the Hades and Persephone myth.

THE AUTHOR
Sav R. Miller is an international bestselling author of dark and contemporary
romance. She prefers the villains in most stories, and thinks everyone deserves
happily-ever-after. Sav lives in central Kentucky with two pups named Lord
Byron and Poe. She loves sitcoms, silence, and sardonic humor.
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Fangs So Bright & Deadly

Piper J. Drake

Contemporary fantasy effortlessly blending modern
magic with Southeast Asian mythology for fans of
Jennifer Armentrout and Ilona Andrews.

THE PITCH
Bestselling author: Piper J. Drake is an NPD bestseller with more than
45,000 copies sold

Trending subgenre that readers love: Trade paper fantasy romance is on
the rise, with reissues of sexy New Adult fantasy (such as Sarah J. Maas)
hitting outside the Young Adult shelf

A fresh take on Contemporary Fantasy: Strong worldbuilding blends
Southeast Asian mythology with a modern-day Seattle and familiar
paranormal elements

Authentic storytelling: Piper is a Thai American author and she is deeply
familiar with the Thai and Southeast Asian mythology represented within the
series

Story tropes and romance heat level: Polyam relationship, opposites
attract, cinnamon role hero; R

Author/story location: Piper lives in Washington and the book takes place
in both modern-day Seattle and a fictional fantasy world

THE AUTHOR
Piper J. Drake is a bestselling author of romantic suspense, paranormal
romance, science fiction, and fantasy. Foodie. Wanderer. Usually not lost. She
lives in Seattle with her husband and beloved corgi.
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Through the Midnight Door
 

Katrina Monroe

Beyond its supernatural thrills and a chilling
mystery, Through the Midnight Door explores the
sometimes-fragile bonds of sisterhood and the way
deeply rooted trauma can pass from generation to
generation.

THE PITCH
Compelling read: Thrilling, mysterious, and atmospheric, with unforgettable
characters. The complicated family dynamics and unsettling imagery
combine to make this a standout on the shelf

Exciting new author: Katrina Monroe is a fresh new voice, writing a lived
experience story that breathes new life to the genre

Author/story location: Katrina Monroe lives with her family in Minnesota.
Through the Midnight Door takes place in Minnesota

Series information: For fans of supernatural thrills and haunting prose,
Through the Midnight Door is the anticipated follow-up to Katrina Monroe’s
Graveyard of Lost Children. It is a stand-alone.

THE BOOK

As emotional as it is haunting, Through the Midnight Door explores the
sometimes-fragile bonds of sisterhood and the way deeply rooted trauma
can pass from generation to generation.

The Finch sisters once spent long, hot summers exploring the dozens of
abandoned properties littering their dying town—until they found an impossible
home with an endless hall of doors…and three keys left waiting for them.
Curious, fearless, they stepped inside their chosen rooms, and experienced
horrors they never dared speak of again.

Now, years later, youngest sister Claire has been discovered dead in that old,
desiccated house. Haunted by their sister's suicide and the memories of a past
they've struggled to forget, Meg and Esther find themselves at bitter odds. As
they navigate the tensions of their brittle relationship, they draw unsettling lines
between Claire's death, their own haunted memories, and a long-ago loss no
one in their family has ever been able to face. With the house once again pulling
them ever-closer, Meg and Esther must find the connection between their
sister's death and the shadow that has chased them across the years…before
the darkness claims them, too.

Also By Katrina Monroe:

They Drown Our Daughters

Graveyard of Lost Children

THE AUTHOR
Katrina Monroe lives in Minnesota with her wife, two children, and Eddie, the
ghost that haunts their bedroom closets. Follow her on twitter @authorkatm.
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The Broken Truth
A Thriller  

Reavis Wortham

From award-winning author Reavis Z. Wortham, the
next pulse-pounding thriller about special-agent
brothers Tuck and Harley Snow and the high costs of
peace and justice in the Texas town they've sworn
to protect

THE PITCH
Strong series start: First book in series, Hard Country, received praise from
highly respected thriller writers Jeffery Deaver and David Morrell

Exceptional reviews: Author consistently receives starred reviews

Award winning author: Reavis is a two-time Spur Award winner, as well as
receiving awards from True West Magazine and the Will Rogers Memorial
Award

Series information: Kill Slot is the second book in a new contemporary
western thriller series starring two rough-and-tumble brothers in a special
division of the Texas Rangers

Author/story location: the story takes place in Texas where the author lives

THE BOOK

The endless Texas landscape hides all manner of sins…

Special Agent Tucker Snow knows there's big money roaming the fields under
the wide Texas sky—and the cattle rustlers committing large-scale thefts on
remote ranches know it, too. But when a prominent local rancher dies
unexpectedly and his property is quietly sold to an unknown buyer, Tucker
suspects there's something more sinister going on in his jurisdiction than the
usual steal-and-resell racket. Still raw after the tragic death of his wife and
young daughter, the lawman can't bear the thought of more innocent lives
destroyed by people whose greed poisons everything around them. 

Working alongside his brother, Harley, Tucker uncovers a dark ring of organized
crime that goes well beyond cattle rustling—a breed of deception and greed that
has turned into a silent killer and will take down anyone who crosses its path.
The question is whether Tuck and Harley will be able to shut it down before it
finds the people they love the most…

THE AUTHOR
Reavis Z. Wortham is the critically acclaimed author of the Red River Mysteries
set in rural Northeast Texas in the 1960s. As a boy, he hunted and fished the
river bottoms near Chicota, the inspiration for the fictional location. He is also
the author of a thriller series featuring Texas Ranger Sonny Hawke. He teaches
writing at a wide variety of venues including local libraries and writers'
conferences. Wortham has been a newspaper columnist and magazine writer
since 1988, and has been the Humor Editor for Texas Fish and Game Magazine
for the past twenty-two years. He and his wife, Shana, live in Northeast Texas.
Check out his website at www.reaviszwortham.com
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The Thirteenth Husband
A Novel  

Greer Macallister

Tearing through millions of dollars, four continents, a
hearty collection of husbands, and multiple run-ins
with a mysterious psychic, real-life heiress Aimee
Crocker blazes an unbelievable trail of public
notoriety and private pain in the newest novel from
acclaimed historical fiction author of The Arctic Fury.

THE PITCH
Acclaimed Author: Greer McAllister is the acclaimed author of multiple
historical fiction novels, including Girl in Disguise, an Indie Next Pick, The
Magician’s Lie, a Target Book Club pick, and The Arctic Fury, which sold
over 30k copies.

Female Protagonist from real history: Readers will love McAllister’s heart
wrenching and lavish take on the story of Aimee Crocker, a prominent
historical figure of the 1800’s.

A fresh hook: The time period, globetrotting, and the strong and independent
main character brings a new and exciting story into the historical fiction
space.

Book Club Ready: With a simultaneous hard cover, and topics ranging from
divorce, child custody, and women’s rights, this will be a fabulous contender
for book clubs.

Author Location: Greer Macallister resides in Washington, D.C. The
Thirteenth Husband takes place mostly San Francisco and New York City.

THE BOOK

From the acclaimed author of The Arctic Fury

Tearing through millions of dollars, four continents, and a hearty collection of
husbands, real-life heiress Aimee Crocker blazed an unbelievable trail of public
notoriety, private pain, and the kind of strong independent woman the 1880s had
never seen. Her life was stranger than fiction and brighter than the stars, and
she whirled through her days as if she was being chased by something larger
than herself. Greer Macallister brilliantly takes us into her world and spins a tale
that you won't soon forget.

THE AUTHOR
Raised in the Midwest, Greer Macallister earned her MFA in creative writing
from American University. Her historical novels, including The Magician’s Lie,
Girl in Disguise, Woman 99, and The Arctic Fury, have been named Book of the
Month, Indie Next, LibraryReads, Target Book Club, and Amazon Best Book of
the Month picks and optioned for film and television. As G. R. Macallister, she
is the author of the Five Queendoms series, which Paste Magazine called “the
best feminist fantasy series you probably haven’t read yet.” A regular contributor
to Writer Unboxed and the Chicago Review of Books, she lives with her family in
Boston.
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A Family of Killers
 

Bryce Moore

From the author of The Perfect Place to Die and Don't
Go to Sleep comes another chilling horror tale of a
young man who investigates a string of
disappearances, including his father; what he learns
after spending the night with the unsettling Bender
family will change his world forever...

THE PITCH
Exciting growing category of teen thriller: Horror/thriller is an expanding
subgenre among teen readers, who will be shocked by this grisly story they
most likely aren’t familiar with

Fantastic author with an established track record: Bryce Moore is a
librarian based in Maine. He is a former president of the Maine chapter of the
ALA, with great connections in the school/library space, and his previous
books earned starred reviews

Midnight Reads! is a complete package: This title will receive the official
branding that will go on all Midnight Reads titles to help grow consumer
recognition. 10-12 titles a year are publishing into the program and have seen
tremendous sales and growth in this space with the support of several retail
promotions.

Author/story location: Moore lives in Maine and the story takes place in
Kansas

THE BOOK

From the author of The Perfect Place to Die and Don't Go to Sleep comes
another chilling horror that explores the eerie story of America's first
serial killer family.

Warren Bullock always thought he was a decent person. But lately he's been
haunted by a sinister voice in his head urging him to commit unspeakable acts
of violence against the people around him.

And then the rumors start... There have been a string of disappearances in
southeastern Kansas, and his father's friend is one of the missing travelers.
When Warren's father leaves to investigate and doesn't return, Warren knows
this is his chance to prove that he is stronger than his darkest impulses. 

As he makes his way through Kansas, he finds himself at a suspicious inn run
by the Benders, a family with deeply unsettling mannerisms. They watch every
move he makes, stand over him in his sleep, and the daughter seems to be able
to see into both the past and future.

As he delves further into the disappearances, he realizes one or all of the
Benders may be responsible for all the missing people—and might be the
reason his father never came home. It's up to Warren to set things right, even if
that means giving into the voice he has been working so hard to ignore.

THE AUTHOR
Bryce Moore is the author of The Memory Thief and Vodník. When he’s not
authoring, he’s a librarian in Western Maine and a past president of the Maine
Library Association. And when he’s not up to his nose in library work, he’s
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watching movies, playing board games, and paying ridiculous amounts of
money feeding his Magic the Gathering addiction. Check out his daily blog for
writing tips, movie reviews, and general rantings over at brycemoore.com
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas
 

Clement Moore

From the enormously popular illustrator of the Bear
Snores On series comes a fresh and funny new
edition of the treasured visit from St. Nicholas.

THE PITCH
Jane Chapman is the illustrator of Karma Wilson's Bear series that has sold
more than two million copies. She is also the the author and illustrator of the
bestselling Is It Christmas Yet?

Bold, bright, and delightfully silly, this is sure to become a new classic

Children will delight in searching for the little mouse that can be found on
every page

THE BOOK

'Twas the night before Christmas, and all through the house not a
creature was stirring, not even . . . a bear?

Only Jane Chapman could reimagine this classic poem with a delightful all
animal cast. On the night of Christmas Eve, a family of bears settle down to
sleep until Papa Bear is awakened by a racket outside. Polar bear Santa in a
sleigh pulled by eight dog-deer bring festive commotion and joy to the class
holiday tale
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Squishy Sounds: Spooky Sounds
 

Give your baby a treat with this adorable Halloween
book featuring squishy sound buttons!

THE PITCH
Squishy sound buttons and colorful artwork will delight and engage your child

Sound elements on every spread stimulate the senses and support early-
learning development

Makes a wonderful Halloween, baby shower, or birthday gift

THE BOOK
Give your baby a treat with this adorable Halloween book featuring
squishy sound buttons!

Listen to the spooky sounds of the season with this fun interactive sound board
book. The sound buttons are super squishy with bright illustrations for readers
big and small to enjoy. A combination of photographs and illustrations will
engage young readers and encourage them to interact with each spread again
and again!

Squishy sound buttons and colorful artwork will delight and engage your
child
Sound elements on every spread stimulate the senses and support early-
learning development
Makes a wonderful Halloween, baby shower, or birthday gift

THE AUTHOR
LOUISE ANGLICAS graduated in 2004 and has been working as an illustrator
ever since! She has worked on a variety of projects from children’s books to
greeting cards to toy design. Her home studio is located in Gloucestershire, UK.
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Squishy Sounds: Laughing Babies
 

Babies will love laughing along with this adorable
book featuring squishy sound buttons!

THE PITCH
Squishy sound buttons and colorful artwork will delight and engage your child

Sound elements on every spread stimulate the senses and support early-
learning development

Makes a wonderful baby shower, birthday or Valentine’s Day gift; holiday
stocking stuffer or Easter basket stuffer

THE BOOK
Babies will love laughing along with this adorable book featuring
squishy sound buttons!

Listen to the joyful sound of laughing babies with this interactive sound board
book. The sound buttons are super squishy with bright illustrations for readers
big and small to enjoy. A combination of photographs and illustrations will
engage young readers and encourage them to interact with each spread again
and again!

Squishy sound buttons and colorful artwork will delight and engage your
child
Sound elements on every spread stimulate the senses and support early-
learning development
Makes a wonderful baby shower, birthday or Valentine's Day gift; holiday
stocking stuffer or Easter basket stuffer

THE AUTHOR
LOUISE ANGLICAS graduated in 2004 and has been working as an illustrator
ever since! She has worked on a variety of projects from children’s books to
greeting cards to toy design. Her home studio is located in Gloucestershire, UK.
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Little Orange Pumpkin
 

Erin Guendelsberger

All Little Orange Pumpkin wants is to explore
Halloween by herself—but when she slips into a
magical, spooky world full of monsters, she realizes
that maybe she doesn’t want to be a big pumpkin
just yet!

THE PITCH
Inspiring message that meets rising demand: Combing imagination and
encouraging humor, this book meets the rising demand for children’s social-
emotional learning books

Next book in a series with a New York Times bestselling title: Little
Orange Pumpkin builds on the success of Little Red Sleigh, which is a New
York Times bestseller with more than 200,000 copies sold

Perfect read aloud with a Halloween classic feel: Heartwarming text,
classic illustrations, and a unique concept make this an instant Halloween
classic full of nostalgia that will appeal to children and adults alike

Author location: Erin Guendelsberger lives in Ohio

THE BOOK
On a magical night filled with frights, one little pumpkin gets a bigger
scare and has a bigger adventure than she bargained for!

Little Orange Pumpkin has been waiting all year for Halloween night to come!
She has big plans to collect lots of candy and find all the spooky, scary things
in her neighborhood, and she is going to do it all by herself, no matter what her
Mommy and Daddy say. Deep in her heart, she believes she is ready, but when
Little Pumpkin slips into a magical, spooky world full of monsters, she realizes
that maybe she doesn’t want to be a big pumpkin just yet! This Halloween, she
just might learn you’re never alone when you have family who love you.

Little Orange Pumpkin is a heartwarming story you’ll want to read again and
again. Full of imagination and Halloween adventure, this story will remind you
there’s nothing like home to feel safe and loved.

Why readers love Little Orange Pumpkin:

For fans of the New York Times and USA Today bestseller Little Red
Sleigh
Parents, grandparents, and caregivers will love reading this nostalgic
inspirational book to kids
Perfect Halloween gift for ages 4-7, birthday or graduation gift, or read
aloud for any time of year!
Screen-free fun for children

Also in the Little Heroes, Big Hearts series:

Little Red Sleigh
Little Blue Bunny
Little Yellow Bus
Little Purple Tractor
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THE AUTHOR
ERIN GUENDELSBERGER is the NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY
bestselling author of LITTLE RED SLEIGH and writes children’s stories and
poems. She studied writing at Hamline University and Bowling Green State
University and now pursues adventure in Ohio with her husband, daughters, and
a cat named Hennimore.

Jennifer Zivoin has illustrated more than 40 children’s books, and her art has
appeared in children’s magazines, including “Highlights High Five” and
“Clubhouse Jr.” Several of her titles have been recognized with gold medals by
The Mom’s Choice Awards. The Children’s Museum of Indianapolis, the world’s
largest children’s museum, featured her art in a special “Pirates and
Princesses” exhibit. Jennifer provided artwork for celebrity picture books,
including those by Bill O’Reilly, James Patterson, and Guns N’ Roses.
Recently, Jennifer made her debut as an author with her book “Pooka & Bunni.”
Jennifer lives in Indiana with her husband and daughters, whose daily
adventures, explorations, and imaginings inspire her illustrations.
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Baby Animals Trying
A Celebration of First Moments  

Aimee Reid

A delightful ode to childhood milestones in sweet
rhyme and fun facts about baby animals.

THE PITCH
Heartwarming Nonfiction: Baby animal facts wrapped in playful rhyme and
sweet illustrations create a uniquely lovely parent/child bonding moment.

Giftable Year-round: Perfect for baby showers, birthdays, first day of
school, graduations, and other childhood milestone moments. Also great for
a child of any age!

Winning Author/Illustrator Combo: This is a follow-up to Animal Snuggles
by the same author-illustrator duo. Aimee Reid lives in Toronto, Canada and
actively promotes her books through author visits and events. Sebastien
currently lives in France.

THE BOOK

A heartwarming, playful picture book combining animal facts and a
message of trying new things!

This rhyming picture book shows baby animals taking first steps, first leaps,
first climbs, and more. Back matter with additional animal facts included. This
follow-up to Animal Snuggles by Aimee Reid and Sebastien Braun is perfect for
homes, schools, and libraries!

Greeting the morning through eager, new eyes.

Peacefully gliding beneath moonlit skies.

Joining together to howl with the pack.

Reaching to gather a tasty, new snack.

Rising on shaky legs, learning to stand.

Tumbling and playing on wide-open land.

...

I’ll be beside you wherever you go,

Cheering with wonder and joy as you grow.

THE AUTHOR
Aimee Reid is an author with a background in education and editing. She taught
high school English, Music, and Special Education before she began writing for
children. Aimee's picture books include Mama's Day with Little Gray, You are
My Friend: The Story of Mister Rogers and His Neighborhood, Welcome Home,
and First Morning Sun. As a child, Aimee was a voracious reader and could
often be found—curled in a corner, tucked in the crook of a tree limb, or
crouched by a book rack in the grocery store aisle—carried away to the world of
a book. Now Aimee sends her own stories out into the world. It brings her great
joy to think of other children nestled on a lap or cuddled on a couch reading
good books to share.

French Illustrator Sebastien Braun studied fine and applied arts at Strasbourg
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University. He then taught applied arts before becoming a freelance illustrator,
first of all for editorial clients in Paris. When Sebastien moved to London in 2000
he developed his illustrations for children and since then has been working
exclusively on children’s picture books. Sebastien’s clients include: Egmont,
Nosy Crow, Simon & Schuster, Little Tiger Press, Harper Collins US, Scholastic
and many more.
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Athletes Who Changed the Game
 

James Buckley Jr., Ellen Labrecque

Learn about over 50 athletes who were the first to
break barriers, rules, and records in bold and
fearless ways!

THE PITCH
Expert Authors: Written by New York Times bestselling authors James
Buckley Jr. and Ellen Labrecque, who have collectively written hundreds of
nonfiction children's books and are experts in the field of sports. James lives
in Santa Barbara, California, and Ellen lives in Bucks County, Pennsylvania.

Winning Category: Illustrated middle grade biography collections continue
to be a popular, giftable genre for young readers.

Unique Approach: This book is a never-before-seen take on the genre,
highlighting both famous and non-famous athletes of various genders and
across multiple sports who were the first to break barriers and records.

THE BOOK

Celebrate over 50 athletes who broke barriers, took risks, and changed
the rules!

While these athletes came from different backgrounds and overcame unique
struggles, they had one thing in common: they would not take "You can't" for an
answer. With a don't-give-up attitude, these fearless firsts fought for what they
believed in and created a better sports world.

In this book, you'll read about very famous athletes, like Jackie Robinson and
Simone Biles. You'll also discover the first female drag-racing champion and the
first Latino American baseball superstar. You'll meet the first Olympian with an
amputated leg, the first blind Ironman racer, the first transgender college
champion, and the first Asian American Olympic gold medalists. Beyond
individual athletes, you'll learn how Title IX impacted sports, why the
Paralympics matters, and the history behind the Haudenosaunee lacrosse
team.

By the time you're done reading, whether you're an athlete or not, you'll be
inspired to stay optimistic, fight against injustice, and be fearless in anything
you set your mind to!
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Nightmare in the Backyard
 

Jeff Strand

When the scratching starts on the tent, a backyard
camping trip turns terrifying for three friends.
Prepare to be scared silly in this creepy middle-
grade novel for fans of R.L. Stine, Dan Poblocki, and
Mary Downing Hahn.

THE PITCH
Jeff Strand is a Bram Stoker Award winning author with numerous adult
horror novels. His middle-grade showcases his signature creepy tension that
is served up with a dash of humor. The second stand-alone in our Spooked!
series: tales that will scare you silly.

Jeff's YA novels have been Junior Library Guild picks and are well-loved by
librarians, teachers, parents, and kids for how they appeal to even the most
reluctant readers. He is a master storyteller who knows how to keep an
audience captivated, and we've sold nearly 100,000 copies of his titles.

Jeff is a very active author with strong middle grade contacts from his YA
publishing. He does a lot of school outreach and attends many horror cons,
so he will be an active promoter of his MG publishing--both to kids and for the
adults who will want to share his voice with young readers.

Author/story location: Jeff Strand lives in Tennessee and the story takes
place in a fictional suburb

THE BOOK

When the scratching starts on the tent, a backyard camping trip turns
terrifying for three friends. Prepare to be scared silly in this creepy
middle-grade novel for fans of R.L. Stine, Dan Poblocki, and Mary
Downing Hahn.

Chloe, Avery, and Madison can't wait to spend the night camping in the
backyard. Smores! Spooky stories! Trading secrets! It's going to be awesome.
Sure, Elijah the kid next door keeps trying to prank them, but it's all in good fun.
Who doesn't like a little scare after the sun has set and the moonlight casts
creepy shadows everywhere?

Then the scratching starts on the tent fabric. The girls think it must be Elijah
again, but there's no one outside. As the scratching gets more insistent, the
girls may need to start asking WHAT is making that noise rather than WHO.
Can they make it through the night?

THE AUTHOR
JEFF STRAND is the Bram Stoker Award-winning author of lots and lots of
books. Some are scary, some are funny, and most are both. He bets his cat is
bigger than your cat.
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